
throw back the process of colonial liberation. It has not accepted the judgment of 

_ history that the era of colonialism has come to its end, Secondly, it has not drawn 

{ the necessary conclusions from the present world balance of forces. It is nota 

free agent. Its policy of aggression, if continued, will come into head-on conflict 
with a superior force--the combined legions of anti-imperlalism, 

. Thus its policies are based on myths of the past. And policies based on 

myths inevitably come to an ignominous end on the rocks of present-day realities. 
‘The question ἐδ How much death and destruction will it inflict before it is com~ 

pelied to accept these realities? This is what the.world ponders. 

Roots of Imperialist Aagression 

The warlike posture of imperialism is rooted in a built-in, inherent character- 

istic, one which will not change even when all the colonies are freed. Imperialism 

will continue to be on the prowl, seeking for weak spots. Toits last day it will 

go on.seeking ways to reestablish its rule over the world. But as the balance of 

“forces shifts, its-‘chances of even temporary victories will progressively diminish 

and finally disappear completely. 

| 
| 
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In addition to this built-in characteristic, there are some specific develop~ 

ments that at this moment influence the activities of U.S. imperialism. After 
World War II it expanded its operations almost at will, and it has become econom™ 
ically geared to a never-ending\process of expansion. But in some parts of the 

world the pathways of that expansion have become narrowed or closed, thanks to 

the growing resistence Of the anti~imperialist forces-and-the-mounting. competition 
from the capitalists of other countries. The easy pickings are disappearing, and 
this-at a time when- unprecedented profits both at home and abroad have resulted in 

unprecedented accumulations of idle capital with no place to go. And with each 
dollar of unused capital, the pressure for imperialist expansion grows. 

For example, in 1963 General Motors assigned $1,2 billion for expansion. 

But how long can such huge appropriations continue to be used for domestic ex- 

pansion, especially when the sole motive for expansion is maximum profits? This 

unused capital could be the main source of the billions needed to fight poverty, but 

not thus used it becomes the source of pressure for imperialist aggression. 

When U.S. spokesmen talk about our national interests in other parts of the 

world, they are talking about the. ability of a General Motors to invest its loot 

profitably. For this they want corrupt puppet governments which will give them ἃ 

free hand to use up national resources, to keep wages low and hours long, and to 

escape taxation. To put such governments into power or to keep them there--this 

is ‘the function of the CIA, the Seventh Fleet, the Alliance for Progress, the foreign 

— aid program, and other such instruments. " . 

This is the-combination that has operated to install U.S. imperialism in 

countries ike Iran. It is operating right now in the same way in Indo-China, the 

Congo and Latin America. And these intriguers have not given up even in those 

countries in which they have been rebuffed. The covers for these operations vary, 

but the purpose is the same, A trade union delegation from the United States ἴστε 

"visits", and its members slip millions to corrupt some leader, Or, to avert sus~ 

Π 
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picion, delegations may go in the name of another nation. The CIA and the State 

Department uses entertainers, sports figures, women, national group figures, 

Negro Americans, business people, and individuals with a socialist or radical 
background, All this is to provide a cover for the dirty business of imperialist cor- 

᾿ ruption--to prepare the. groundwork for the penetration of U.S. corporations; 

4 

alist aggression are against the grain of history’ 

uy 

In this period of victorious national liberation revolutions, the actions of 
U.S. imperialism take on special significance in the nature of counter-revolution. . 
‘The escalation in Indo China is an attempt to extricate a policy of aggression, that 

is on the brink of total defeat, because the forces of national liberation are within 

reach of total victory, 

The revolution of colonial liberation will continue along the path of victory. 
And if the present course of U.S. policy continues, it will clash with the forces of 

progress who are lined up- with the forces, of colonial liberation revolution. It is 
this that explains why without exception the U.S. forces are always and in every 

country lined up with the reactionary forces of counter-revolution. How could it be 

étherwise? ; 

Finally, there is another specific factor that has entered into the calculations 

of U.S. imperialism in its escalation of the war against Vietnam. This is-the divi- 

sion within the ranks of the anti-impertalist forces in general and the socialist 
countries in particular, U;S, imperialism is geared to take advantage of any div- 

isions or weaknesses resulting from wrong policies within the socialist camp. 

The cleavage between China and India, the conflict between India and Pakistan 
are weighed in these calculations. The division within the socialist camp,:and the 

conflict in the world Communist movement weighs especially heavily on the scales. 
It seems to me the Communist world will have to draw some lang-range basic ideo- 

logical as well as practical lessons from this-crisis. ξ 

Because whatever the specific reasons, it is a fact that because of these div- 

isions, U.S. imperialism has been able to escalate the war without meeting the 

total united resistance of the anti-imperialist forces of the world. This is a setback, 

This remains a serious problem. But this is also an area in which imperialism can 

make its biqgest miscalculation. The divisions within the ranks of world socialism 

are not beyond repair, The pressures of reality, the hammer blows of struggle, will 

weld ἃ new unity in the anti-imperialist camp, In fact, this new unity is beginning 

to be welded now. The processes of reunification have set in. The factors’ that 

have worked toward disunity have begun to recede into the background. 

Though,U.S. imperialism has at its disposal the greatest facilities, the larg- - . 
est staff, thé mightiest armed forces of any imperialist power in history, it.is still - 
not: strong- enough; — It-is -not-powerful- enough to-turmn. back.the wheels of history,, to 

stop the anti-imperialist revolution that is sweeping the world. Policies-of imperi- 

To conclude on this, it is clear that a new stage is opening up in the struggle 

against the policies of U.S. imperialism. There are new dangers, but the main thing 
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that stands out is the upsurge, the new people's movement to save the United States 

from its present path of no return. 

: For us, the struggle for policies of peaceful coexistence now shifts sharply to 

the struagle against the acts of aggression by U.S, imperialism. We must sense 

* the new mass base that has emerged for this struggle. And we must understand that 

it is now much easier to bring the essence, the understanding of anti-imperialism 

into the mass movements, into the trade unions, into the civil rights movement, and 

especially into the peace movement. . 

This calls for the organization of centers of anti-imperialist propaganda and- 

education. Our literature and speeches must reflect.this-new stage of struggle. The 

Party itself must have special committees for its own anti-imperialist activities. 

- Anti-imperialism can now begin to take its place along with other mass currents for 

civil rights, democracy and peace, 

Anti-imperialist need not be a divisive factor in the mass movements unless 0 

{ts acceptance is made a condition for all who want to unite for peace. The move- 

_ _ment against the war policy will continue to grow if all the forces on all levels of 

understanding remain united in their actions. And as the struggles develop, increas~ 

ing numbers will get a deeper insight and so will accept the conscious anti-imperi- 

alist position. 

III. ROLB'OF THE STATE 

I have deliberately dealt with the activities of U.S. imperialism in general 

separately from the evolution of the Johnson Adminisrration or the differences within 

“the ranks of monopoly capital, It-is-correct to-appraise-this.administration or any 

other within the framework of U.S. imperialism. But it would be a mistake to deal 

with them as if they were one and-the same thing. This mistake is made very often, 

and it weakens the struggle against imperialism. The source of imperialism is not the 

governmental structure but monopoly capitalism. The policies of imperialism are in . 

the first place policies of the giant monopoly corporations which are in the business 

of foreign investment. 

There are important forces within the ranks of monopoly capital who are against 

the present policy in Vietnam, although these too want to cover Up the roots of im~- 

perialism. : We must expose the roots--the class, monopoly base of imperialism. 

And we must show, in that context, the.role of a given administration as the instru- 

ment and servant of these imperialist forces. 

Once these class roots are exposed, the struggle against imperialism will be 

on a more solid foundation. Failure to do this is one reason for the inadequacy of 

understanding and opposition to U.S. imperialism in the past. Because its govern- 

mental and military arms have not always-been openly used, masses have been led 

_to-believe that.the United States is not an imperialist country. The apologists for 

U.S. imperialism have pointed to the lack of open U.S. governmental aggression 

85 proof that U.S. policies are not imperialist, - 

Along with the growth of U.S. imperialism, there has developed a government 

structure of departments and bureaus set up solely to serve these private corporate 
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imperialist ventures, Typical of these is the CIA, The Pentagon likewise serves 
this purpose. When there are no actual problems of national defense, military 

units like the Seventh Filet, the Marine Corps and others are beefed up solely to~ 
ward this end. The military training programs, the nature of military units have 

' been geared to fighting popular national liberation movements. 

There are federal banks and financial institutions established for the same 

purpose. These use American taxpayers’ dollars to protect the foreign property and 

profits of the monopolist swindlers. The foreign aid program has the same function, 

as do mest government contracts and subsidies. This is the main purpose of the 

National Security Council, which should more properly be called the "U.S. Imperi-~- 

alist Security Council," Thus, the governmental structure has a system of deparit- 

ments of imperialism. 

It is now an accepted practice to staff these special departments with direct 

representatives of the corporations for whose benefit their government authority is 

to be used, ‘The heads of these departments are very often in closer touch with the 

private imperialist combines than with the government, As a rule they are appointed, 

so there is no public control over them, Where there are no departments, there are 

special presidential advisers like McGeorge Bundy. The heads of these departments 

and these advisers make up the extra-legal “invisible government." 

This is a kody with alarming powers. The people have:no power over it. 

Congress ‘has no power over it, Its activities are secrets to the people and to Con- 

gress, and yet it has the power to instigate wars, fo overthrow governments. This 

invisible government has usurped the authority of the Cabinets. As a governmental 

body the Cabinet plays no role. The emergence of this secretive, extra~legal, 

-  -behind~-the-scenes center of political power, closely linked to the-centers.of finan= 

cial~industrial combines, and all interlinked with the military forces of the Pentagon 

and the CIA and FBI presents-the most serious threat to the whole democratic struct~ 

ure, It is this section of the government that is most directly controlled by the im- 

perialist corporations. It is also the section which has grown the fastest. 

This must be understood as a background for understanding the role of’ the 

Johnson Administration. For at this moment the one outstanding feature is that the 

most warlike forces of the “invisible government" have for the time being become 

the dominant force in determining foreign policy. They are for the moment in control 

of the Executive power on foreigih policy, and they are in control because President 

Johnson has’ elevated them to their present positions of power. 

These forces have had a growing influence within past administrations. There 

; have been previous occasions when they have been momentarily dominant, though 

most of the time they have been’balanced off by saner elements. But at this moment 

they call the foreign policy shots. They are the criminal architects of the aggression 

that now endangers the peace of the world. 

Yet, for all their influence on the Administration, they are on very thin ice. ~~ 

They are advancing a policy that is very widely condemned and is not supported by 

the people of the United States. In fact, the Johnsons, the Bundys, the McNamaras 

and the Taylors are dangeroixs precisely because they are so out of contact with re- 

ality. ' 
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There are other forces within and around the Administration which do not 

agree with the policy of aggression, The opposition on this level is expressed by 

such newspapers as the New York Times, the St.:Louis Post-Dispatch, the Knight 

chain and‘others, It is expressed by such columnists 89 Walter Lippmann. And it 

is expressed in one way or another by one-third of the U.S. Senate, including such 

‘men as.Morse, Fulbright, Gruening, Mansfield and Aiken, and by a sizeable bloc 

of Congressmen. On | , 

This opposition, which represents a difference in tactics, is in turn a reflec- 

tion of divisions in the ranks of U.S. capitalism. Among the big capitalists who 

opposed Goldwater in the 1964 elections, there is a significant number who did so 

because they were against escalation in Vietnam. There are also-important sections 

" | of big business which, in the face of sharpening competition with West European and 

Japanese capital, are pressing for the opening up of trade with.the Soviet Union and 

other socialist countries, and which find the Administration policy in Vietnam an ob- 

stacle to this. 

Such opposition is particularly important because it coincides with the more 

basic anti-war and anti-imperialist sentiments among the American people. The 

present aggressive war policy is under growing pressure from those holding a posi~ 

tion which offers the only realistic basis for the defense of U.S. capitalist inter- 

ests, whereas the Administration policy leads to a dead end. These divisions can 

only add to our confidence in the possibility of turning the present tide of imperialist 

aggression. 

In this, too, 1165 the continuing distinction between the Administration and the 

ultra-Right. True, Johnson has adopted a reactionary foreign policy which, if it is 

persisted in, will lead to the full position'of the-ultra-Right. The-fascl st-oriented. 

ultra-Right is irrevocably committed to a policy of all-out escalation and nuclear 

war, while on the other hand the present Administration line is not thus unaltérably 

fixed and a fight can be realistically waged to reverse it. ‘ 

Nevertheless, for the moment the U.S. policy remains one of endless escala- 

tion, one based on the demand for unconditional surrender. The Administration is 

telling the people of North Vietnam: "We are going to bomb your cities until you 

join us in crushing the people's liberation movement in South Vietnam~-until you 

‘police the liberation forces there," And after each new step, the tuming of the 

tide becomes that much more difficult. ᾿ 

The rising demand to stop the bombing of North Vietnam is a minimum first~ 

step demand, It is the absolute minimum prerequisite for bringing about negotia~ 

tions, And it is a proper demand even if there should be no. negotiations. Our-cen~ 

tral task remains the exposure of the operations of U.S. imperialism and the fight 

for the full right of self-determination for the people of Vietnam. Our demand is for 

the total withdrawal of-all U.S. military forces from every inch of foreign soil. 

IV. FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC POLICY” Ὁ 
ὩΣ “ " ες ἡ Ὁ 

A nation cannot go too long in one direction in its foreign policy and.in another 

in its domestic policy. Sooner or later, the policy that dominates will drag the 

other with it, This is the crux of the problem we now face, The dominant policy at 
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this moment--the aggressive foreign policy~-is. beginning to cast its shadow over 

all other questions. There is a danger that it will drag the whole political scene in 

its wake: in fact, the warning signals are already fiying. 

The militaristic, aggressive direction of foreign policy has given the ultra- 

Right a new leaase on.life. These forces are beginning to sense that they are 

watited again as the polluted atmosphere in which they grow so well shows signs 

of getting heavier. McCarthyism persisted and was tolerated because it served ἃ 

purpose. It served as the terror squad’ to frighten all opposition to imperialist pol- 

icies. Today, an atmosphere of tolerance of the Birchites, of the ultra-Right, is 

again being cultivated. 

In addition, there is an escalation in harassment by the FBI. This harassment 

is intended to terrorize the whole progressive-civil rights-peace-Leit spectrum. 

Redbaiting attacks on the civil rights organizations are increasing. The vicious 

attack by Harry Truman on Rev. Martin Luther King, in which Truman echoed the 

slanders of J. Edgar Hoover, fits into this pattern. There is a new element in the 

redbaiting attacks against The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, the , 

Students for a Democratic Society, the Du Bois Clubs, the Southern Conference 

Educational Fund and other organizations. | 

What is noteworthy is that the attacks are being inspired and directed by 

forces high in the Johnson Administration. In this connection, we cannot overlook 

the harsh, arbitrary manner in which Johnson has treated the Congressmen and 

Senators who oppose the present Administration policy. 

There.are also-signs-of legislative backsliding. True, the Medicare Bill was 

passed, but not before some very serious deletions took place. The anti-poverty 

program remains on the level of pilot projects and temporary relief, and the back~ 

sliders are hard at work to keep it there. More and more the argument is heard 

that the best solution for unemployment among the youth is to increase the military 

draft. Farm subsidies have been cut with no provision for farm aid in their place. 

Social legislation can become a victim of escalation on the war front. 

This is not to say that the Administration's legislative policies have already 

been reversed and the path of concessions has been abandoned. On the contrary, 

the passage of the Medicare and federal aid to education bills, with all their limit- 

ations, represent important.concessions. These. were won as a result of struggle 

by labor unions and other groups. And undoubtedly they were achieved also because 

our ruling circles felt, in view of the prolonged economic upturn, that they could 

afford them. 

Further struggle can win further gains. But if the present course in foreign 

policy continues, the struggle will become increasingly difficult and uphill. Con- 

_gider the situation of the steelworkers, for example. If there is.no agreement by 

the time of the August deadline, and if the escalation goes on, Can anyone. doubt 

that every pressure will be exerted on them to pare down their demands and to avoid 

a strike, in the name of the national emergency? Or consider the question of mil- 

itary appropriations. Congress has already rushed through a special appropriation 

of $700 million for the war in Vietnam. τῷ it continues, we can expect requests for 

increases several times that large, That money will have to come from somewhere, 
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and it is clear that it will mean further pressures on spending for social welfare. 
Reactionary forces have always used the demands of war as a basis for attacking 
social legislation, and this situation will be no exception. 

Already, instead of a struggle for social legislation, there is a growing bar- 

rage of talk about a "consensus." Fundamentally, this is nothing more than an 
attempt to pressure the majority to support unpopular policies against their own 

best interests, When policies are in the narrow interests of monopoly capital ,there 

can be no consensus with the other 90 per cent of the American people. Thus, there 

can be no democratic "consensus" in support of the war in Vietnam. On the other 

hand, monopoly capital will-not willHngly join in a consensus in support of policies 

in the interésts of the people, and thereby also of the nation. Thus, they will not 

join in a "consensus" for civil rights or a real war on poverty. The contradiction 
between the interests of monopoly and those of the people is irreconcilable, The 

talk of "consensus" is only grease for the rails on which the backsliders on social 

legislation would set the country. 

The flags of warning also have a deeper meaning. They are indications of the 

fact that the struggle for social progress and the struggle against imperialist aggres- 

sion are becoming more and more closely joined. To fight for the former, one must 
fight against the increasing drain of these imperialist adventures, Conversely, to 

fight against these is to strengthen the fight for social advance. A heightened mass 

struggle on both fronts, therefore, can both guarantee progress on the social wel- 

fare front and turn the tide on the foreign policy front; ᾿ 

In this context, the role of the Republicans is worth a word of special comment. 

They are the cheering section on both fronts, In foreign policy they are having it 

both ways: their policy is being carried out but they do not have to worry about be- 

ing labelled the “war party." They are cheering the escalation and in turn using it 

as the excuse for backsliding on social legislation. And so they are happily look~ 

ing forward to the 1966, elections, in which the Democrats will be charged with 

scuttling the program of social progress-because of their war in Vietnam. But like 

Johnson, the Republicans are also misjudging the temper of the American people, 

who are beginning to demand more than a change of party labels. 

IV. MASS MOVEMENTS 

The worldwide reaction to the aggression in Vietnam has become a big factor 

for peace, With the possible exception of the British-French~Israeli attack on 

Egypt, never since the days of Hitler, Mussolint and Tojo has world public opinion: 

been as opposed to a policy as itis now. This public opinion has prevented even 

token participation. by any government in the operations in Vietnam. During the 

last week alone, 50,000 people protested U.S. policy in London, 30,000 in Tokyo, 

20,000 in Cambodia. In Canada, 3,000 students held a sit-down on the ‘steps of the 

U.S. Embassy. 

Henry Cabot Lodge is now making his second round of “allied recruiting," but 

he is being. besieged by popular protests wherever he goes. The United States has " 

never been as isolated as it is today, The place in thé spotlight has turned into 8 

hot seat, 
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εν ‘By far the most significant development, however, is the escalation of the 
mass protest movements by the American people. Within the space of a month, we 

-have witnessed two historic mass mobilizations, two popular responses that demon- 

strate a new level of political understanding, a new level of militancy. These speak 
for the greatness of the American people generally, but especially for the new fine 

quality of our young generation. Jt gives one a deep sense of confidence that the 

war tide can and will be turned. 

These two mobilizations have been on two very vital questions -- one on ἃ 

basic issue of democracy, the other on the life-and-death question of peace. One 

was sparked by the events in Alabama, the other by the events in Vietnam. And it 
is not accidental that the most popular slogan in the mass action around Alabama 
was: “Bring the troops back from Vietnam and send them to Alabama." What is es- 
pecially encouraging is that new sections of our people are joining in these struggles 
and that they have for many become two phases of one struggle. Civil rights leaders 
are increasingly peace leaders, and peace leaders are increasingly civil rights 

leaders, 

The struggle against U.S. imperialist policies is the newer of these two mass 

currents. It is a new,'a higher kind of a patriotic movement, motivated by the true 
self-interests of our nation and people. itis a fight to return our nation to the path 

of peace, democracy and social progress, Its patriotic nature is emphasized by the 
sharp contrast with the anti-national nature of the policies followed by the forces of 
imperialism. There-is-a-growing-concern_about the.harm_to.our country's interests 
inherent in the policy of recklessly gambling with American lives and prestige by 

U.S. imperialism and the Administration. 

This movement of resistance to the policies of aggression has broader and 
deeper roots than any previous peace movement in our history. In assessing its 

level, one must bear in mind that this is a protest that of necessity is directed 

“against the policies of our government alone. Even the test ban struggle was di-~ 

rected to many governments. A struggle against the policies of one's dwn govern~ 

ment requires a much higher political and ideological understandifig, It is ἃ long way 
from the “plague on both your houses" level of a few years ago. The April 171} 
march in Washington and the Selma~to-IMontgomery march were truly splendid, un~ 

forgettable historic events, They registered a new kind of commitment in the struggle 

for peace and democracy, ¥ 

The march reflected a strong, spontaneous upsurge of sentiment for peace and 

democracy, The broad popular welisprings of understanding from ‘which these mass 

actions originated, and the partly spontaneous nature of these marches, represent 
the most important political force in this country. By and large the mass currents 

that responded against the ultra-Right in the élections, and again tothe events-in 

Alabania, are now in motion against the war policies of U.S. imperialism. 

The hundreds.of “teach-ins" of the past weeks, with tens of thousands of part~ 

icipants, are a new method of struggle which has brought in thousands of new fight- 

ers. These "teach-ins" reflect a significant growth of anti-imperialist understanding. 
The all-night discussions have revéaled a surprising understanding of the basic is-~ 

sues involved, and a new level of acceptance among students and faculty members 
that thera sara anther cteatame hacidee eanitaliem. TH ie a level that save: “Tf the 
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people of any country want to try socialism, they must have that right.” In many 

colleges, these “teach~-ins" were the first protest of any kind that have taken place. 

*" “Phe reactions and protests by unions are also of great importance, The reso~ 

lution of the UAW Executive Board; the actions by the West Coast longshore union, 

District 65, Local 1199 of the Hotel and Restaurant Workers, and the teamsters; the 

editorials in the union papers -~ are all signs of a new level of activity by the trade 

unions for world peace, 

There are also, it is true, such expressions of all-out support for the aggres~ 

sive Administration policies as those of David Dubinsky and George Meany. These 

are grim reminders that the trade union movement has far to go before if assumes its 

propér place in the struggle for peace. But it is the "γᾶν of protests that is signif- 

- icant, that is indicative of the direction in which organized labor is moving. 

Then there is the unprecedented number of signers of newspaper ads. This 

now includes tens of thousands of names of the clergy, public figures, labor leaders 

and professionals, The Hst of signers of the writers’ ad is unprecedented, It in~ 
cludes almost every writer of any public note. The newspaper ads have developed 

into a major method of struggle because the mass media have been closed to voices 

of protest. The letters-to~the~-editor columns have never been so crowded with let- 

ters of protest as they are on Vietnam. 

The number of mass protest meetings ~~ all very successful ~~ has greatly 

increased. There has been a growth of people’s committees which have called mass 

protest meetings in all kinds of new and smaller communities. Our Party, and indiv- 

idual Communists, have-played a very-commendable-role.in-all.this. 

The April 17th Washington action was a dramatic demonstration that the strug- 

gle for peace has now emerged fully, along with civil rights, as one of the mass pop~ 

ular currents of struggle. This is a very significant development, 

It is also significant that the third of these popular currents is also slowly 

rising, namely, the struggle against the effects of automation in the hands of big 

business, 

Since 1961 our policy discussions have taken into account the three rising 

mass currents of struggle. Of these, the struggle for Civil Rights was the first to 

erupt into a struggle involving millions. This current continues, and it continues 

to influence all phases of our life. ᾿ 

Now the second of these currents has emerged into a mass movement of great 

numbers. The struggle for peace has turned into a mass struggle against the policies - 

of U.S. imperialist aggression. | 

The third mass current has not yet erupted with the same force as the other™ ἢ 

two. This current is the inevitable struggle that will develop against the effects of 

automation while it is in the uncontrolled hands of big business. Most union con~ 

tract negotiations have taken on a small part of the problem of automation, Many 

have won important concessions. But the emergence of automation is a fundamental 

change, It demands a more fundemental change in labor-capital relations, Fora 
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short period of time, the attrition agreements postponed the problem for those who 

have high seniority. But it is no solution for the working class as a whole. The 
total work force is increasing while the number of workers on the job is decreasing. 

jit is no solution for the millions of youth who are in ever larger numbers pressing 
‘on the doors of employment offices, And it is no solution for anyone when the 

boom of the economic cycle begins to fade. ; 

These questions are stirring the ranks of labor, There is a growing uneasi- 

hess about what is going to happen. At this very moment the steelworkers, long~ 

shore and other unions are squaring off for a major battle in this arena. 

i re ie τι -- τα i τς 

The three currents together make up the pillats for a people’s movement for 

peace, democracy and economic security. This will be the basis of the anti-mon~ 

opoly coalition, the coalition that will rescue our country from the control of mon- 

_opoly, 

A word about the civil rights struggle. During these last weeks the civil 

rights movement has scored some historic victories. The involvement of millions of 

- « -Americans in weeks of continuous mass actions, rising to a:climax in the Selma-to~ 

| Montgomery march, set the stage for a breakthrough in the right-to~-vote drive. The 

significance of this breakthrough goes very deep, and it will reverberate far and 

wide. ST, en a ee 

Sine ete 

* 

᾿ Crow in the South. It is a direct political challenge to the instruments of terror and 

oppression, It is a challenge to the medieval electoral system that has kept inpol~ 

challenge to a system of government that has kept the South a source of strength for 

reaction nationally. 7 m4 SOP Rk : Se 

rm ὑς Τ ΠΣ . It is a challenge to a corrupt 
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bigoted officialdom that has kept trade unions out of the southern industries. 1:15 

a challenge to the southern wage differential. The stage is set fora breakthrough 

‘ against a-hundred years and more of backwardness and reaction. 

But the breakthrough is still only a promise, The right-to-vote law has not 

Β been passed yet, and the legislative backsliders are busy here too. Passage will 

᾿ be an important victory, but even δὲ ifs best if will not wipe out all of the electoral 

‘ inequalities applied against the Negro people. The bill will not establish universal 

r suffrage for all, As it now stands, it does not abolish the poll tax. It-does not pro- 

hibit the states from establishing new restrictions that could be used against Negro 

voters, It is not a bill that establishes the machinery to guarantee every one’s vot- 

ing rights as prescribed in the Constitution, In short, it is an important step, but 

" it is not yet the total victory in the struggle for the right to vote. 

And even the passage of a law does not guarantee victory. Our statute book's 

" are full of laws that -were enacted because of mass struggles but have never.been _ 

implemented. A continuous struggle for the implementation ef such laws is the only 

road to victory. This is the nature of the struggle for reforms under capitalism. 

There are no days off or coasting in it. If you relax for a day, it will take a week τοι. 

make up what you lost. For the forces of progress, when the struggle for the pass~ 

agecs a law is won, the struggle for its implementation starts, \ * 

ome 
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¥V. A LOOK AT SOME POLICY QUESTIONS 

In a review of a period in which struggles have greatly sharpened, and in 
which political positions and relations have been battered by violent storms, it is 

‘ necessary to examine some of our policy moorings. We must see if we have not 

permitted either too much slack or not enough on one or another of our political 
moorings, and have thereby developed one~-sidedness. { do not think the problem 
is one of losing our moorings altogether, although in a political struggle that also 
is not impossible. We need this check on policy because we are under constant 

pressure, 

With regard to the struggle for peaceful coexistence I have already indicated 

a direction. For us the task at the moment is to turn back the tide of U.S. imperi- 

alist aggression. In fact, for the world, this is the central front. Thisisa .. 
crucial test in the struggle for policies of peaceful coexistence, The very es~ 

sence of the struggle for policies of peaceful coexistence is the fight against 

imperialism. This is the very purpose of that policy. 

It has never been a policy based on the acceptance of status quo in world 

relations. It has been and it remains an effective weapon of struggle. In this 

struggle it uses both hands. With one, it holds back the aggressive forces of 

imperialism and world war; with the other, it gives full support to the forces fight- 

ing for national independence, and for the peoples who are moving towards a soc~ 
ialist goal, 

The test whether a policy is based on actuality is in whether it can be trans~- 

lated into tactics and struggle, And the test of tactics is whether it can change 

that actuality. A check on the correctness of tactics cannot be whether they could 

or could not have been correct in the past, or whether they will or will not still be 

correct for the future. They must correctly reflect the actuality of this day. There- 

fore in tactics, timing and the necessary flexibility are the most crucial ingredients. 

The sharpening of struggle by itself does not call for a change in policy; it 

tests it, The estimates on which policy is based do not change because there is 

struggle. Because the estimates were not of neutral forces placidly growing or 

declining, but of forces in struggle, And they took into account the effect of 

struggles on the forces involved. 

A second policy question that comes up for airing is whether our estimate of 

the balance of world forces and the concept of the new epoch are still valid. There 

are also the two derivative conclusions from this estimate: first, that because of 

the changed balance of forces, world wars are not inevitable; -and second, that.the 

possibilities of a peaceful transition to socialism for some countries have increas- 

ed. Are these still valid? | 

There is nothing in the sharpened struggles that has in any way placed these 

concepts in question, True, the balance of forces is at this time again going 

through one of its severe tests. At issue is whether the forces of anti-imperialism ! 

and peace the world over can turn back the tide of imperialism and war, That such ᾿ 

tests occur is itself oroof of the existence of the new relationship of forces, In 
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_ past periods when imperialism was dominant, the question did not come up. In this 
test, as well as in previous ones, I am confident that imperialism will be forced to 

retreat, 

The reckless aggressive acts of Use imperialism are not a reflection of grow- 
_ ing strength of imperialism. They aré deSperate attempts to stop the progressive 

march of history that is being propelled by. the growing strength of the. forces of 

socialism and national liberation revolutions. 

I want to keep returning to the element of struggle in our calculations because 
.I think this is one of the moorings where there has been some slack. We have not 
always made it clear that the balance of forces we are talking about is a balance of 

forces in struggle ~~ in ideological, political, ¢conomic combat. The tipping of the 

scales in this balance takes place as a result of struggle. If world wars and wars of 
imperialist conquest, are not inevitable, it is because the strengthened forces of 

peace and anti-imperlalism are in struggle against imperialism, It is this and not 

some abstract force in reserve that raises the possibility of stopping these -wars. 

The estimate that we make and our confidence in victory is based on the potential 

strength of these forces in struggle. 

The same yardstick applies to the possibilities of peaceful transition to 

socialism. That it is possible is being proven by a number of the newly~liberated 
countries, ‘Many of-these countries-are-now picking-their way-through. the mine 

fields‘ of this transition. But again, it is possible to do so because there is struggle. 
And this means organization, mobilization and movement with a conscious develop- 

ment of perspective. 

In this connection, there is one other loose end we should pin down, We 

must give greater emphasis to the fact that the tipping of the scales in the world is 

a historical process. It is not a steady, smooth development. There are setbacks, 

slow-downs, turn-offs and even puzzling detours. For example, the divisions in 

the ranks of the socialist countries and the world Marxist movement have had, I 

believe, a slowing-down effect on some of the processes within this historical per- 

iod of revolutionary transition. In some cases, this has given imperialism more 

room to maneuver and at times even the initiative. In some cases it has slowed 

down the: movement of the newly independent nations to socialism. The divisions 

have confused and weakened some of the forces fighting for independence. They 
have caused some lowering of the fighting ability of the forces of socialism, and 

have prevented the socialist forces from placing their united weight on the scales 
of progress. Thus, while-these-divisions have not basically changed the. balence 

place, 
x ἢ ee 

The policy question that pops up most often is: in view of the present foreign 

policy direction of the Johnson Administration, what about the Communist election 
policy? But before dealing with this, let me say first, that if, on the basis of new 
experiences and changes in any situation, at any time, on any issue we are ever 

convinced that our position was wrong, we must be ready to say so publicly. It is 

not a crime to make a mistake. But it is one not to correct jz. 
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; Before writing the article in the April Political Affairs defending our policy*, 

T reviewed our electoral tactics in all its aspects. The conclusion I reached is that 

our policy was correct, even from the -viewpoint of hindsight. The essence of that 

article should be considered as a part of this report. 

In discussing questions of policy or tactical line, one comes up against the 

same point -- that tactics refers to struggle. What we are reviewing Is a tactical | 

line of struggle, for a specific moment, with a specific set of circumstances, & 

specific relationship of forces, each with a specific direction, and not as they are 

now, but as they were then. We Marxists start from the premise that all history 

since primitive times has been a history of class struggle. Ourtactical line is in- 

tended to influence that struggle at éach stage of development ~~ not to invent a 

struggle, but to influence that which exists. ; 

Our critics say, "You worked to defeat the ultra~Right candidates. Well, they 

- were defeated. What did you gain?. Do you think those who were elected will do 

anything?" It is an interesting fact that most of our critics do not say a better al- 

ternative was open within the realities of 1964. Somehow they seem to blame the 
Communists for not providing that alternative. Because struggle is the keystone of 
our tactics, we worked out a policy of electoral struggles that was realistic ~~ a 
policy of directing the sharp end of our attack against the ultra-Right. And here we 

must emphasize again: tactics involves people, struggle involves people. Correct 
tactics are always related to concrete struggles around specific issues involving 

specific_people ~~ people who. are ready to take some level of action, but not ready 
to break completely with the past and not ready to step out boldly into advanced po~ 

sitions - at that specific moment. ; 

Within the context of the challenge by the ultra-Right, by a combination of the 

most reactionary forces ~~ the fascists, the Dixiecrats, the Birchites, the Ku Klux 

Klan and other fanatical groups -- our electoral policy was correct. - 

In response to the question, "What did you gain?", we ask, "Ts it easier, are 

the possibilities of organizing struggles better, because the ultra~Right was defeat- 

ed? Are the reactionary forces in the country weaker or stronger? Did the masses 

leam anything? Did they gain confidence? Are they stronger in the battles of today 

because of their experiences?" These are the tests of whether the alternative was 

meaningful. Policies that could not be translated into meaningful tactics related to 

the influencing of masses, and therefore the changing of that reality were meaning- 

léss, 
it is our conviction that within the realities of 1964 there were no better al- 

tematives available.’ Our policy was a policy of struggle within the limits of these 

realities. Since the elections, the unprecedented mass actions on Civil rights and 

on Vietnam are proof that the masses who rallied to-defeat: the ultra-Right have con- 

tinued the struggles. They are demanding thet Johnson carry out the promises of his 

election speeches. Would the situation be better if the most reactionary candidates 

had swept the elections? 

Our electoral line was not anchored in a reliance on Johnson and Humphrey! 

* Gus Hall. "The Mandate: Selma and Vietnam, " Political Affairs, April 1965, 
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They were and are as much representatives of U.S. imperialism ‘as is Goldwater. 
The reliance was on the masses who voted for the Democrats’ as an alternative to 
the open reactionary war-now stance of Goldwater, The reliance was on the out- 
look that these masses would continue the struggle after the elections . All tactics 

must reflect the way in which the masses see their self-interests, ‘Our electoral 
tactic reflected the way in which the important sections of lator, the Negro Americans, 

and the different mass currents saw their self-interests within the 1964 elections. 

The emergence of the broad.: electoral confluence, and the defeat of the forces 
of the ultra-Right was a necessary and an unavoidable stage of struggle. Without a 

victory on that level in the overall struggle against reaction, the present resistance 

to the Johnson doctrine of aggression would be at a much greater disadvantage. As 

was the case in the electoral movements, the forces now fighting against the pol- 
icies of imperialist aggression are not limited to the Left. As was the case during 
the elections, there are again pressures to isolate the Left from the broader forces. 
The Administration would like nothing better than to create the impression that the 

Opposition to its war polictes comes only from the Left. 

The Left has an important role to play in the present struggle against the war 

- policies of the Johnson Administration. But to do so in isolation from the broad 

= See ὐὑτλέξινν tot, 
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masses who are moving and protesting but on a moré minimum level would be ἃ mis- 
take. It would be as serious a mistake as it would have been to do so in the 1964 

elections. 

In the application of this correct policy, some shortcomings did appear. Some 
were in the direction of not giving enough attention to the weaknesses and wrong 
policies of the Johnson Administration while still directing the main fire at the ultra- 
Right. This would not_have weakened. the fight against the ultra-Right, and it would 
have better prepared the masses for the battles after the elections. But the real 

damage was caused by the wrong policy of abstractly discussing and dreaming of a 

meaningful altemative when it was not in the cards, This line led to hopelessness 

and isolation during the elections and to pessimism and inactivity after the elections. 

it led even some well-meaning people on the Left to a sense of dead-end frustration. 
Had it prevailed, it would not have prepared the masses for a struggle against the 

war policies of the Johnson Administration. It would have led to inaction and fatal- 
istic resignation to the "inevitable." Of course, the fact that some advocated such 
wrong policies does not excuse us for our mistakes, but it does put them into proper 

perspective. 

While it is correct to say that we did not give sufficient attention to the wrong 
policies of the Johnson Administration during the election campaign, it would be 

wrong to stretch this to the conclusion that there is nothing really new in the present 

situation--that the Johnson of today is the same Johnson as before the elections, 
True, he was then and now a representative of American imperialism, and there is 

correspondingly a continuity in his-policies. But there is also a difference, What 

Johnson said about Vietnam in August 1964 was that we were not going North, that 

losing 190 lives during the period of intervention in South Vietnam was bad, but — 
nothing like the 190,000 we might lose if we escalated the war. At that time he op- 

posed the escalation which he has now brought about. 

This may have been simply election campaign oratory. But if struggle is the 

keystone of tactics, then one never relies on the promises of a politician. One of 

the factors that must be weighed is how he is likely to respond to mass pressures 
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and struggles. And in this respect there has been ἃ shift, at least for the present 

moment. But the masses are now demonstrating for the concepts they voted for. 

We must, of course, always keep probing for better alternatives, for higher 

forms of electoral struggle. And here we must say in all candor that this is ἃ moor- 

ing that has some slack. We do not always fight for meaningful alternatives, We 

tend to accept things as they come. We do not take enough initiative for the devel- 

opment of independent Left or progressive electoral formations. We are satisfied 

with a few discussions with some individuals about such alternatives: We tend to 

go through the forms. There can be no question that with timely initiative and a 
struggle, some more meaningful alternatives for some of the lower offices could 

have been secured even in 1964, 

One of the best tests of whether real confiction for the correctness of a policy 

’ exists is what signs of resourcefulness there are in carrying it out. In all honesty, 

we must admit that resourcefulness is not one of the characteristics of much of our 

electoral work, 

VI. TOWARD THE 1966 ELECTIONS 

Now is the time to set in motion the processes that will correct these weak- 
nesses for the 1965 and 1966 elections. The possibilities of raising the level of the 

electoral activities of the masses have greatly increased. The waves of political 
turbulence set off by the events in Vietnam and Alabama have shaken the structure 

and the roots of our political institutions. These mass currents are developing to- 

wards a level at which they can become the dominant influence in our political life. 

james Reston of the New York Times expresses concern over this development, 
saying that “for officials here not to take it seriously enough to counter the revolt 
could be irresponsible," What Reston has in mind, I suppose, is to counter it with 

more "unconditional negotiations" demagogy. The only real way to counter it is 
with some honest steps toward peace, but according to a report this morning, the 

Cabinet held a special emergency meeting to work out ways to combat the resistance 

to its policies, 

How this new level of mass struggles is to find its expression in the elector- 

al field is becoming a burning question. There are some very strong pressures for 

answers. This is a growing dissatisfaction with the idea of politically being repre- 

sented through some one or another existing electoral organization. There is a 

growing feeling that too many of the politicians of today are like slippery eels when 

it comes to relations with mass movements, and a growing demand for a new Kind of 

politician, a new kind of public official, a new kind of candidate. The candidate 

who is an outside friend is losing favor, as against the candidate who is part of 

"the movement," who is directly committed. Some of the candidates in the elections 
in Georgia are of this new type. Though they are running on the Democratic ticket, 

some of them are intimately identified with the civil rights movement. 

There is a growing dissatisfaction with having to choose between two candi-~- 

dates whom someone else has designated. What this indicates, is a determination 

by these masses to get closer to the source of political power, to get past the old 

party machines. This determination, along with the breakthrough in the voter - 
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registration - drive in the South and the developments around reapportionment, the 
factional feuding that has split and stymied the work of the large democratic major- 
ity in the state governments and the control of state governments by the ultra-Right 

are forcing to the surface a crisis of the party machines as-we have known them. 

The two-party system and the two old parties are.structurally set up to keep. 
the masses at arm's length from the source of selecting and nominating candidates. 

In this sense, the two old parties are not parties of the masses. They are more ἃ 
voting structure. They are party symbols. During critical moments, during periods 

of popular upsurge this built-in contradiction within-the political set-up itself be- 
comes an issue. The masses become dissatisfied and frustrated at being kept at 

arm's length, The contradiction becomes an obstacle to being able to express in 

. ‘political and electoral terms the new level of struggle. To overcome this obstacle 
the masses move towards independent formations, forms that reflect the grassroots 
ferment. : 

The néw level of mass struggles calls for new forms of electoral activities-~ 
for new independent forms with grass roots participation, forms that will actually 

take these masses closer to the source of political power. It calls fora people’s ° 
political action and legislative type of organizations. The crisis is not so much 
over the two-party form of voting as it is over the power of nomination and the re- 

lationship of these parties to the everyday struggles. People want more than hack 
ward. leaders, or just being, congulted on election day. 

To illustrate, let me discuss one specific type of problem. In the 1964 elec- 
tions, a-number of rather liberal and progressive Congressmen were swept into of- 

fice. Many of them have fought very well, so well that the ultra-Right organizations 
are now aiming to defeat them next year. This is the ultra-Right concentration pol- 
icy for 1966, They are building electoral organizations within these concentration 
districts. If these Congressmen are going to rely only on the Democratic. Party org~ 

anizations (most of them were elected on the Democratic ticket), many of them are 

going to have rough going. Most of the Democratic Party organizations are not 

geared politically or organizationally to carry on a fight that involves.the mass 25- 

sues of today. Also because of the Johnson Administration's war policies, there 

will be some who will refuse to continue to carry on their political work through the 

Democratic Party. ‘ 

Clearly, it is necessary in every such district to set into motion the building 

of some kind of Congressional District people's political action type of organiza~ 

tions, This applies also to other districts where it is possible to elect labor, Negro, 

peace and youth candidates. 

One other word about the forms of independent political action. Flexibility 
in form is a tradition in American politics. It's 8 good tradition. What works in 

one place may not work in another. Thus, the Freedom Democratic Party which has 

done such heroic work in Mississippi is-not.a-form that is applicable.to all parts:of 

the country. In the South it is a means of challenging the Democratic Party machine 

without falling into the clutches of the GOP. The challenge to the seating of the 

Dixiecrat Congressional delegation goes to the root of the struggle for democracy in 

our country, The relationship and the problems are not the same in other sections of 

the country. The question is not one of organizing a new party. That is not the 
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nature of the mass pressures at this moment. These pressures are rather for 

independent forms and indépendent candidates, still within the old voting structure. 

But whatever the precise forms, the need exists for much sounder, more resourceful 

and bolder initiative all along this electoral front. ; 

There is the new. level of mass activity seeking for forms of political expres- 

siori, The battles for civil rights and peace are being fought on the political level. 

The marches are to the capitals-~to Washington, to Montaomery. 

VII. LEFT UNITY 

For some time now our Party has taken the initiative in promoting united Left 

action. We have cailed attention to the importance of such unity-in guiding and co- 
ordinating popular movements for independent political action, in the development 

of new forms of such activity, in legislative campaigns, in advancing the level of 
the peace movement, and in other spheres of struggle. We shall continue our ef- 

forts in this direction, because such Left unity is a necessary weapon against reac~ 

tion, However, if it ig to be advanced, there are some problems within the Left 
movement itself that have to be aired. These include some wrong tendencies, some 

one-~sidedness within our own ranks. 

There ig one persistent school of thought on the Left which argues that there 

is really no. Left on the American scene, that it has irretrievably disintegrated, And 

some have appointed themselves as the creators of this new Left, The latest issue 

of the theoretical spokesman for this view, Studies on the Left, editorially declared: 

"What-remains of radicalism-in.this.country is only a rhetorical posture: rad~ 
icalism has firm roots in no party, no movement, no class, ‘and has no continuing 

and influential body of ideas and experience. To state this is not to despair, but 

to clear away the inhibiting decay of an ambiguous heritage so that we can begin to 

work." 

This follows on other editorials and articles that have washed away the "left," 

These assertions are harmful; they create hopelessness and pessimism. They reflect 

not a Left influence but the influence of the Right on the Left. ' 

The true nature of such a new, neat "radical Left" is evident from some of the 

discussion which has taken place with a view to start building it. In this discus- 

sion, two guiding principles emerge. First, it should have the political shade of a 

liberal~socialist, broad Left. Second, it should screen out “known Communists.” 

What this indicates is that the idea is not one of building a united Left, but 

rather one of building a detour, especially designed to direct the youth away from 

the path that leads to a-strong Communist movement. An anti-Communist "Left" is 

not the path to united Left action. It is not a path to socialism. 

We are not for taking part in any fake "Left unity" or "eft" organizations 

whose basic aim is hot the struggle against reaction’ but rather to take advantage of 

the attacks on the Gommunist movement to build a "radical Left" wing of anti-Com- 

munism. We are not for so-called “Left unity" which serves in any way to weaken’ 

or undermine the position of the Communist Party. We are for Left unity if it attacks, 

and weakens reaction. 

wee en eet eee Se ee owas eH τα ee ee --- 
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What’attitude should a movement.or an organization or an individual take to 

red-baiting? This is the most serious problem of the Left. The issue is not one’s 

attitude toward the program or policies of the Communist Party, or even toward the 

attacks on the Communist Party. These are important issues, but we Communists 

do not place them as conditions for Left unity. 

The heart of the problem is the red~baiting attack on the Left organizations 

themselves, The question is: how should organizations or individuals react when 

under a red-baiting attack? Should they reject red-baiting and fight back? Or 

should they cave in and accommodate? It is a problem any new Left organization 

‘or united Left action faces even before it sees the light of day. This is a life-and- 

-death auestion for any such organization or movement. The first step of accommoda~ 

tion is a public confession: "We are not a Communist organization. " 

"  m he 

There is a deadly logic to this first step, because the attack by reaction con- 

tinues. The non-Communist vow will have to be followed by an anti-Communist 

statement. How else can such an organization prove that it is non-Communist? 

Then, too, it will have to give visible proof by screening out known Communists. 

The investigation of suspected Communists will have to follow. By this time, the 

FBI will havé slipped in lists of such suspects. Then there are always some non- 

Communists who will object to this McCarthyism under a Left-liberal cloak. They 

are the next on the Uist because they are either “unknown Communists" or "dupes" 

of Communists. So they must go. During all this time the organization-cannot take. 

positions or participate in struggles because the Communists have similar positions 

and are taking part in these struggles, and this, of course, would raise suspicions 

about the organization, 

In the end, what is left? A do-nothing, conservative organization, made up 

of frightened people talking in whispers about how there is no Left movement, how 

the trade union ‘movement is a sewer" and how much easier life would be if only 

the Communists would Me down and die. Now, there is and there can be ἃ non- 

Communist Left. There can be a Left that does not agree with the manner in which 

socialism is being built across the seas. But the usefulness or the effectiveness of 

a red-baiting "Left" is very questionable. 

There is a fundamental difference between honestly disagreeing with.Commun- 

ist concepts, and red-baiting. As is the case with white chauvinism, anti-Semitism, 

or the witchhunts and inquisitions throughout history, red~baiting is built upon.a- 

deliberate falsehood, a calculated misrepresentation, a caricature image designed 

to take advantage of backwardness, of political illiteracy and ideologicalwitchery. 

‘Red- baiting 15. the most effective weapon in the arsenal of reaction. 

It, with anti-Semitism, was the central pillar in the ideological arsenal of 

Hitlerism. It was the big gun of McCarthyism. Red~baiting is the chief weapon of 

the ultra-Right. It remains the major weapon of Franco and Salazar. It has become 

the cover for the Johnson doctrine of aggression. Red-baiting was used to split the 

U.S. trade unions. It is the weapon that keeps the world trade unions split. Red- 

baiting is the main obstacle -- it is the weapon that has kept and keeps the Left from 

united action. ; , 
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Many on the Left do not honestly believe, nor. do they accept, the caricature 

image of the Communist movement. But they make public statements as if they do. 

To some on the Left, red-batting is a personal shield to ward off the attacks of re- 

action, It may temporarily soften the blow, but-in the process it is destroying the 
Left. To stand up against red-baiting is not standing up for the Communist move- 

ment, It is the only’ way to stand up against reaction. 

Such is the logic of accommodation to red-baiting, 

Some of the civil rights organizations have heroically rejected red~baiting 

and fought back, Their position is clear. They will judge each participant on his 
or her merits. They are not in the business of anti-Communism. At the April 17th 

Washington action, Bob Moses, SNCC Pield Secretary, made this his main point, 

He exposed and denounced anti~Communism. The 30,000 demonstrators gave him 

a tremendous ovation at this point. John Lewis, in his speech at the Robeson re- 

ception, hit out at red-baiting. The rejection of red-baiting is a growing feature 

of the Left-progressive movement. This is what is really new on the Left. There 
are some Left forces who are not happy about this, because in it they see ἃ vac~ 

uum disappearing, a vacuum created by the red-baiting, and to which they have 

added by their own "radical-Left" version of red- -~baiting. As this vacuum dis- 

appears, the relations of our Party to mass movements will improve. 

VIII. - THE PARTY 

This growing rejection of red-baiting and the growing influence of the Com— 
munist movement is presenting some new questions for‘us Communists also. While 

red-baiting is increasingly rejected on the one hand, we are still working under 
the conditions of severe legal restrictions on the other. And we must not ignore 

either side of the question, 

One of the difficulties arises from the fact that most people are not aware of 

the repressive laws, and so they cannot understand why more Communists co not 

work publicly. There is a growing desire among forces within the mass movements 

to see Communists work more openly. I think we have not drawn the full conclu- 

sions from this development. ‘We have not responded by a greater public participa- 
tion by Communists. We ake failing to walk through open doors within the mass 

movements, We are too much dominated by the closed doors of the anti-democratic 

restrictive laws. We have not fully worked out methods of functioning that take 

these problems into account. We are using political byways when the direct routes 

are wide open. While greater numbers want to hear and work with Communists di- 

rectly, we continue to work and speak indirectly. 

- This-is-an area.of our work that.needs an examination, one which will shake 

the Party out of some old habits and methods. This is one of those problems that 

has become more pressing because there has been an improvement in the situation. 

But whatever the solutions are, they must take into account all sides of the ques-~ 

tion. There are no cure-alls or gimmicks. 

For some years we have pressed-for the.concept of intermediary forms of org- 

anization, But-there has been a resistance to it, and we had to do real battle to 

get this accepted in the field of youth work, The resistance is due in part to the 
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fact that some do not see the need for it. ‘It is based on an old dogmatic-sectarian 

approach to forms of organization. 

Otherg resist such forms for other reasons. They are not for building inter- — 

mediary forms because what they want is an organization that would replace the 

Communist Party. They are.cornvinced that under the present circumstances the 

Communist Party cannot play ἃ role, cannot be built,and will not be able to fight 

its way out of the present legal cr political difficulties, This is basically a defeat~ 

ist, liquidationist position, one that flows from the difficulties and frustrations of 

the period. 

The correct position does not see the Ught of day very often because it becomes 

suffocated between these. two wrong outlooks, , 

We need a new, bold, vigorous, approach to building the Party. Party~building 

can and must again become a major feature of our work, We must ask every member, 

"When was the last time you tried to recruit any one?” A member that does not try to 

recruit is a member who is not convinced of the Party's future, or is not convinced 

the people of the United States are going to make it. Either way, it's the same 

thing. oe 

Let me conclude with a word about the Party's work during these Jast stormy 

weeks, I think we can be very proud of our Party and its contributions.. The Party 

has shown greater initiative during this crisis than it has for many, many years. 

The Party has recaptured its ability to spark mass actions.’ Increasing numbers of 

our members and leaders have been directly involved in mass movements. One of 

the proofs of this is the increase of red-baiting attacks. 

Within the positive picture, there are weaknesses,» I think there are weak- 

nesses in the methods of mobilization, for example, for distribution of Party mater- 

jal or in the circulation of the press. But in the overall picture, the activity of the 

Party in this period has reached a new high. 

In the process of making our contribution to the struggles of our class and 

people, our Party will find the path to correct its own weaknesses. It is in many 

ways.a very historic moment. We can-be 8 factor in deciding the direction our 

nation jwill follow. 

7a eS SS ee | ΝΞ 
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NY 100. 3.657. 

(2) The following message was. in partial code: 

“PLEASE NOTE 

"GUS HALL has sent through word now that he would like 
to have the last EDITED. COPY OF HIS REPORT (MAY 1965) 
published.. Therefore disregard the last notation 
tnot for publicationt tto be read only by -your 

Sentral Committeet-<0ss+. So to’ make sure please 
nove the. following -- Do not mix this report up 
with the one that was sent to you iin April which 
was the UNEDITED COPY. 

"THIS edited copy of HALL's report (May 1965) is 
being printed in 1000 copies for CPUSA discussion 
throughout USA. While it will not be published in 
‘printed form as. a pamphlet in this form because of 
its’ internal Party character, HALL suggests. however 
it be made available through its publication in 
‘such organs as the WORLD MARXIST REVIEW BULLETIN and 
other Party mediums of Party: organs such as PRAVDA, etc..." 

oO Ξ For information: concerning above, see NY airtel 

6/10/65, page 6. , 
(3) ‘fhe following message was in partial code: 

| ms GCCRSU ' 

ΑΘ. in the unofficial message of June 11, 1965, 
sent to you through Comrade BILL KASHTAN;, Comrade 
CARL WINTER of CPUSA Secretariat will definitely 

‘ make that trip. However, we want to advise you that 
our Secretariat decided to accept the invitation of 
the Rumanian CP Conference to send a delegation to. their 
Conference opening July 19th. Comrade CARL WINTER 
is to be delegate to Conference, and has been asked 
to meet. the Cuban comrades in Cuba after the Conference. 
The delegation was to have been MORRIS CHILDS and 
Comrade CARL WINTER, but MORRIS. CHILDS is overtaxed with _ , 
many important political-burdens and will travel later. 

' . Please have. visa for CARL WINTER to USSR which he 
may pick. up in Rumania after their Conference. 

"MORRIS CHILDS" — 

«Ὡς, ' 
. - - ! 
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(4) The following message was in partial code: 

"CCCPSU | a 
“The following comrades will be travelling in USSR ~ starting their tour there on July-19th. They are 
paying their own expenses, are travelling as tourists: 

PETE HAWLEY | 
JANE BENEDICT (she is the daughter of 

WILLIAM WEINSTONE) 

"JANE BENEDICT has been corresponding ang writing on 
Soviet ‘Trade Unions. They are both members of CPUSA. 
Anything that will make them and their trip more 
interesting in. talks with Soviet'Trade Union conrades 
will be of great help both to. you and to us.. (They 

are not: on. CPUSA quota.) 

"AT.SO: 

"Charter member of CPUSA. ISRAEL KRISTEL & his. wife 
are. to travel to USSR: on their own experise. He | . 
KRISTEL: is ‘the best. of the NYC: activists anid leading in 
all competition in all important.mass work. While 
they are paying their own fares and expenses if you could link them up: with a group, that is touring USSR 
it would be most appreciated--. 

‘GUS HALL"! ~ 

_ Re above; "JANE BENEDICT," also known as. JEAN WILEY 
HAWLEY, is subject of Bufile=100-164280. "PETE HAWLEY,."” also. 
known as. PETER K. HAWLEY, is her Husband, and is subject of 
Bufilé 100-288010. ΒΕ ᾿ 

“ISRAEL KRISTEL" and his wife in the epove message ΄ aré believed to be idential with ISRAEL CRYSTAL (Bufile 100=432100) 
and his wife. ANNA. ‘CRYSTAL. (Bufile 100-432177). . 
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(5) The following miéssage was in partiel code: 

I 

in ‘on their 

“OCCPSU: 

"Comrade 

(Passport ) wilt travel and tour 

travelling ékxpenses......therefore as-you ¢an see 
they are NOT on our CPUSA quota ~~~=—~HOWEVER it would 
be most gracious if your CCCPSU would welcome them 
‘and perhaps add additional “young | 
newly married comrades, the GIL GREEN, 
so to make their trip in USSR 4 memora 8 one and 
a ¢herished one---whatever attention you will give 
them will be appreciated ‘by: our Secretariat ‘and 
myself. GIL,-GREEN. by. nofeans asked that I send 
you such & iiessage but. am certain when: they return 
to USA. and ur attention that it will warn 
his. heart. as you know did not see 

or the many years in: which: he was away, 
“prison. Please have: your Embassy in Paris give. them 
the visas for USSR. Please note ‘the neines: and 
passport numbers listed above. 

: JigYS HALL. 

tiney Will go to the. Embassy in Paris in. the Last 
week of June for their visas.” 

* (6) The following message was in partial code: 

fo CCCPSU: | ΝΞ : 

"Please transit the following message to 
BEATRICE JOHNSON in Cuba for me; that she may 

choose for medical ‘treatment, in USSR one month. and. 

that. to be in either July ox August, and that 

this is for medical treatment only She. can: be 

inclided in our CPUSA quota, for 1965. 

MORRIS CHILDS: ~ GUS HALL 

aye 
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"M6. BEATRICE JOHNSON in Cuba: 

"We. have decided that you may have : one month of 
medical treatment in USSR. ‘This is in compliance 
with your request for medical treatment. Since 
the months of July and August in Cuba are too hot 
for you, you may decide whether to go to USSR éither 
in July or in August’. We émphasize. that this. is 
for only ohe. month, aid that your hosts are more 
than genéraous in this. matter. ‘Therefore arrange 
your leave from. Cuba only for above-specified period. 

"GUS HALL - MORRIS CHILDS" 

‘The following message was in partial code: 

"We call the following to your attention: 

"Mere. is every possibility of New Era, 
‘Books becoming. the largest outlet for | 

. English Marxist-Leninist. books in USA, 
and it looks. even. brighter in. the future. Fe 
But there is no answer ‘to. our orders or ~ 
“pleas to reply... Can you please have , 
Mezkniga pay attention, to. us?” ΝΙΝ 

ie HALL! 
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" Ke wish to placc an " order fox 800 (threo hundred). copies ott 

an “ Zahoth That Τα Dialectical Motertlolisn? 
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NY 100-134637 

(BY “Thé following message was in partial code: 

"CHILDS Restaurint southwest corner Lexington 
_ (8150. 134 East 59th. Street. looks to me to be a 

very ‘good drop. This placé can be approached from, 
any and all directions such as IRT local subway 
which staircase is BMT ‘subways going on to. 

,το' α«ὖς Lexington platform. - -There aré exits in ‘two places 
as well. It is a restaurant, soda fountain. and 
also.a@ bar. Checked it very carefully and have 
already put a test magnet underneath.wash basin . 
on left side in gentlemen's room which is downstairs. 
it you like this type of drop. we. can use such places 
throughout Manhattan. - 

ty 
ΕΝ “gretieR May" ‘ ΒΝ i 

"check bso the following sisters and see if you like 
a hem? 0 es 

Wghandon Bar & Restaurant 
. Dy East 23rd: : 

4 " _Men*s Room in rear τὸ wash basin deft... ; 

es “SISTER ἐκεῖ aan , 
- ει “ - ἢ 

j & t i \ ah ane ἐπ ὑπὸ Ok ee ἀσὰ 

‘nite Rose, Bar 
Southwest Corner ~ 2 entrances’ 

not 166 East 34thi.Street | 
| Men's Room in rear-~ can go in without notice: “ὦ 

Wash basin Lett. 

"SISTER MEG" 

White Rose Bar 
Southwest corner 3rd Ave. and 40th Street 

. 2 entrancés'- 154 East Hoth. ὁ 
ΗΝ “Mén't s room next tO. telephone booth 

ι Wash basin left side. | 

"SISTER BESSY" 

fhe references to “Sister above indicate drops. 

bas 
~ \Y ᾿ ᾿ ὩΣ 



NY 100-134637 op 

(9): ‘The following message was in partial code: 

"The following is a copy of CPUSA-CPSU: code:" 

Following this was a photographic reproduction 
of the. code mentioned above, copies of which are enclosed 
herein for the information of the Bureau. and. Chicago; 

10) The following message was in partial code: 

"CCCRSU | 

"Can you please tell me how many do we, CPUSA, 
have left of our 1965 CPUSA quota for medical” 
treatment to USSR. ; 

"GUS HALL = MORRIS cHILDS" 

(11) ‘The following megsage -was in partial code: 

NCCCPSU: 

"Please have your Embassy in Helsinki issue visa 
to GENE DENNIS, JR.'s mother (photo below) for 
USSR., She will be at Peace Conferencé in July. and 
from there travel to Moscow. " 

(It is to be noted ‘that. a photo of PEGGY DENNIS, mother 

j 

of GENE DENNIS, JR., was attached to the above message.) 

"Also travelling from Helsinki to USSR after Peace 
᾿ Conference in ‘Helsinki WLLL be PETTIS PERRY ' s. wife 
“ROSE. Please have your Embassy in Helsinki. issue 
visa for travel. to USSR.! 

. (12) ‘The following message was in plain text; 

"fhe acknowledgment phone number from 
me to you for June and July is EL 5-9004; " 
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ABT, JOHN PARK 
AFRICA PRAM 
ALBANIA BOG 
ALBERTSON, BILL LPAP 
ALGERIA GANK 
ALLEN, JIM PARK 
AMERICAN INSTICUTR OF MARXIST STUDIES EDEN 
APTBEKER, HERB ACORN 
ARGENTINA VAL 
ARRIVING, ARRIVED . CAP 
BART, PHIL coRN 
BERT, ERIC CAL? 
BLATA, FRED EEO 
BLOM, MANNY SAND 

μὺ; 
Bozo 
STABLE 

BRAZIL PALY 
ESEZHNEY, LECNID ILYICH THR 
BRITISH GUIANA AGAX 
BROOKS, JACK SPRING 
BRUSSELS PIER 
BULGARIA RIVER 
CANADA INLET 
CASTRO, PIDEL ΠῈΣ 
CENTRAL COMMITTER REPEREE 
CHAIRMAN TITUS 
CHAKA, ED COKER 
CHICAGO YARD 
CHILDS, MORRIS HUB 
CHILE aor 
CHINA POND 
CHOU EN LAT PBP 
cla agave 
CLASS RUG 
CLOSED CHANNEL GNU 
COLOMBIA OAY 
COMMISS LON /COMMITTES TWINE 
COMMUNIST PARTY LANE 
COMMUNIST PARTY MEMBER BIRD. 
COMMUNIST PARTY, SOVIET UNION COACH 
COMMINIST PARTY, USA ROKER 
COMRADE REX 
CONFERENCE /MSETING KEN 
CONTROL COMMITTEE OWL 
CONVENTION BARD 
COORDINATION STRING 

COPENHAGEN TURF 
CUBA Bay 
CZBCHOSLOVAKIA BEACH 
DAVIS, BEN SPRUCE 
BAVIS, SAM PERCH 
OSFENSE LOW 
DELEGATE COUSIN 
DELEGATION ND 
DENNIS, GENE Jr, PORY 
DENNIS, TOMMY AXEL 
DEPART, DEPARTED, DEPARTING Lo 
DESTINATION TAG 
ponas, SEW FIDO 
EAST GERMANY =| ΠΝ 588 Ὲ--.--.--- - 

τος ἘΟΘΟΛΌΟΕ.-- - TOP 
ELYCTION HOP 
EMBASSY CASHIER 
FBI _ANT 
FLOATING VISA BRIESCASE: 
FLYNN, ELIZABETE CURLEY GRASS 
PORTE Net 
POSTER, WILLIAM Z. R 
FREEDOM MOVEMENT FLAME 
BAEFDOMWAYS. EDDY 
GANNETT, BETTY CABBY 
GHANA BARR 
GREEN, ΟἿΣ, BOOK 
GREEN, JAKE HORN 
HAITI TOTO 
HALL, GUS BIRCH 
HARRIS, LEM Hoot 
HEALSY, DOROTHY ORCHID 
RELSINKT REEP 
HO CHI MINH MONK 
HUNGARY NEL - 
IMPERIALISH Pig 
INTERNATIONAL VINE 
INTERNATIONAL ATPAINS COMMITTEE, NC. DOVE 
INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHERS ZEUS ate 
JACKSON, JAMES. MAPLE H 
JOHNSON, ARNOED RYE 
JOHNSON, BEATAICE PAY 
SGINSON, LYNDON (Pras.) LEO 
KAUFMAN, MARY PARKER «τὴς 
Hei ack N.S. Tusk 

ΤῊΣ cK 
CMS OHOL a ὉΒΜΒ 

KOGYGIN, ALEXSEI NINOLAYEVICH INCA 
KRCHMAREK CAS? 
KUSHNER, SAM BALL 
LATIN AMERICA. SEA 
LEAVING, A LEAVE, LEAVE, LES? NEW 
LENINGRA SURP 
Lonteoor, CLAUDE. _.. —-BARLEY———_ πο 
LIA, MICKEY” PIKE 

eo eA 

_-XOUTH-—- 

LONDON 
“DRER, HY 

HAO Tse-tunzg 
MARX IST*LENINIST 
FAY lst 
NeCARRAN ACT. 
MEDICAL TREATMENT /REST 
REET ING CONFERENCE 
MEMBERSHIP 
MEXICO 
MEYERS, GEOROR 
HORRIS, GEORGE 
KORRIS, LESLIE 
μόϑοῦν 
MOVEMENT 
NABRIED, TOM 
NATIONAL BOARD 
NATIONAL COMMITTEE 
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF ANKAICAN] 
SOVIET FRIENDSHIP 

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
NEEDLEMAN, ISIDORE G. 
NEGRO 
NELSON, BORT 
NEW YORK city 
ΜΟΊ, Joe 
NOSTH VIETNAM 
OFFICIAL, OFFICER 
PARAGUAY 
PARTS 
PASSPORT 
PATTERSON, WILLIAM 
PEACE 
PERRY, PETTIS 
PERU 
PLENUM 
POLISH 
POLAR ICAL APPAIRS 

PREPARATORY CONFERENCE oF 
MARCH 1, 1945 

PROCTOR, ROSCOE 
PROURESSIVE LABOR 
PUERTO RICO 

RaDIG 
REGISTER 
RESHET OV 
REST/MEDICAL TREATMENT 
ROME 
ROSEN, MIL? 
RUBIN, DANNY 
RUMANIA 
RUMYANTSEY 
SANFORD, 7, 
SANTO DOMINGO 

‘“—“SHITH, JESSICA 
SOUTH AMERICA 
SOUTH VIETNAM 

TRACHTENBERG, ALEX 
TROTZKYITE 
22naGONGRESS. 
UNITED NATIONS 
UNITED Party OP SOCJALIST 

REVOLU? IO¥ 
UNITED STATES 
U.8.8.8, 

WASHINGTON 
WEINSTONE, WILL 
WEST, JIM 
WILLIAMS, ROBERT 
WINSTON, HENRY 
WINTERS, CARL 
WINTERS, HELEN 
WOPSY, ISADORE 
WORK 

WORKER (THE) 
WORLD . 
WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE 

UNIONS (WFIU) 
WORLD MARXIST REVIEW 

YOUTH FESTIVAL 
YUGOSLAVIA 
AUR ICH 

VILEIACE 



δ1 ACORK HERB ARTHEAER KELL HUNGARY 
AgAX BRITISH GUIARA KFRO FORUM 
ANT rer REST USSR 
ARC WORLD KEY LEAVING, WILL LEAVE, LEAVE, LEFT we 
ARROW RATICUAL BOARD OFFICE PRAGUE a 
ASK HY LUMER ChKS KOMSCHOL 
AXEL TOMHY DENNIS Onyx MAO Tsestung 
BALI. SAM KUSHNER ORCHID DOROTHY HEALEY 
BARD PLENUM ΟἿΣ, CONTROL COMMITTEE 
BARD CONVENT ICN CXEN SUPREKE COURT 
BART, ΜῈ ALLEN PAGE ALEX ‘TRACHTERBERG 
BARLEY CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT PAIN ROBERT WILLTARS 
BARR OHARA PALE BRAZIL 
BASS BURT NELSON PANE THE WORKER 
BAT WALKY =TALKY PARK JOHN ABT 
BAY CUBA PARKER MARY YAUFHAN 
BEACH CZECHOSLOVAKIA PEBBLE MEXIG0 
PRET RUKYANTSEY PEP σοῦ ἘΝ LAT 
BELL PETTIS PERRY PERCH SAK PAVIS 
BELT PASSPORT PIER BRUSSELS. 
BIRCH GUS BALL PIKE GEORGE MEYERS 
BIRD COMMUNIST PARTY HFHBER PYLE TSabORE WOFrsy 
BOG ALBANIA FINE HICKEY LIMA 
BOOK GIL GREEN PLUG THEER IALISH 
BOF SECHETARIAT PLUH WILLIAH PATTERSON 
BOXER POND CHIKA 
BOZO Pony GEKE DENNIS, Jr. 
PRIEPCASE POOL WARSAW 
oD JACK STACHEL POOP MALI 
BULB CARL WINTERS POT JACK KLING 
BURRO SMITH ACT PRAM APRICA 
BUSH MILLIE MacADORY cAY " COLOMBIA 
CAB JEM SORPRY RAG THOPZKYITE ; 
CABBY BETTY GANNET RAIL SPLITTER 
CALF ERIC BERT REFF HELS INET 
CAP ARRIVING, ARRIVED REFEREE CENTRAL COMMITTEE, NATICNAL 
CARP JESSICA SHITE COMMITTEE 
CASE JIM WEST RESORT 22nd CONGRESS 
CASHIER EMEASSY RE COMRADE 
cast KRCHMARER RING GEORCE MORRIS 
CLAN SOUTH VIETNAM RIVER BULGARIA 
COACH CP, SOVIFT UNION ROAD ΟΜ NABRIED 
COKE ἘΣ CHAKA RACK YUGOSLAVIA 
Cott PAT TOOHRY ROCT WILLIAM 2. FOSTER 
CORN ΠΝ PHIL BART TUG CLASS, MOVEMENT, STRUGGLE, WORK 

AT ; COVE TATE ED STATES tae ΠΝ R eee lo reMaN 
CREEK RUMANIA SALT PROGRESSIVE LABOR 

DELTA ZURICH SAND MANNY SLUM 
DOCK ROE SANKA SANTO DOMINGO 
DOVE INTERNATIONAL APFAIRS = SAXON NORTH VIETNAM 

COMMITTEE, Nits SBA LATIN AMERICA 
DRIVE REGISTER SEARS. WORLD MARXIST REVIEW 
EAGLES VETERANS ABRAHAM LINGOLN SHORE EAS? GERMANY Ξ 

BATTALION SOUND SOUTH AMERICA 
reo PEACE SPRING JACK BROOKS 
EDDY FREFDOMWAYS SPRUCE BEN DAVIS 
EDER AMER, INSTITUTE OF MARKIST STABLE BOOKST ORE 

STUDIES STAR OFFICIAL, OFFICER 
PAIR WASH IXGTON STEER τι SANFORD 
FAY REATRICE JOHNSON STRING COORDINATION 
FIDO BEN DOBBS ΔῸΝ MEDICAL TREATMENT/REST 
FIG STUDENT svar . _LANINGRAD___._ .. " - a - 

FIRE. - MAY Ist. .- ὡς ποτ " “SWAN ~ UNITED NATIONS 
FISH PREPARATORY CONFERENCE TAS DESTINATION 

OF MARCH 1, 1965 TEAM MEMBERSHIP 
FLAKE FREEDOM MOVEMENT THOR LEONID ILYICH BREZBNEV’ 
FULL YourH Ε - TIDE WORK 
GANN ALGERIA TITUS CHATEMAN 
GAY RESHETOV TOP ECUADCR 
GNU CLOSED CHANNEL TOTO MATTI | 
cox CHILE TRATINOR NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
GRASS ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN TUFT FIDEL CASTRO 
GRUB CIA τυ RADIO 
οἵ» POLISH TULIP HELEN WINTERS 
HAMLET PARIS *URP COPENHAGEN 
HAT? PERU i TUSK KURUSHCHEYV, N.S. 
RAZED NEW YORK CIty Μ1Ὸ WILL WEINSTCNE 
HICH NEGRO TWINE COMMISSION /COMMITTER 
HOOT LEM HARRIS VAL ARGENTINA 
HOP ELECT ION VILLAGE LONDON 
HORN JAKE GREEN ™ MARXIST -LENINIST 
HOTEL HOSGOW VIKE INTERNATIONAL 
RUB MORRIS CHILDS WATT UNITED PARTY ΟΡ SOCIALIST 
IMP DANNY RUBIN REVOLUTION 
INCA ALEKSET NIXOLAYEVICH KOSYOIN WEED JOE NORTH 
INLET CANADA WREAT ROBERT THOBPSON 
JERSEY ROSCOP PROCTOR WIND PUERTO RIGO 
SILL LESLIE MORAIS WIZ PARAGDAT 
Keo PRED BLAIR YARD CHICAGO 
KEN CONFERENCE /MEBT ING yore POLITICAL AFFAIRS 
KOZ NATIONAL COUNCIL OF AMERICAN ZED VENEZUELA 

SOVIET FRIENDSHIP ZEUS INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHERS 
LAKE JAMES LUSTIG 
LAKE. YOUTH PRSTIVAL 

LAND DELEGATION - 
LANE COMMUNIST PARTY 
LAST HESRY WINSTON 
LRAF BILL ALRERTSON 
LEO Pres. LYNDON JOHNSON 
τῶ DEPART, DEPARTED, DEPARTING 
La DEFENSE 
LUGGAGE VISA -, 
MAPLE JAMES JACKSON Ε Ε 

_-KOLE.-. -ἕ -- -MILT-ROSEN- --- 
MONK HO CHI MINE 
HOON WORLD PRDERATION OF 

TRADR UNIONS (WFIU) 
μι BOLIVIA τ 
HOLE MoCARRAN ACT 
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Yo " ΒΟΠΤΕΙΝ ENVELOPE 
Date: 6/17/65 

Transmit the following in 
- 

(Type in plain text oF code} © 

Vio ___ATRTBD REGISTERED | | 

eS a ar 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428092) Y CG J. 

NEW YORK (100-134637) <2 f i Ni A) 

River . 

On 6/11/65; there | were received from the Soviets /. “I. 
via radio transmission four ciphered messages, the plain Fat ail 
textsof which are as follows: — ΠΌΤ 
πὸ Gus Hall . . . ΕΝ - [eae | 

"l. Pettis Perry wild stayin USSR for about a 
month more, After treatment in. hospital hgheeds ‘good rest, i) 
Then he will go to. United. States, 

MO, ᾿ Komsomol: sent. to U.S, “youth Festival Committee 
on May 31 by. airmail Lnvitation "£0 USSR. for two weeks.for a 
delegation of 15 persons. Komsomo1 Will pay their fare. to 
Moscow and then to United, States. Another invitation was sent 
to delegation from Stiident. Coordinating Committee Non- 
Violent Action four pérsons, 

"3, Consider it suitable; to invite Gus Hall's . 
famiy by: USSR Women Committee, If you. have no objection, [ 

ttee will send a letter to ‘your wife in a week, 
—HISAK 

[We BUREAU (100-428091) (RM) 
CHICAGO. (134-46 Sub B) (AM-RM) 
NY 134-91 (INV 4 Ay | 

i ~ NY Paes anal ms) ἀδϊξοιας TALANOY) - asl 

1 =~ NY 100-13463 ~ » (AL). . Lf ade 
. " ye te ; , a Yaf ops — 2 εἰ 

] -ACBrrvs wy ὧν JOb log 
ΒΗ (8) aan: a a ; a on™ | 

: ΝΣ Μὴ Ε ἢ ft ; Ww » 

ἈΝ τὰ Sent ----- ΝΜ 

65 JUN 29 
Special Agent. in Charge — 



ors 

NY 190+234637 

Ud Sulier was in Moscow: for a few ‘days by 
ifvitatiion from. Sovietische Heimland magazine,’ 

For information xé the above messages see ‘NY 
airtel, | dated: 6/10/65. 
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ΠΤ τ 

μ΄. ROUTE IN ENVELOPE ‘ ᾿ FBI 
a 7 

Ψ ; Date: 6/16/65 

Transmit the following in. 
(Type in plaintext or-code} 

Via _ AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL ~ i 

ΗΝ {Priority} ᾿ 
-------.-....-................-.-----.----.--.-.-..-........-.. bee 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Lf if 

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134~46 Sub B) . is 

Yj” SUBJE 

RUS 
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies γέ 

and for the New York Office one copy of δὴ informant's 
statement captioned, "Information Regarding Possible Travel ὃ 
to Poland by Conrad Komorowski , Detroit, Michigan.” ev 

Ν 
The information appearing in the enclosed 

informant's statement was orally furnished on 6/6, 13 and 15/65} 
by CG 5824-S* to SA RICHARD VW. HANSEN. 

yFRO μιν 7 
es - Bureau (Encls. 3) (RM) 

1 - New York (100-134637) (Encl. 1). (Info) (RM) . Ἃ 
2 - Chicago 

(1 - A)134-46 Sub B-60) ’ 

RWH:sck 

(6) | 

AY 7 -Ζ {ὁ Ὁ - 55 

1 
@ JUN 22 1965 

5f-10T ΝΕ 
\ . co κασι cee 

gh ον gr.’ 
ΡΣ ᾿ i | 7 vy. - 7 i ry ΠῚ 2 y 

/ is 

STE. 722 δὶ... Μ Per _- ΒΝ ἈΝ ὃ OV 

δὲ wre Spe & ENS Agext in Charge 

—- 



*: -tvavel. 

i 

τ} 

| » Docunent ΕΝ 

᾿ hod be Ἔξοιι July 10° “to 17. ie οὐ νυ 
ἕ 

ΟἿ Journalists.: Wintey agreed to. secure the necessary 

τ ponsatity longer, 6 help better nasterx the language | 

ΜΝ INFORMATION . REGARDING POSSIBLE - nae ποτ νυ ABRAVEL.-PO POLAND BY CONRAD 6 - 5 
ον ε΄ Ὑ RQHOROWERT a PERE MICHIGAN. ς ὌΝ 

Nt 
? - a τ ial - " τ 

On june. 5; “i965; ‘Helen Winter. of the National 
‘Office, ‘Communist . Party (CP), USA,- New York City,. adyiced 
that Conrad Konorowski of "Glos Ludowy, ΟὟ Polish language 
newspaper published in Detroit, desired to travel tq .' 
Poland. Gus: Tali, General Secretary, CP, USA, has approved . ; 

this travel ‘and accordingly the Poles were to be requested." 
to invite Kémorowski to Poland: through. theixPolish ‘Union, - 

information whith could be used in preparing a requést to | 
bo presented to the Poles on tho rattor of i Ronorowaict 's : 

I 

Qn June 15, 1965, the following ddéumenta were. 
receiyed from Winter in line with. her above promise and the ; 
verbatim text-of, these aitens ;: together. With certain . ae 

‘ paventhetical -inserts which have: been. ade for additional) ΕΝ 
‘jelarity, wey as follows: ἐσ τ " 

a Bt YN 

' 

7 ΗΝ (Conad: κοποχομεῖι}. watita to. £0. to Péland Lor. “ 
" Natdonat Day of Liboxation,; τ 335: fron Releinki, where 

Wants sto make ‘2 toyr’ ‘of Boland for iitensive eS 
_-gtuay of Polish 1ifé in all its aspects, with purpose of - - 
-yriting weekly articlos for his paper ("Glos Ludowy"), and 

preparing aterial for pamphlet or book; ..Emphasis on - 
personal interviews if all parts of the country. Wild. ue 
cmphasize political aspects and alco cont#ast the . a 

— pitydtiong of workers, re tired. workers" Boor farmers + Oe 
eta. 3. an the 1,5: ‘ 6 : > . a, og Ty 

_ ΕἸ wae δ - ῦ ἔτ ΒΑ ς ΠΕ ]3ΨΑΟΦΟ. 

Would like: Ἐό ‘Stay ‘there ‘fahout & weeks,” or τ᾿ 

(Polish) which. now he understands ‘but cannot speak well 
or write. Wants-to use this experience for tour in: the 

- U.S. afterwards with aim of advancing friendly relations 
_betuoen Roopies "there. ‘and peoples : in U.S. An aio als ο is os 

' 
ΝΕ 2 

Ξ 
_ - - a - - ε --- -- . ~ = 

“ + -- Ξ Ἐν ΚΞ | - - τιν -- .- - 

7 7 = τι ᾿ 4 

fee oe fa fey τῆς 
ΠΕΣ ᾿ πος 

~ τς BNGLOSURB ὁ τ τ᾿ 



‘ye 

to develop a Society. of Frierds of Poland which will involve - 
English Speaking Polish~Americans. as ‘well as persons outside. 
the Polish-American field who favor Polish-American friendship, 
peaceful , coexistence, : ‘broader cultural contacts, and all the. 
other measures necessary to put a brake on the cold war. 

Has agreement of his paper's editorial board on 
the reneral plan for the trip. ᾿ 

Member editorial ‘staif of I'Glos Ludowy" for 15 
years} prior. to that. time, wrote @ -coluiin from. Chicago for 
the. English Ganguage) section (of. paper). 

at 
Hag directly involved in Polish work ince ‘1540, 

‘when arrived in Chicago from N.Y. Was. secretary of Polish 
ον work there from that time until the went to Detroit in 1950 

to work full tine on the paper.. τ τι 

. Actiye-in Aierican Slav Congress ἀπ ‘Chicago as 
secretary. of the Chicago and then the National Polish Anerican — 

- Labor Council. ἡ Représetited the United Farm: Equipment Workers, 7 

mo 

Which, later analgdmated with the United Auto: Workers... 

Was ‘invited twice before (to Poland), once in 1950 
“ and again later,, but on both occasions was: denied passport | 

‘here... Would ‘now like invitation from Polish Union. of 
Journalists. ; | _ . 

Décument #2 Ὁ ὁ eT: | ΕΝ " ᾿ 6/7/65 | -" :- 
Dear 7 . ; " | . ne: ΝΣ Ι 

After 1 got: all of the material rendy and put it 7 
in. the maid, my husband. (Carl Winter): raised some ‘very ~~ 
pértinent questions and insisted that-we could not, be ᾿ 

“-yésponsible for the béhaviour of this. person. (Conrad - so 

’ because of his drinking: ; - 

Komorowski). People in the other country (Poland) toid SN. 
(Statley Novak). that. the reason.'he wag not invited was | -, 

I am leaving this with. you just as is. I don't 
feel that I can go back through this whole business again’ 

“gonversation, ; 
_°-. with the people: (Gus: Hall) 1 Spoke t to prior to yours ang. my 

ΝΕ: think that L would: leave it that he has the ες το τ τς 
ability; etc., but ‘Possibly he still has: this drinking ~ 
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problem, /personally. 1 don't ‘know how serious it is -~ he’ : 
‘has, made (Promises to. curb. if anda they will ‘have ‘to decide. 

ες - 3 
᾿ ᾿ Be a ΝΟ (Helen, Winter) 

ΝΣ - " ὃ - Eo - τ 

Based ‘on the above. dodcunent., an infornal statement: 
was. drawn up for the purpose of providing it to Jack Kling; 
a leading functionary of the CP of Illinois, in ordér that 
He could orally take this matter up with representatives of 
‘the Polish. Consulate in Chicago. In this .connection it will 
be recalled that in the ‘past representatives of the Polish 
United ‘Vorkers Party had agreed ‘that it would bo, satisfactory " 
to utilize Kling for contacts. with then at their Chicasd: ; 
Consulate on Party matters between. the CP, USA’ and. the Polish. 
United Workers Party. The text of this informal document 
to be used in connection with Kling's oral -presentation at 
the Consulate was as follows: 

Comrade ‘Conrad Komorowski ‘has Been, a member ‘Of our 
 _. Party, for. nearly ‘30 years and is mow 8" menber of our. Michigan 

State Committee. He desires:t6-g0 to Poland: fox National Day.” 
Qf Liberation; - duly 22nd. Our leadership would Like you 't@ | 
invite. him to your country through the Polish Union. of: 
Journalists. He has’ planned this trip since 1950 but due to. 
passport denials could not travel. Our Polish language paper | 
Glos Ludowy, published in Detroit, and The. Worker, published 
“ἀπ δὴ York City, expect -him to, write weekly “articles in depth 
about déevélopments. in Polish society. ad gather material for ..- 
preparations of pamphict or book. Wants to tour Poland for 
stiidy of Polish life in all. ‘aspects. With emphasis ‘on personal - 
interviews. Will-emphasizé political aspects and -contrast tlid | 
situations of Polish aid U.S. workers, retired workers, poor. 
LAYMers , ete. Would like.to stay about six weeks or -longer; 
to master: language ‘which now .be understands but . cannot speak 
-or write yell. Will-use this experience fox tour of U.S. 
with ain: of advancing friendly relations: ‘between Polish and | 

ΒΝ U.S... ‘peoples, Also..aims. to develop Society of Friends. of 
. Poland involving English-speaking Polish-Akerd ans AS well as: ὁ 
' persons outside Polish-Anmericanh fie d‘who favor Polish~Anerican - 

. friendship, peaceful coexistence, cultural -contacts, and ail, 
- other. measures necessary to “put a prake ‘on tho ‘cold war. 

‘Comrade Konorowski, has been a mémber of the ; 
_ kdvtertal Staff of Glos Ludowy for 15 yéars;. prier to that. 

- time wrote coltimi fron ‘Chicago for English language section. 
| -O£ Bapor}. was Secretary of ‘Polish werk “An Chi¢ngs from 1940. te 

b 
wo 4 ῳ Hee ΧΕ 
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1950 when ie went: to Detroit, to work eull time « on. paper; 
aetive in American Slav Congress in Chicago as Secretary 
of Chicago. and thén National Polish-American Labor Council} 
represented United Farm Equipment Workers which dater, 
arialganated With. United. Auto Workers. 

- ; Conrade Komorowski will first go to Helsinki 
hin τ΄ July, 10th through 17th for peace conference and then to 

Warsaw. Could you pléase arrange thdt Comradé Komorowski, - 
can pick, up visa here in Chicago or in Helsiinki if visa 

᾿ clearance does not come to Chicago béfore ‘he léaves the U. 5. 
τς We would. appreciate ‘your cooperation _ regarding. Comrade - 

ὔ Konorowski" Εἰ first visit to Poland.’ rr ee 

The ‘above matter was: discussed. with Jack Kling ‘on. 
" - June. 15,. 1965. While Kling indicated he was somewhat hositant . 

~ . - Ἐ9 contact tho Polish Consulate in Chicago at this time, he 
ες did agree to try and take.this natter-up with them. He ; 

explained that his hesitancy in going to the Polish Consulate 
« . WaS based δὰ the fact that ever since the last Warsaw Ghetto 

το - meeting had, been lield in: Chicago, the Polish: Consulate has 
. a: . Hot been too happy with hin. Their displeasiré with hin 
os arose in part from the fact that the: Polish Ambassador had. - 
| , -hbeen enbarragsed at this neeting and forced to ‘walk out of it. , 

Kling then. noted that if he had received this. information: a 
few days earlier, he covld have sént word: regarding his coming — 

_ -to. the Consulate throtgh ἃ répresentative of a. Polish group | 
_ . πὶ ἀπο Chicago. who has: close dealings with the. Poles. This 
ΠΝ Φ individual to whom Kling was: referring was undoubtedly: 

ΕΝ Kazimix ‘Siuba ,: . 
"4 2 κα 4 

Ἐ 
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πα τ my cameron: eS 
᾿ GSA GEM. πο. NO. a7 “ ᾿ 5 on Tolson .-.. 

_ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, , a Belnont = 
Mohr 
Deloceh saumemmn 

ὦ / Memorandum' ROUTE IN ENVELOPE : ΞΞΞ 
το : Mr. Conrad - - . DATE: June 15, 1965 ria ᾿ΞΞΞΞΩά 

Tavel 
Trotter 
Tele. Room ὦ 
Holmes 

informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications traiismitted to 
him by radio. 

station at Midland at which time two messages, NR 467 GR 98 and 
On 6/15/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's ἐγ ' 2 

GR 150, were intercepted. 
yy 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosures 

a“ 

1 - Mr. Conrad 
2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
1 - Mr. Downing 
1 -Mr. Newpher 
Ὁ - Mr. Paddock 

a ee βδ 

δῷ JUN δὲ 5 ᾿ 



NR 467. GR 98 

} 42593-55772 01413 97796 02738 

95519 62459 50288 62957 33557 

05874 13939 97597 69096 69444 

87206 58287 68304 54274: 21393 
J - 

25231 66728 74485 78694 80918 

C2 
- 62356 99842 44473 58510 

'f RMS, INCL NCR 810 

Q με Ὁ Jt ~J 

\ | | | ee wR τὸς τ - ὦ - -- = 

38299 71895. 24343 95942, 62495, 

00507, 33234 58998 63985 54462 
95545 23945..04993'30875 89388. 

84886 99274 28973 80743 55471. 

26702 

20163 

, 33434 

65547 

49786 

+40756 

92762 

51902 

55414 

24733 

Φ 
6/15/65 

6/15/65. 

42644°.17309 66270 29410 

12256 16946 70800 67534 

05137 ‘31339 59655 °74155 

37914-:20881 72049 10757 

37252 82457 51764 75072: . 

99027 44584 67838 78421 

35047 78007 78104 14419 

09841 59422 89732 97264 

02990 67290 '714504 62371 

44749 43068 

WEMEREREADYiTOSEE\ OUF ORCOLOURPRINTSITODAY| UNIT AK INGII 

NTOACCOUNTHY URL ASTMESSAGEIAND|I NORDERTOAVO I DANYCONF U 

s LonWiejra kl Ti'sbeTTERTOSEEWy OUONSECONDDATEMENTIONED 

gyjyoubs\uwel9a) PL ace|t shosfone}HuNDRED|TENBUTNEHUNDRE 

ahve easeec pean revenrvangesben 

NDY OUAREREADY|TOSEEUSDNITHI SSECONDDA TEL ONF IRNBY/PHONE| 

ee. TODAY 

Be ee ne ee er τ τως τα. “Ξε κε. -Σ-----Ξ.----.-. --------α -- 
"" 

pa ge τα le a = ie Sterisimteh Ὡρῶν <b en ee Ξ-... Ὁ - 

Joon YR 7072 — 44. 
ENCLOSURE 



NR 468 GR 150 6415765 

10036 90567 91007 16113 49547 48910 87387 47260 90844 80009 

> 82579 97259 08068 02799 77134 45840 20602 75376 47956 29072 

03702 60869 63373 23696 30649 91465 22528 49184 82587 12393 

94405 43456 61844 34507 23168 00765 62775 58252 53368 78332 

> 43388 82829 99439 79143 58550 85888 88372 58257 03274 38100 

64718 18472 15377 64266 80025 12824 61212 94363 83949 88295 

38750 14394 82285 76142 80145 76592 77607 26316 514970 35320 

ἡ 79234 28453 56083 49814 85418. 99267 14984 11809 38211 73630 

68649 54376 26472 44354. 63303. 55474 28699 46018 81067 30057 

Β' Ὁ eS tw οἱ μι. "32467 07367 15738 22891: 62779 84421 25548 77572 56604 
36506. 59869 80356 76736 48321 44323 34367 51335 81197 28649 

49980. 7452248549. 41566. 14534. 30627 35559 92412 46877 40186 

+ 

4562 99382 09816 17410. 45951 50537 03847 7604 18874-23529 

* PRINTED BY DATAFOLD FORMS, INC, NCR 810 
Oo Ww 1530 24481 22546 34143 86997 45785 15484 66605 36485: 82337 

1 ᾿ ι 

ἰ0ϑ8θ4. 76906 97766.°79696 40344. 98075 59415 53477 57290 89697 &. CO 

tJ ἐν.ς === fe — geen — tale i ney a .-.- -- - - ie Se ae ae ἐφττέξανν ρα 

Joa - 2,197 — 49S b 
ENCLOSURE 
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SEEON AUTHORIFY- DERE RLMS 
FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE . 
MATE Gg-02-2012 3 : 

os) τα 22, Dm 
(18) 100=426003 BY LIAISON 

: une 17, 1985 | a . ἃ. τ Ldaison Date June 17, 1985 1 = Atkinson 
To: Director . 1-8, Putnam 

Bureau of Intcliigonce puid Legearch 
Department of State - 

From: ὠ Jobii Edgar Hoover, Birector — 
Subject: ‘KOREIGN POLITICAL, WATTERS — PARAGUAY Ὁ 

die! 

‘fhe following was supplied by. sources which have 
furnished reliable information. in the past. 

During the Latter part of Februaxy, ‘1965, an 
A, 12 individual who claimed to be the General: Sceretary of ? the 

Carlisic (phonctic) made the following xemarks? 
Communist Party of Paranuay and who utilised. the Last nane ἢ 

' \ General Alfredo Strocssnor, President of Paraguay, 
is attenpting to consolidate bis dictatorship. In order to 
creatathe impression that democracy stiii exists in Pardguay, 
he wild pormit some muiieipal élections in October; 1965, The 
purpose behind this action is to obtain additional Loans from 
the United States. In an effort to forn a united front against. 
the Stroeassner governtieont, the Communist. Party of Paraguay vill 
unite with the Febrerista Party in these electiona, 

The Communist Party of on Ac φσηξαζοζο IS T 
parties in Latin America and North Amorica to send letters to 
thé Governnent of Paraguay demanding that Antonio Maidana, 
Second Secretary ef the Communist Party .of Paracuay, Ἴ; be roleased 
from prisons, Uaidann is dying, He has beom in prison for seven 

ig years and the Commmist Party of Paraguay would Δ: ΟΣ much, 
LM to obtain his rolensas ny (= 

Δ « Director: ; BY LIATSGN 
Ἰοίδου ——-- Ventral Intelligence Agency 
Belmont 
Mokr 

DeLoach «- —= Attention: Deputy Diroctor; Plat 

SEE NOTE PAGE CTY. ᾿ - 
= Π 

. 

τὐχομιο automatic 

= _ (7 ῃ ΠΝ 

Trotter μὲ Ais - ἃ 

Tele. od 2 4 1 downgZrac au 
Holties — + “A 
Gendy τις MAIL ROOML_| ‘TeLerype unirL_]} declass 



Dire ctor 
‘Bureau, ‘of intelligence and Research 

NOTE: 
Classified wsduret! since unauthorized disclosure. of 

this information could reveal. thé identity of the sourcé (CG 5824+8*). 
who is of continuing value ‘and ‘such revelation could result in — 
grave damage to the Nation, CG 5824—8* is reférred to as "sources" 
in-order to further protect thé identity of this valuable informant. 

. informaiton extracted from. CGairtel 5/21/65 captioned/CB0i0} 
I we Cc." 

ft 
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7 Legat, Ottawa | June 21, 1995. 

/] Director, Fit (00428001) | Ἱ = ir. Cotter 
ΜΝ ; I~ Liaison _ 

᾿ ; : L SOW. Re Putnam 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA ~ 
INTERNAL. SECURITY ~. CANADA ; 

There are enclosed :three- copies. of a. letterhead 
memorandum, classified "eh. Sebfet" and captioned "Commumist. 
Party of ‘Canada," which. relates. to activities of William 

, Kashtan; General Secretary of the Communist Party of Canada, 
and the proposed joint school of that Party and the Conmanist 
Party., USA, 

ee 

wane ὉΠ S furnishes “ye 
be ‘emphasized that. die to. the Sensitive, wa Ε 
it is essential that ‘no distribution cr use of our “intelligence 
information be undertaken which would be Likely to jeopardize 
the security of our ‘sources. 

‘Enclosures (3) ν᾿ : ον ' 
ΜΝ - Tos - ae 

- fat 
F 

ον τὰν 
Sate 

+ 

X= Foréigh Liaison. Unit Route through for review). 

; ot Ν ᾿ - ΝῊ a 

NOTE: SUN 2 2 1965 | 

Τοβοη pe 
"Belmont wpa = 
MODE eee 

Sullivan ae 
Teel eee: 
Trotter πρνο και 
Tele, Room -- [ 
Holmes - 

| “Goat! 28" τ TELETYPE unit] 



, Holmes. 

DPECLAGSSTPICATEION AUTHORITY DREIVED FROM: | 

FEI AUTOMAT SEC LABSIFICATION GUIDE 

MATE O2-G2-201L2 

* oe hoy τ ᾿ Q - $OP-SECRET 

ey 

ROUTE in ENVELOP ype 21, 1965 
1... Cotter 
L =~ Liaison 

ΝΕ 1.-Ε. Putnam 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA 

ΝΕ The following information was supplied by sources 
which have furnished. reliable information in the past. 

William Kashtan, General Secretary 
Communist. Party of Canada | 

William Kashtan, General Secretary of the 
Communist Party of Canada, was scheduled to depart Canada 
on June il, 1965, to. spend some time in Moscow, Russia, 
‘and..possibly to attend..a congress of the Communist Party 
of israel, Kashtan also expected to travel to East Germany 
during: this, trip abroad, 

Communist Party,, USA ~ Communist Party 
of Candida ‘Training School 

. the Communist: Party of Canada has furnished the 
Comunist Party, USA, a proposed outline for the. joint 
training school to be held in Canada in the Fall of 1965. 
A copy of this' outline is attached to: this memorandun. 
Necessary arrangements for the joint’ school have. been 
completed in that a site has been obtained ‘and necessary 
funds to operate the school are available. ‘No. definite 
dates have been set for this school. 

1G0= BUI a 
RCP: pahspdb , 
(10) WE SEE NOTE PAGE TWO 

1 - scien Liaison Unit (route through for review) ἤν 

COSPOT οὐδοῦ, 
Callahan sre 
Conrad seme 

ΕΠ oer 
Tavel nc, 

TE QUO καοτοτιτωνενι 
Tele, Roota sone, 

Gandy wep mai ποομίς 1 reverype unit 
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COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA 

NOTE: 
Classified " Seeret"' because unauthorized disélosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the sources 
(CG 5824-S* and NY 694-S*) who are of continuing value. and such 
‘revelation ‘could result in exceptionally grave damage to the | 
Nation, Information extracted from CGairtel 6/15/65 and NYlet 

' 6/9/65 both captioned Solo, Is -C." This letterhead memorandum 
is. being disseminated by cover letter dated 6/21/65 to the __ 
Department of State and the Central Intelligence Agency. In ΥἹῸ 
addition, the letterhead memor 
Ottawa, for transmittal, to the 
Additional information concern € join - ΟΣ Canada 
school has beenppreviously disseminated to recipients of this 
memorandum, - 

᾿} 
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‘a ὅϑα GEM, 2EG, NO, 27 : Tolson 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belnont —————— 
Mohr 

DeLocch 

ΓΜ emorandum ROUTE IN ENVEL LOPE ἐπεξ 
SN 

se. Conrad Tg DATE: June 17, 1965 Opes = 
Trotter 
Tele, Room _ 

r SOLO 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C : 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable oe 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted to 
him by radio. 

On 6/17/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland at. which time a “message, NR 418 GR 164, was intercepted.. 

»- -- a 
— 

. The plain text and cipher. text. are attached. 

™ “The ‘New: York ‘Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION; © 9 we 
᾿ - 
ἔπ , 

For information. * ως τὸ » 

Γ ν F . 

Enclosure 

i - ~Mr. Conrad 
2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
1 - Mr. Downing 
1 - Mr. Newpher 
1 - Mr. Paddock 

Ald πὰς eye PLY) 189 
ἝΝ Ν 23 065 

μι Wwe. 81.115 5. δ 
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SF (on : 77,2 eee er δτι 
> .  * 7 κι "ΝΞ Jie 

ι NR 418 GR 164 OULTIOS  ΟΘι-εν- | 

> "Ν ι 
99594 43219 38933 98070 15402°78405 94474 51644 87332 93573. 

5, 75004 09569. 40565 20472: 14215. 33567'.34445. 06094; 54644 46804 

50884 73305 54110 35882 80608 02375 02464 89502 ‘76348 (93823 

50247 65852 77094 52961. 80332: 27690 19625 14551: 89274 37290 
5 93540 62427 65965 84043° 93630 68383 11086 .95415' 15903 -65655 

10885 90396 94902 2307297572 42790: 37849-49027 170183 49256. 

“AY 
ὶ 

- i ‘ 

25258 64407 40626 04651..15758 54464: 18485.:59639 06934 1560 48. 

f oo ΠΕ : ΝΕ 
42653 54762' 69184 59544. 61681: 84259 72277 ‘79764777916 20125. 

| 63224 82963: 24358 81548 17675 90438 095343'.87827 26093. 52158: - 
Κῃ 

2 67477 19635 92077. 69496 98992 89390 49776. 09429 83052 92580 

257062 50198 35906 35495 39698 96069: 47477 93032" 5859693220 
, INC, NCR 

RAS, 
wo “J oOo ἊΣ o 99376 72043 99448 46968::22407 87296 43094-45820 26669: 

μι w oa ει οι 23263 35992 60724. 87456 3270 78045 97384 51423 44558 
| Ι 1 | | 

48847 59636.:32698 72399 55297' 66259 02088 84482: 27709 woe 

FE N.CAR, CO,* PRINTED BY DATAFOLO FO 
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‘50746 40289 27766.66852''21776- 39458 96843. 64168 26024 

80454-51715 40984-79800 42443.:32069 ‘70043. 58263. 57715' 7 

02370 86146 58236: 
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-.͵ ττ : τ ECR eS TOU -AMTHORITY DERIVE 
᾿ FEL AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUIDE 

DATE Of-0O2-20212 

ἌΡΤΟΣ TRF ἘΠΕῚ ΤῈ ΤῊΣ OPE 
, te ete ane 

RQ jad BX ali Vine 

᾿ y (18) 100-428091 BY LIAISON 
! be 

bi7c ᾿ 

( iL - Liaison 

Date: J June 21, 1965 

ἐς To: Director — 
᾿ Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

Dopartment of State 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director 

Subject: COUNUNIST PARTY OF CANADA 
ENTERNAL SECURITY ~. CANADA - 

Enelosed ‘for your anformation is a ‘memorandum " 
captioned "Communist Party of Canada," together with its b+ 
enclosure. b70 

Upon renoval of the classified enclosure; this 
‘letter of transmittni becomes unclassified. 

Enclosures (2) 

1 ~ Director (Enclosures « 2) BY EIAISON 
_ Central Intelligence Agoncy 

Attention: Deputy Director; Plans 7 Eo 
NOTE: . 

Classified 'Top-Seeret!? since data in the attached 
= memorandum is. So” classified. RE C H9 . 

ὯΝ δ, go-fa.fo HT 6 O 

V eee ᾿ 8 JUN 23.10 1965 

ΤοΙβοὴ ener 
WO Ry 

Belmont — 
Mohr 

DeLocch, penne _ Ν Ν 
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Caltghan women 
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FD-86 (Rov. 5-22-64) | | Yy : ea) - a 

ΝΞ ΞΕ -» ROUTE IN ENVELOPE ἰ 

Al ! τς { { ., Date: 6/16/65 “ΠΕ | y 

Transmit the following. in —_-_ δι : a a _ 

AIRTEL ' | 
Via 

TO ἢ prricion:” FBI (100428092) on ᾿ | | 

SAC, CHICAGO,(134~46 sub B) °° lw OCD TL LHR x) 
* 

Re telephone call of Section Chief FRED BAUMGARDNER: 
regarding travel of CARL WINTER to Rumania and ‘Cuba. and possible 

_ affect. of this on Solo operation. - 

The ramifications of @ projected travel by CARL ‘WINTER 
‘ and its possible affect. on the Solo operation: has-been. discussed 
. With, CG. 5824-S*, Source noted: that in a number. of Ways he was . 

happy that. he ‘himself was not being, compelled: by GUS HALL, 
General Secretary, CPUSA, to undertake this travel at this ‘tine 
and that he did not believe that WINTER's travel to either 
Rumania ΟΣ ‘Cuba would result in a threat to thes current ‘Solo 
‘operation. ; 

t 

First. οὐ ail, the source noted that. WINTER do@s not 
like to travel and, in fact, was not entirely: in. favor of this. 
travel now. He only agreed to attempt to go τὸ Cuba because 
of HALL'S Adnsistence..on this matter, He told CG 5824-S* that ° 
he did not relish the idea of going to the Soviet Union in order 
to travel to Cuba and that if he must travel to the Soviet. Union 
he would make his stay there as limited as possibile, WINTER. 
Kad also told shin that if -he travelled: he would make every 
effort to:.keep the over-all length. of this trip to its minimum, |: 

οἰ ΚΟ J Se | 
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In regard to WINTER , CG 5824~s* personally feels that 
he is one of those individuals who would report to him fully 
on any pértinent developments which might ave occurred during 
such a trip. WINTER relies heavily on CG 5824-S* and knows. 
generally of CG 5824-S*'s standings with the leadership of the 
more important Parties in the international movement and of 
,the trust that these Parties place in the source. He also 
feels that. WINTER will undoubtedly attempt to arrange- some pre-~ 
departure briefing session with him, and at this time he will 
have the opportunity to emphasize to WINTER. the importance of 
informing CG 5824-~S* of the results of this trip and also this 
will give him the opportunity to instruct WINTER as to the 
manner in which he should work and the conduct that he must 
‘follow. Source also noted that if there are,at the time WINTER - 
travels, any matters which need to be taken up with the 
Ruhanians or the Cubans he might use WINTER as his channel of 
communication. ; 

Tn, Looking at, the: over-all - ‘picture, CG 5824- -Stnoted 
that, the ‘type of trip HALL is insisting that WINTER. take could 
be. oné which might be politically unwise and which could affect 
the fraternal relationships of the Parties involved. It is for 
this reason that he is quite thankful that he is not. going to 
be involved in the situation which - ‘potentially could reflect 
upon his own political capabilities and: personal ‘competence , 

‘ Specifically, CG 5824~s* noted. the Russians may not 
look ‘with. pleasure on thé CPUSA’s sending a delegation consisting 
of WINTER to the Rumanian Workers Party (RWP) Congress. The 

᾿ Russians are extremely unhappy with the ἈῊΡ “tflirtation with the 
Communist Party of China" and with the position of the RWP in 
regard to certain problems in the: international movement. In . 
addition, the RWP's current display of nationalism and independénce 
has caused’ considérable embarrassment to the CPSU, 

The source then noted that at the tine he first heard 
of the RWP's invitation: to the CPUSA to send a delegation to the 
Congress, he had sent word back with HELEN WINTER for GUS HALL 
that he, the source, suggestéd as a forewarning that in his 
Opinion he felt such a delegation was inadvisable because it _ 
could affect "bigger things't (future finaricidl aid and future 
Félationsa with the CPSU). He todd. HALL that the CPSU would 
certainly not pay the fare or expenses for ‘such, a delegation and 
that the CPUSA would have to bear this. He also Watred HALL 
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that there is presently :considerable animosity existing 
‘between the Rumanian and Cuban Parties and. the Cubans. could, 
in fact, reject. a CPUSA visitor and in any case probably would 
be very unhappy. in receiving and dealing with a CPUSA repre-_ 
‘Sentative who had just visited Rumania. He wanted HALL 
réminded that thé Cubans have Sharp differences with the 
Rumanians in regard to international policies: within the 
‘movenent and were so upset with the, Rumanians* action in: . 
stopping sotie antixU.S, demonstrations in Bucharest that the 
Cubans: withdrew all of their students who were attending 
Schools in that country. ᾿ 

; Source also noted that in his opinion while there 
is always a remote possibility of this trip having some ᾿ 
affect upon the Solo operation, theré is probably little that a 
will be accomplished or learned by WINTER, He does not. ᾿ . ᾿ , believe WINTER ‘thas any personal ambitions in connection with 
this trip and has πὸ -desiré to usurp .CG 9824-S*'s role and: 
assume for himself a similar role in the CPUSA's international . 
affairs, | 

' Source,in concluding,noted ὉΠαὉ- undoubtedly in. the. 
near. future he himself will be undertaking: another: iission, 

- onewith broader, moré specific and moré important goals from. 
. ‘which we, the Bureau, stand to gain far more. The objective 
of such a mission on his part would be to deal, with the | 
Russians and the CPSU rather than with lesser Parties like 
Rumania and Cuba. 

. In addition, he added that his own physical status 
‘plus the state: of personal affairs, following three missions 
Within the last six months, would have madé it almost — 
‘impossible for him to have prepared ‘for or undertaken such. a 
trip at this time as is. being contemplated for WINTER.. 

+ 
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- (Priority) 7 
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TO 3 DIRECTOR, FBI (1.00-280691 ) 3 

FROM: NEW YORK ς (100-134637) An 

SUBJECT: 2 

On 6/22/65, there were received from the βου εξ ἐν 
via radio six ciphered messages, ὑπ plain texts of which are! , Vj 

as follows: { ἡ 

(1) "To GUS HALL 7 vaik 
[ | 

"Rumanian CP Conference is to start work on » | 
July 19. Instructions to give visa to CARL WINTER are sent Ἢ} ᾿ 

to our Embassy in Rumania. WINTER is included in quota.’ 

{Re above, see NY airtels 6/15/65, and 6/17/65, 
page 2.) 

(2) "Your - message is sent’ to BEATRICE JOHNSON. She 
ig included in quota." 

“(Re above, see NY airtel 6/47/6855 pages 4 and 5 ) 

(3) ΠΡΕΘΟΥ DENNIS and ROSE PERRY are included in 
quota. They may receive visas in Helsinki.’ 

_ (Re above, see NY airtel 6/17/65, page 7.) 
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NY 100-134637 

(4) “Until now eight CP members already were in USSR. Taking into account forthcoming arrival of GUS HALL's family and four CP members mentioned above, your CP used 16 out of 23 places. ΄ 
(ἢ GUS HALI's family above, see NY airtels ς 6/10/65,. page 4,, and 6/17/65, age 1... Re quota above, see NY airtel . 417/65, page T-) 

Ὑ persons, and woman CP delegation--6 persons ~ for 2-3 weeks for each delegation. In respect of all other persons mentioned by you, instructions are given to our corresponding Embassies, They willbe given necessary attention in Moscow. 

(Re above, see NY airtel 4/23/65.) 
Sing JACK BROOKS 

Ic | "You will be givén new walky-talky with money. ῃ Put your walky-talky in case and give it. to us," 

(Re above, see NY airtel 6/17/65, page 1,. “ ‘and NY airtel, 6/10/65, page 2.) 
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Via____ AIRTEL ._—s_. REGISTERED: MAIL | 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) . ς΄" 
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_FROM: SAC; CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) _ ἦν f ] | 
- ΜΚ 

3 1 + ἣ 

CG 5824-S* on 6/17/65 provided the. following 
for consideration by the Bureau and for some possible 
counteraction which could ὃς developed from it. if the 
Bureau saw fit: 

This information was to the effect that on 
ΝΣ 6/15/65 he had met with CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, a leading func - 

tionary of the CP of {liinois. . According to LIGHTFOOT, 
wmany people of the National Office ofthe ‘CP, USA. are now 
very concernéd over the fact that there has been no infor- 
mation received concerning ROBERT THOMPSON'S whereabouts 
following his appearance at the Veterans Day celebration 
in Moscow in early 5/65. WILLIAM PATTERSON, who had 
‘been in the Soviet Union and just returned £0. NY, when 
asked concerning THOMPSON's location, stated he did. not 
know. where THOMPSON was but the rumor -that -had-been .circu- 
lating was that he may have gone to North Vietnan. 

. If the foregoing is correct and THOMPSON had 
actually gone to North Vietnam, many in ‘the national 
leadership of the Party feel that if this information. comes 
out into the open, it could be. extremely injurious to the 
Party. It is said that such a move by THOMPSON, if, in 
PS it took place, and. became public, could label the: 
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caution, ‘héeing utilized by the CP, USA, especially GUS. HALL, 

CG 134-46 Sub B 

Party as traitors to. their country. In addition, the Party 
might be accused of dealing with the enemy in the current. 
"Tife and déath struggle” and such. publicity would have . 
disastrous effects upon future litigation which might involve 
the GP, USA under the McCarran Act. They also. feel that it 
might possibly hamper future legitimate travel by CP, USA 
nembers abroad. 

ἢ 
a 

. Source iter stated he felt that the foregoing could 
be of importance to the Bureau from several different aspects 
if it could be proven true and correct. First of all, aif this 
travel of THOMPSON to North Vietnam can be proven and publicized, 
it would damagé the CP, USA public image and it mightmable the 
government to establish a basis for attempting to place some 
additional restrictions on travel of CP members abroad, Secondly, 
‘such information if found to be.corfect might result in more 

3 

General Secretary of the CP, USA, in limiting the number of 
individials they are’ ' sending abroad, some of whom undoubtedly 
may have. desires or ambitions, of becoming involved. in. dealing 
with ‘foreign CPs, an area, up t6 now, generally reserved for 
the Solo operation. 

Should the Bureau feel that somé counteraction, on 
the above is merited, the source stated that..in order to. | 

' protect his security; it is imperative that it be established 
fron. independent reliable sources that THOMPSON did actually 
travel to North Vietnam. He noted ‘that he is not aware at 
this time of the extent to which this rumored information 
reparding THOMPSON is known within the CP, USA. i 

| 

' ᾿ | 
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aac, Chicago, - . . 6/22/65 ) | Oo | ᾿ BiG} ig vor, FBI (100477365 ὁ 1 - Mr. Shaw CaN Director, ἘΣ (100-477 6) L--Mr. Reddy ἔΐ 
JAESS EDTARD JACKSON 
TERNAL SE Τὶ CURITY “Ὁ , 

ten days Jn Ghana end although his trip was deseribed as a2 “waste of tina,” Jackson seported to the Soviets upon. his roturn: to Koscow that Shirley Graham Dubois, an Anoriean eitizen residing in Ghana, Js actively workine. for the Chinese" possibly in connivance with President Kuace _ Tirunah of Ghant. The above infornztion was. ‘transmitted under “Secrot” classification to the Departnent of State wie. Centsal Intelligence Agency (CIA) by letter dated 

_ , Attached is ἃ copy of &.tettor. fron the CIA xecoived by the Bureau on 6/15/65 in which CYA rovers to Baiet dated May 20, 1965, and requests: certain additionn2 information relating ‘to the wLieratian that Datois and : 2re working for the Chinese Coxnunists ond rogarding ᾧ the method by which, and the Soviet officinis te whom, Jackson} reported this information. 

| Aiso attached ist a copy of an LEM datod 6/17/65 at Nev York, Now York, captioned “Greator New York Labor Press'Club, Internal Security « C," which sots out certain coumcnts made by Jackson nt a-neating on 6/16/65 sponsored by. tha Greater New Yori Labor Pross Club vitich had been | advertised in "The Vorkes' ‘as featuring a report on Jacktonty |; rocont trip to. Africa, | 

ΝΞ dt is noted that Jackton's remarks rocarding i President Msrumah of Ghana and: vegording Shirley Grahan ἘΝ δ) Dubois do not indicate that these inudividials are “vorking for the Chinese Comunists," Gn the contrary, Jackson 
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Letter. to Chicaca 
RE: JALSS EDVARD JACKSON 

stated that nost of the professors at idediogical instatuted Ι τ" 
and Olencntary schools in Ghane are Russians that the 
courses dre oriented toward the Sovict Union ‘and to its’ 

| ideology; and that Russia has supplicd tecinicions and 
engineers to assist Ghana in its development, 

You nre instructed to discuss this matter with 
CG, 5624-S+ and to obtain any additional, infomation: hes 
mny possess regarding the first two paréeraphs in the attached 
otter fron CIA. Also obtain tha infernant's comments: 
ropardines tha possible reasons why Jackson would hava 
zoported to tho Soviots that Shivicy Grahan DuBois ὅπ 
working fox the Chinese Comiunists, possibly with the 
connivance of Presidont Whrumab, and indicated during his 
ronarks on June 36, 1965, that Ghana gppears to bo solidly 
in the canp of the Sovieh Union. Wha third question in the 
letter from CIA regarding tho dates of Jackson's trip to, 
Ghans wild be handled by rhe: Burau, 

While the Bureau τὸν decides not to furnish CIA 
any additional information even shouid such information 
be available to CG 5624-83, 4¢ 165. felt that the apparantly 
contradictory. statontnts. Dy: Jackson rererding Ghanz _ 
Bhourd be clarified to. CIA in the avent tho informant 

‘fast ἃ Jogical czplanntion,. 

Αἱ 2 
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Tavel 
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SUBJECT SOLO 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C NEE pile 

ΠΝ 6/ 22/65, the New York Office furnished the text of a 
message’ the. informant desired to send and requested that it be enciphered. 
The cipher‘ text was: furnished, to New York on the same day. 

ΝΣ ‘ - 

‘ ‘The plain text and cipher text are attached. 
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For information. § : 
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Enclosure 1 
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. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
. Downing 
. Newpher 
. Paddock 
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OPTIONAL FORM No. 10 { 
SOTO-164 δ τρῷς 

4. « UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ROUTE iW E TXT. 

7 Memorandum NVELOPE 

DATE: 6/18/65 “(0 DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

Me SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

| Ϊ Py 
SUBJECT: Osoxo 

Is-<c . 

ReBulet dated March 2, 1965, 

On June 17, 1965, as requested in reBulet, 
CG 5824-S* was contacted and shown a photograph of VLADIMIR 
SERGEEVICH VASILYEV which appeared in the Soviet Intelligence 
Album, Source at this time stated that VASILYEV is not the 
individual whom he met in Moscow during the 17th Solo Mission 
by the name of "VLADIMIR." 
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MAY 1462 EDITION Β΄ 
GA GEM, RIG. NO. 27 ἣ Talson 

- f ~ » UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belton? am 

4} Memorandum ΒΟΙΤΤΕ ΙΝ ἢ ENVELOPE —— 
st/ Felt 

ὃ ΜΕ. Conrad vow DATE: June 22, may Rae = 
Tavel 

Trotter 
Tele, Roou 

FROM ὁ . F. Downing Het ae 

ὙΦ ᾿ De, Me 
‘--THTERNAL SECURITY - C ty 

Captioned:case involves the Bureau's highly, valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications 

- 4 
transmitted to him by radio. } 

? an , 

ον 6.22 )65,. transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station. at Midland at which timne ai message, NR 284 GR 262, was inter- 
cepted..- footw 

i ~ 

- 3 ἢ 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 
bye 

'. The’ New York ‘Office is ‘aware of the contents. 

ACTION: or 

For iiformation. 
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> WR 284 GR 262 ἐρᾷ ἄς ἠ 6222 465 

> 95652 54493 99322 42490 12852 620412 69469 17491 18382 35549 

11765 14787 16702 98747 26041 78195 91964 35395 59702 14097: 

70500 74085 68784 87494 19942: 32490 /92836- 87089 88400. 66251 

> 00420 39796 99767 81999 59455: 96081 70904 15892 42941 18084. 

79375 32429 89883 83467 30890 33453 71083 02464 93942 75696 

42120 3209S 45560 73944 26155 84856 64169 86282. 51442 28263 ~~ 

> 13565 26352 79973 60845, 4915259420 "27995 98732 43422 98358 

54850 84969 37335 26235 72636. 00648 °75547 82958 42329 77390 
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08449 .46466 99490 93607 69065 10526 11464 06672 45064 67606 

94638 52908 64354 40338 62147 43674 22706 32626 77389 00977 

48349 24634°.48475 64432 12704 73293 87574:.-45839 78694 23007 

of are 

43605 98117 ‘26189 21273 77904° 87860 23804 78179 31272 06488 

28586 93756 84743 42445 44843. 61854 58246 19813 75192 35414 

64423 82065'-66434 82525 48748 25638 52549 98234 45674 38296 

64655 84635 03344 21143-76984 67768-94475 20427 84429 47288 
APER PATENTED BY N.C.R. 60." PRINTED BY DATAFOLD FORME, 

ἢ 15810 32594 11992 75031 67262 78918 66515 77908 93650 74410 
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~ 22072 75828 69432 79696 92579 83704 21009 83303 77285 22722 

94641 49217 13059 84075. 09274 92602 ‘70979 38416 48225 64665 

06889 43786 53236 38359 94990 55548 92033 .34772 55876 78979 

for“ -42f2/— HO bb 
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| ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
Date: 6/24/65 

Transmit. the following in 

— —— << ini ee ς 

(Type in plain text or code} 

νι. __ AIRTEL REGISTERED a poo 
᾿ (Priority) 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091). 

Kel FROM:, | SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 
cal 

SUBJECT: Cro 
Is-C 

ReNYairtel, 6/24/65, reporting resuit ‘of meeting 9! - 

between NY 694-s*, and his Soviet contact NIKOLAI TALANOV. 

At a meeting with his Soviet contact NIKOLAT 
TALANOV on 6/23/65, at 120 Wall Street, NYC, NY 694-S* gave to | ( 
the latter a roll of microfilm containing @ number of.messages, 
the plain texts of which are as follows: 

1. The following message was in ciphered code: Ane. 

" οι : . ἔρμα rig . Central Committee and Komsomol Reshetov. Urgent ζ sheen Bt) 

"In view of critical situation in Algeria, will World 
Youth Festival take place? Please radio at once. Our youth 
delegation is ready to leave United States today. , 

ane whi. 
fays "HALL" ( } " Κα ; 

ies 
[- 53, RS p wht | 

5 
2°34 BUREAU (ἘΜ) pw 

| = CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) (an RM) Regier P a 
1 - NY 134-91 (Inv ne - 

1 = NY 105-24931 Sub Ὁ TASKORAT M. TALANOV) (341) ΗΝ 
1 - ΝΥ 100-134637 (8) if 

REG 38 δῶ 
ACB:mfd l 7 2-$09/ 4967 

9 JUN 28 1965 , 

46 ΠΟ ΒΗ εἰν ee πὶ μος | 

agi Approves _ sent: M 
65 JUL Ne Gest oom in Charge 
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NY 100-134637 

- 2, The following message was in plain text: 

-- 
“Juné 21, 1965 

"CCCPSU | 

. ὮΙ send the following to you becaue of its urgency 
and because time is of the essence. It would be important to 
me to have an immediate answer. - | 

"We are pleased to let you know that one of ‘the leading ~ 
writers and lecturers, who is devoted to the cause of peace 
and freedom in the United States, has agreed to attend and to 
participate in the Helsinki World Peace Congress for Peace, National 
Independence and General Disarmement to be held July 10-16, 1965. 
| This is Dr. Herbert Aptheker, the author of some 18 volumes 
‘published in the United States on Negro history, Negro freedom 
movement, Marxism, history in the USA during the period of the 
Civil War, history in the United States after the Civil War, ther 
fight against U.S. imperialism, etc. He is today one of the 
most popular lecturers, especially in this current ‘period, in the 
‘colleges and universities, and with the students in the field of 
civil rights, Marxism, and the fight. for freedom and in the © 
struggle for world peace. He is, as you know, the foremost 
scholar and historian in our country. His writings have appeared 

-in many journals throughout the world in these last_two decades. 
He is currently heading AIMS (American Institute for Marxist | 
Studies) in which are gathered around him noted scholars, 
intellectuals and university ‘professors in the field of Marxism 
in the U.S. He undoubtedly could present the finest thoughts and 
contributions of any of the delegates from our country. 

. “We strongly suggest Dr. Aptheker be given a major part 
among the speakers to a plenary session in this most important of 
world peace conferences whose contribution will-probably represent 
the upsurge of peace expressions within the U.S.A. His participa~ 

_ tion and contribution in this world peace conference will enrich 
' totally the objectives and aims of this congress for world peace 
and freedom. 

"Dr. Herbert Aptheker, through his writings and lectures 
in-the-last several décades has contributed more to the thoughtful 
and active sectors of thé peace advocates in our country. His 
opponents, as well as his friends, repeatedly recognize and pay 
great respect. to his scholarship and great activity in this most. 
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"important struggle - the struggle for peace and freedom. in, 
this he has received national recoghitioh especially from the 
consistent fighters for peace and freedom, from the freedom 
fighters, and overwhelmingly from the many tens of thousands 

. of students throughout our broad land. He symbolizes the determina- 
tion of fighters anywhere against war, against U.S. imperialism. 

i 

I 

"Dr. Herbert Aptheker has just published his 18th 
volume which deals with democraty and Marxism. This he 
accomplished in his 50th year, July 1965. 

νοῦ only are Dr. Aptheker's lectures known in the 
United States but in all countries: throughout the hemisphere and 
in the countries of socialism as well as in the countries of capital- 
ism. Particularly were they noticed in the last congress against 
nuclear warfare which.was held in Japan. 

"We are particularly anxious. that Dr. Apthéker participate 
directly in the plenary sessions of this congress and also in 
other fashion and capacity as an authoritative spokesman, 
representing the Marxist progressive broadér views. We have full 
confidence in him and highly recommend him and give you our 
assurances that these contributions of Dr. Aptheker will be 

_ fully appreciated particularly since he comes from the country 
. Which is the heart of world imperialism. In this event, if he 

' is needed for other lectires in Finland or after the congréss, 
he will make himself available to ‘the congress and to you and 
you should feel free to consult. with hin. Also if there is 8 
need for consultation with him he Will be most willing to help 
in any capacity to serve the program of the world peace council, 

"GUS HALL" 

3. The. following message was in partial code: 

of ROSE PERRY who will travel with 

she arrives soon after the Helsinki “Peace Conférence." 

‘Beneath the above message there was a photograph of 
ROSE PERRY. 

not depart from Moscow until she can see him in Moscow when 
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4, The following message was in partial code: 

"CCCPSU - June 22nd 

"GUS HALL again wishes to stress the importance of the 
Algerian, situation and as to whether or not there will be any . 
change in the World Youth Festival, for in a matter of hours the 
first USA youth delegates are leaving for their first stops such 
as Paris and London and then on to Algiers. He stressed that he 
must hear from you as soon as possible on this (radio) and also 
ean you, if possible, give him an idea as to what. is happening 
in Algeria, which will be of great help here. 

"MORRIS CHILDS" 

5. The following message was in partial code: 

"OCCPSU. 

"The delegation of seven CPUSA youth would have. first 
to go to the World Youth Festival at Algiers andi then to the 
USSR as guésts in Moscow. This is unfortunate, but these seven 
CPUSA youth will be most involved with the delegates in and at 
the World Youth Festival and just cannot leave them in the midst 

_ of this most important event. We are sure that you can understand 
this and regret if this is causing a.problem. The names will 
follow soon. | 

ΤΟΣ HADI," 

6. The following message was in partial code: 

"CPSU 

- "The following comrades of our CPUSA will be traveling 
in the next weeks to the USSR as guests of the CCCPSU. In order 
to save valuable time and not wait until the very Iast minute, 
it would be best if you, instruct your Washington, D.C. embassy 
to have visas available for them. When we have the exact dateés 
of their arrivals and departures, we will let you know in 
advance. Also in what capacity they will go to the USSR (as 
activists. or as guests of the OCCPSU), 

"GUS HALL 
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(The information contained in ‘the parentheses has 
beer added by the NYO to identify the individuals mentioned. ) 

fi i: f ἐπ | +4 i Piya ΕΠ NMAX MILLER (Bufile 100-232715; Los Angeles file 100-2438) 
Ἢ _b4 MARIAN MILLER (Bufile 100-226015; Los Angeles file ‘ 
i . 100-23111) 
440 CARL WINTER 

= BEN DOBBS Ine 
Ye AT, RICHMOND 7c ον 

(These are CPUSA functionaries whose identities 
are well known to the Bureau) 

b6 

bic 

fox » {CPMILFORD SUTHERLAND 
χὰ 

"Attorneys 

ole hus 
ee his person is possibly identical to one 
x an attorney, from Baltimore, Maryland. New York f 

contains a paucity of information and therefore no ide 
. can be made at. this tin “+ no Bureau file available. 

Baitimore file number is ΝΕ | 

yh Geshe "JOSEPH FORER bic : 
ai fhe! 

(JOSEPH FORER is an attorney from Washington, D.C., 
who has worked for the GPUSA in the past on legal matters.) 

"Activists: 

;"BERNARD ADES (Bufile 1100-25013; NY file 100-12482) 
“ DORA ADES (Bufile 100-4275413; NY file 100-133481). 

.. dEAN SCHERMER (Bufile 100-359325; NY file 100-68 δὲ 
. ΤῊ ile 100-85552; NY file 100-46469 

f£ the above) 

"Add to this list also Dr. HERBERT APTHEKER who will 
pick up his visa. at the embassy at Helsinki," oe 

= 

~5- 
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7%. The following message was in partial code: 

UT yould: be good if I could see and talk with you at. 

Uncle Elliott on Wednesday. July 7, at 7:05 p.m. There are 

Several items to talk about. 

ΝΕ " "Jack Brooks." 

8. -The following message was in plain text: 

"“Unele ΕἸΣ τυ next. Sister Carol next." 

The above refers to the next personal rendezvous and 

drop, respectively. 
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το  -UNETED- STATES, coveRNMiNT τσ τ ᾿ . ΤΠ 

Memorandum 7 re 
τὸ : "DIRECTOR, FBL. 4002428091) "spare! June’ 24, 1965. 

. oro. ERAT. ona (205-684) ς, τ τς τς τ 

τ 2° SUBJECT: | _ COMMUNIST ‘PARTY OF CANADA © PH yy Ὁ . . 
. τ. -. INTERNAL SECURITY — CANADA Ὁ - pana τς τος 

- το σι τ ! , es ᾿ “- 

ΝΞ ᾿ἘΘΒυϊοῦ dated June 21, 1965,,. which énclosed,” 
. .,. + thrée copies. οἱ a Letterhead menorandum. classified “+ °° .-: 
\ " » - S@p-SeéREt and captioned. COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA, ἧς τ 
YY) τ which relates to activities of WILLIAM KASHTAN, Geiieral ΝΣ 

- Secretary of the Communist Party of Canada, and the 
proposed joint School of that Party and the Comiunist 
Party, USA. | 

7 oy to 

be This is .to. advise .that two: copies of this ° 
Ib? + a 11 
ὉΠ) τω! rT 
; ‘, delivery he was adqvis Ὁ the sensitive nature 
Ὁ ἢ “Ὁ the Bureau's sources it ig essential ‘that no. 

‘distribution or use of our intelligence information 
-fe undertaken which would be, likely to- -jeopardize: the 
‘sequrity of our sources. ΝΞ Ξ . 

3 Ὑ = ᾿ 4 

ote ~ REGS 

fe web Burefiu. (RM).  " 
Coy - ἃ .- Iapison-disect) 

_ ._ 1+ Ottawa . By a 
> MLI/pen, > a rey 

(Bers. a Ν 
Giz ot " 
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ROUTE*EN ENVELOPE | 
Date: 6/24/65 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

γα __ AERTEL REGISTERED I 
᾿ (Priority) ' 

ae . ..-...............-................0..0.-.ς.ς.ς-ς--ς-.... Loe 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (200-428091). wr 

‘ 2 FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) ῃ OM (@ ι 

| SUBJECT: Cro ς 
15-Ὁ , Ai 

On 6/23/65, pursuant to previously made arrangements, 
NY 6904-S* met his Soviet contact NIKOLAI TALANOV in the men's 
room on the 7th floor of 120 Wall Street, NYC, where they 
exchanged suiteases. The suitcase of the informant .contained 
a Johnson walky-talky which he was returning to the Soviets | 
for repair, and the suitcase of the Soviet contained $150,000 
in fifty and twenty dollar bills, and a Johnson walky-talky 
to be given to the informant in exchange for the one that the. 
informant was xmburning to the Soviets. ee nn a 

According to NY 694-S* ,, there was no: conversation 
during the meeting, but the Soviet handed to ΝΥ 694-S* a pce 
of paper which, according to precedent, should have contained 
thereon a telephone number which the informant would ring at 
7:05 p.m. to indicate that he had been able to transfer the 
money to his office without incident. Apparently the Soviet 
made a mistake with respect to the piece of paper given to the 
informant, for the paper given the informant was part of a 
newspaper on which was written: ; 

/-Fi3RGB 
hX3 A BUREAU (RM) 

- CHICAGO gore Sub B) (aN RM) 
1 - NY 134 (Inv) (441) 
1 - NY 105-iHos Sub 4 (NIKOLAI M. TALANOV) (342) 
1 - NY 100-134637 (41) 

ACB:mfa ; > DY. YO ‘a smi - Ω͂ f of ' 
(8) | ΒΕ. Ὡς {090-25 977. 77. 

ie τ Ν -28°4965 ,τ5 ΗΝ ΠΣ ΗΠ ὦ 9 JUN 29% : 

wet ANY νας 

Approved; Sent M A Ὦ fore, 

. 65 ΠΝ δ 1 Hee t in Charge 
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"Air vent valvé - RP 1784 - $1.50 
Electric Steam Radiator Company" 

The informant ‘intends to return this paper to TALANOV, 
since he believes that it was a reminder that the latter should 
make ἃ purchase, 

Lys 
The above-mentioned $150,000 consisted of $330 000. an, 

$50 bills and $30,000 in $20 bills. The, serial numbers on these 
bills will be checked against Tists of currency issued, to Soviet 
establishments in NYC and Washington, D.C. and if such bills are 
identified, the Bureau will be advised to that effect. 

Further details with respect to the meeting between 
NY 694~S* and TALANOV are being réported by separate Birtel. 

¥ 



9 σε mere, ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
SAC, New York (100-134637) 6/29/65 

1 = Mr. Biand 
1... hr. Reddy 
2 = R. Putnan . 

SECURITY = C 

Rourairtel 6/24/65 which contains a list of Communist 
Party members expected to travel abroad within the next several 
nonths. 

IZ not already done, New York should advise appropriate 
offices of origin in each case ‘under individual captions to be 
alert for travel abroad by the subject. WFO should be requested 
to check. records of the Passport Office on dich individual ‘and 
place appropriate stops if no passport. application | as located. 
include: cautionary statements utilized in. the Solo case. 

For assistanteof New York Bufiles reflect. the following 
6 concerning the individu “and Marian Hiller are. 

: 5. handle 
more, Joseph 

as in reairtel) Forer aré handled by WFO. Information 
concerning the Communist. Party, USA, functionaries: Set. forth in. re~ 
airtel ‘is available. in New York files. 

‘RCP: pah. aly 7 

NOTE: . 
Reairtél sets: foxth Liformation from CPUSA to be trans- 

mitted to the Soviets by our Solo operation. Although the stand 
ing instructions in the Solo case require that Néw York advise the 
office of origin concerning travel. of individuals to: the Soviet 
Unioh under individual caption because Of the large number involved, 

Eee is believed that New Yorks, stould ‘be reminded of thesé. instructions. 

- Casper a Eau : _ εν SELL WT ai ae) GY? 

=: é \y " 9 JUN 29 1965 A ey 
Cannan a je" REG BE , 4 
\Frotter 
Tele. Room ins, 
Holmes 

S65 Jone rae 
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1 . a STATES cov ent at 

as och & Ol - Memorandygeyytg IN EN ve] LOPE 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 6/23/65 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

-- 

«Κ ReBulet dated March 10, 1965, concerning infor- 
mation received by the Bureau from the Central Intelligence 

\ Agency relative to certain points made in discussion with 
! Finnish Communist leaders by ALEKSEY BULYAKOV, Deputy Chief, 

International Department, Central Committee, Communist Part 
of the Soviet Union (CPSU). { 

ey 
On June 17, 1965, this matter was discussed with { 

CG 5824-S* by SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE. A 
this time CG 5824-S* advised that ALEKSEY BULYAKOV, mentioned 
above, is most probably identical with (FNU). BELIKOV, Deputy 
to BORIS N. PONOMAREV, a Secretary and Head of the Interna- 
tional Department, Central Committee, CPSU, contact with whom 
has been reported by CG 5824-S* in the past. At that time 
BELIKOV was filling in and performing the duties of VITALY 
KORIANOV,. Chief Deputy, in. the International Department. 

Relative to the significance of the points set out 
in reBulet, CG 5824-S* commented as follows: 

1) Class warfare is dangerous and undesirabIe 
. = 

This statement is wrong. No communist would Haise . 
anything like it~--not even the rank and filers would dd~so, i. 
let alone a communist leader. Cayo 

2) Soviets favor freer competitive markets. £5 
ἘΞ 

Surely they would, because of the fact that they 
could probably undersell the competition. An example of this 
.is the recent charge that the Soviet Union has been "dumping" 
crab meat on the market in New York. 

3) Force and violence concept is still valid in 

underdeveloped countries. ees. "ἢ 100—4UBZOF {— YO 

This statement: is not altogether right. A trained 
communist would interprét this question as saying that you 
may have to use. either method or both methods. Previous 

Bureau (RM) 
yon tenee 6 JUN 29 1985 Sy 

65 Jig κάθ ς δὺ cel ι 
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΄“ 

Sgnimuni ἐᾷ statements on this ‘subject have pointed out that 

' countries having a strong. military. 

ει underdeveloped countries, 

" should not return to a one-party system.. 

_ te a one-party. system, the Soviet Union would,. of couxse,. 
not. find this desirable... 

‘onerparty system would mean rile by the social democrats who. 

_ Eutope, but Lt wilt come. 
_ the- sole leaders. 

Et. crowia be phrased that based upon the -general principles of 

‘society. 

a 7). ORs. must cooperate with the. social denoerats.. τ 

ΕΝ . This Statement would be correct except for - the word ἐν 
"must." The ΟΡ is not cooperating with the social democrats. ἡ 

CG 134-46 Sub B 

+ 

it might be necessary to use forte in those highly developéd — 
No trained Marxist would 

use exactly the phraseology. used in the above.statement. ; 
Actually, a communist would consider the statement wrong 
because of the fact that communist statements in the past 
specifically referred to “highly developed countries," not 

~ 4) 
tutions and traditions already developed in Finland. 

Tt is” stupid for comiunists to. ‘tear down. insti-" 
Finland. 

Certainly, in general, it would be stupid to tear 
down traditions, but I do not know. énough. about the Finnish 
system to comment specifically. Relative to a Finnish return 

There are a number-of strong parties 
in. Finland and the dominant,party is thé Social Vemocratie ~ 
Party which iS the most anti-communist party in Finland. A 

are the most strongly anti-communists: ‘ 

; 5) Socialism will be. a. Long-time coming to Western 
However , commundsts will not be - 

This statement is Οὐκ; “put it is “not presented 
properly ia Narxist terms. Lt would be more properly. stated ἮΝ 
that communists have given up the idea of establishing a 
socialist state With: 8, monopoly or sole hegemony of jeadership. 

» 6) Each CP must decide on. AS own: how sooialisn * ον 
wild be built in its own country.. ae 

‘By itself, this statement is Ο, κι, put stated ‘properly 

Marxism-Leninism, a, CP would decide,.on the basis of the class, 
forces, and social conditions, how it will build δ socialist 

in Finland, for example. 



; and revolution as in previous. years. 

-- 

CG 184:46 Sub B 

τς 8) The majority. of the yorking class in Western 
Europe is following the social démocrats.. 

This is quite possible, but I really don't ‘know. 
-In France the social democrats are a big party, In West 
Germany it is possible that the. social democrats may be the 
next ruling party. In the Scandinavian countries this is 
‘definitely true and it is also true im England. 

1 

: . 9) One -of.:the communists’ greatest errors was 
condemning the progréssivée elements and trying only to 

_ereate conditions for communist revolution, 

This statement is also not right,’ Fron the point 
of view of Marxism, this statement means nothing. What was 
probably meant was. that the communists should avoid sectarianisn 
and should consider the deniands of the people and especially 
the progressive demands of the population. The mistake An 
Finland was probably the one-sided approach of the. communists 
and their failure ἕο support a united front, _Howaver, ‘they. 
have how correctéd this. 

10) Comihunism cannot create conditions for ΝΣ war 
+ “- 

f 

This, statement is also wrong. A ‘communist * leader 
‘would: not put it in this manner; They would say again that - 
there must be objective conditions for eaivil war and revolution . 
Communists cannot create these conditions. subjectively and jead. 
the people and haope to win, 
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OPTIONAL 704m NO, 10 - ‘ 5010 -π,0 — 
τ τ MAY 1942 (ὈΙΠΟΝ ὦ \ : 

Α ὅϑὰ GEN, EEG, MO. 17 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
yy . 

(© Memorandum owen ΙΝ ENVELOPES= 
TO . Mr. ἥν C. Sultivedy DATE: June 24, 1965 Ξ " 

Τανεὶ -- - 
: Trotter ὦ 

FROM Mr. F. d. | 

FE) ~ 

Tele, Room 

SUBJEGT?SOLO 

Ὁ 
~~ Eitahon ee 

olmes 
Gandy 

NTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST | 9 VW 72 
! ᾿ 

Special gent in Charge, Roney, of our New York Office 
advised late in the afternoon of 6/23/65 that the Soviets had 
delivered the sum of $150,000 to the Communist Party, USA, at 
2:40 ) 2B Men 6/23/65. This money was in 10-and 20-dollar bills. 

᾿ - ‘Recording to Roney, this money was delivered to NY 694-S* 
at an agreed upon location (the 7th floor of 120 Wall Street, 
New. York City) by Nikolai Talanov. Talanov is a member of the 
Soviet delegation to the United Nations who has been identified 
as-a KGB (Soviet Committee yr State Security) agent. 

 *  ‘Phis makes a total of $518,449 which the Communist Party, 
USA, has received this year from the Soviets. Since 1958, the 
Soviets have given the Communist Party, USA, $2,957,463. This 

money is used to finance the activities of the Party in the 
United States. 

ACTION: . ͵ S 

The $150,000 just received is being. processed pgeours 
New York Office. Serial numbers of the bills will be noted and 
a-xepresentative number will be checked to determine whether they 
are counterfeit. xe 

hie τ 
100-428091 Oe v4 = ὦ 

. os 

Mx, Belmont αν SMe 
Mr. Sullivan \n j 
Mr, Branigan ᾧ 
Mr. Baumgardner oa fet of H @ VE Hig 7{ 
Mr. R. Putnam 
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ὁ Date: 6/28/65 τ 

Transmit the following: in ΕΟ . _ 
= CT Yp ein plaintext or code) ΝΠ ΞΕ 

Via____-AIRTEL ὃ’) _ REGISTERED HALL oi. 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) .  -. 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 58} 8) - 

- Enclosed. herewith for, the: Bureau: are three copie 
and for New York one copy of an informant's Statement cap- i 
tioned, "Information Concerning Possible Travel of Anthony Ges 
Krehmarek and to Rumania." 

The information set forth in the enclosed- informant's 
statement was furnishéd by CG 5824-S*, who has: furnished 
reliable information. in the past, to SA RICHARD Ἧς HANSEN .on , 
6/26-27/65. 

. Cleveland is being advised by separa i iq 
of intended travel on the: part of. KRCHMAREK anf | b6 

iy 7 

J eZ Re NGLOSURE 
VC Bureau (Enc. 3) 

-New York (100-13 4637) (Enc: 1) (Info) (RM) 
2-Chicago 
(1 - A)134-46- Sub B, 66). 

SNES. : " (20-4280, "478 
(6) re 

Seems ε-- Σ᾽ 
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" YHFORMATION CONCERNING. 

π᾿ 

delegation 

a 

National Office, 
her going 

expenses. 
for éuch trav 
beyond: Rumania. 

“Bart ἃ 

for mid-July, 1965. . 

aécompany ‘hin and- this. titer 

MSA. The Οἱ 
ed sho must pay 

e 

oe 

OF ANTHONY KRCHMAREK ΔΗ 
RUMANIA 

oP; Ὁ 

iso: advised 

“ahd arrangements to: accompany 
that this 

-ἴο both him-as Well‘as Krcehmaxek. He 

“tothe fact. 

Secretary of the CP; USA, sont ‘ins 

through Arnold Johnson that Erehimrek was ( 

delegation, Johnson had plso indicated that tohnarek would 

“with the Czeclis 
fron. Washington, Ὁ , 
guests at Krdéhrarek's home. In view 

‘the Czechs wou 

-he gone for a nunber of wee 

other places, includ Ψ 
ing the Sovic 

According +6 Bart; 

ks and wou 

4 
. 
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Ε this trip for Kxehnarol 
Carl Winter-came as gsurprise: 

stated Gas Hall, Gengrel 
te 

tructions to“Krehmarek.- τ 

νας to-be part of this ὁ 

ld probably visit some 

st Union and Czechoslovakia. 

Krchnardk has ‘good connections 

ahd Knows: theat language. WhensGzech officials. . 
cone to the Cleveland area, they are frequently ὁ 

A 

1d probably be willing: 

for rchmarek it their country. 
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of these good relations, 
to take care of a stay 

ΕῚ 

order that the. necossary Parties. abroad could be advised 

Krcohmarek wheh he vi το 6% this-travel and to see. 4: something could be ἀρ @-abroad | 

_ to take care of 

countries, particularly ‘Cdechdslovakia. It was also. raised . 
of putting such Parties. on alert 

vor the additional purpose 
that Xrchmarek wow 
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Roure ww wv ROUTE: IN ENVELOPE 
Date: 6/29/65 

PDi96. (Rev. 5-22-64) 

Transmit the following. in * ὡς L - 

(Type ἐπ plaintext-or code) 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MATL _ ! 
΄ " ᾿ ᾿ , ᾿ a , (Priority) - ΝΣ | 

me ee ee eee — es ot Le = 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091)- + @ 
ΝΕ - ; τ ‘ γῇ 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) i} 

ReCGairtel dated 1/12/65 with enclosed LHM relating 
to YURI SERGEOVICH IVANOV, and CIA memo dated 4/12/65 cap- 
eye "YURI SERGEOVICH IVANOV, " transmitted ta, Chicago by 
Buk/S . 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for the New York Office. one copy of a 
letterhead, meniorandum entitled, “YURI SERGEOVICH. IVANOY, 
INTERNATIONAL. DEPARTMENT, CENTRAL. COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST PARTY 
OF THE SOVIET UNION,” 

The information set forth in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was. furnished .on 6/18/65 by CG 5824-S*, who has 
furnished reliable information in the past, to SA RICHARD ΝΥ, 
HANSEN, 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
"SEGRE®! since it contains inforination furnished by CG 58 24—5% , 
avery highly placed source furnishing information on the 
highest level ‘concerning the international communist movement. 
The unauthorized disclosure of the information contained therei 
would, by its nature, tend to identify. CG 5824-S* as the source,} 
jeopardizing his oo” and thus adversely affecting the 
national securit 2 y aD 100-429 ¢97 972 

In ΕΑ provide additional security eZ the source, 
the “δος δ] 5 been,shown as having been made. pt Washing- 
eons D é Cri fas “J oR he 5 

Borel! ἵ ἜΣ (ΒΜ) ὁ τ΄ * YAN ΕΟ toast 
i-New York (100 13.4637) CBr c. 1)(Ihfo)(RM). =, . Ν 
“LNicago,” τὸν; - : : 

RWH: MDW nae 
Kpproved) TS 1} 4 pas as ᾿ ᾿ ἢ - , 

65 JUL a Behl Agent in-Chatge py ie ——— πὸ 



ΒΟΉ ΔΕΡΕΕ Ε ἘΓΑΤΙΤΤΙΝ AUTHORITY DERIVED - FROM: 

AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

RTE 02-08-2012 O 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

" 

FE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. C. 
File No. 

June 29, 1965 

| sybian 

YURI SERGEOVICH IVANOV, INTERNATIONAL 
DEPARTMENT, CENTRAL COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST 

- PARTY ΟΕ THE SOVIET UNION. 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past; in June, 1965, advised as follows: 

wy 

Kiva April, 1965, it was learned that Yuri Sergeovich 
I yanov, had not been assigned to the Diplomatic Staff ofthe 
Soviet Embassy in Israel. Instead, Ivanov has been placed 
in charge and given the full responsibility for the handling 
‘of Israeli affairs for the Central Committee, Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union (CPSU). He now heads the Israéli Section, 

International Department, .Central Committee, CPSU, and main- 
tains office. space. and .has..a private office in the Central - a! 
Committee building, CPSU, Moscow. Ivanov's name appears 
on the door to his office which is an indicator that this 
position is of some rank. 

: This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
- of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 

- your agency; it and its contents are not. to be distributed 
outside your agency. 

“ἥν 

ἈΝ -«χ 509, ~ 4979 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT & ea 

Memorand = emorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE ΞΞΞ 
ΞΞΞΞ ἍΝ 

TO Rosen 
Sullivan We 

nom 
2 

\ goons a 

sumectSot0> 

Tavel 
Trotter 
Tele, Ποῦ ame 
Holmes 

Mr. commas fA Yoo 

Cc. F, Downing 

DATE: June 29, Ν vi 

Captioned case involves the. Bureau's highly valuable H snfidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted’ 
to him by radio. 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

On 6/29/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland at which time a message, NR 629 GR 126, was inter- 
cepted. 

7 The plain text and cipher text are attached. 
- ως Nie = 7 q μ- - 

.... ‘The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: ~ 6° 1, PAF eye, 

το For information. «© ~ 
ΓΝ ᾿ : 

.Δ' " Ι ᾿ 

1 - Mr. Belmont 
1 - Mr. Conrad 
2-Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr., W: G. Shaw)- 
i - Mr. Downing wT 

ΣΌΝ. Newpher (ob L2EO Gi — 9 74 

6 JUL 2 1965 
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τς ούτε ΙΝ μενον 
Date: 6/30/65 

Transmit the following in 
Ir 

— ee ee ee ee es ee ee 

τι 

(Type in plain text or code) 

Vie _ AIRTEL REGISTERED ς΄ 
(Priority) ‘ 2 

δ (oS TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) τς of” | 

FROM: NEW YORK (100-134637) ᾿ y - Lt 

SUBJECT 3x Aono 

ON) 
On 6/29/65, there were received from the Soviets, 

via radio, three ciphered-coded messages, the plain texts of 
which are as follows: BT” AG 

é J | gf 
1. "To Gus Hall: Oj HG “ἢ 

In view of the fact that situation in Algeria is no 
clear now, youth organizations are considering question of 
transferring youth festival to another country. You will be 
informed as soon as decision is taken. 

2. "Tt is not clear to us what is the purpose of new 
group of your CP members visit to Moscow. Do they go for rest 
(according to your quota you may send 8 persons more) or do you 
send them instead of a women or Négro delegation that we invited." 

Regarding above, see NY airtel, 6/24/65, pages 1 and A 

Regarding above, see NY airtel, 6/24/65, pages Ξ and 5. 
aes 7 

Ι «δ ξ R a 
- BUREAU (RM) eo 

1 - CHICAGO (134~46 Sub B)(AM RM) Ge ςΞ 
1 - NY 134-91 inv) (41) “2 1 - NY 105-14931 Sub Ὁ (NIKOLAT Μ, PALANOV) (342) Ἢ 5 
1. - NY 100-134037 (41) REC- 28 0 ὁ «42. 2goy7—-H 9] } 

ACBimfad 6 JUL 3 τὸ | , 
(8) “"" - τὸ \ ΑΝ 6. 

4 S satin | —, Nd ᾽ 

as We 

ΝΠ: ΜΝ Sent  ΄΄ ΜΝ Ρὲεε--.  ΄΄'΄'ὦἝἪἝἝ 

θοῆς ἢ pags ent in Charge 
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NY 100~134637 . 

ες 3. "PETTIS PERRY will wait. for his wife in Moscow: !* 

. Régarding above, see NY airtel, 6/24/65; page 3. 
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ne | Ἐ ἢ te eOHAL. FORM NO. 19 
ον 

Be - πὰ sarostod [9 
C) | . 

ἥ UNITED STATES GOVESAMENT ὡ τ' 

Memorandum 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: JUN 30 1965 J 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub F) 

SUBJECT: (scr) 
“6 Ν᾿ 

ἡ ReBulets dated May 4, 1960, and June 9, 1965, 
and CGlet dated June 3, 1965, 

ReBulet dated May 4, 1960, instructed Chicago 
to set forth a monthly accounting of all receipts and 
disbursements of Solo and CP, USA Reserve Funds in the 
possession of CG 5824-S*., 

ReBulet dated June 9, 1965, suggests that the 
amounts of $4,542.00 received from the “World Marxist 
Review," Prague, Czechoslovakia, and $223.00 received as 
dues payment from the WHEELERs and VAFIADES', Prague, 
(as noted in reCGlet) were to be considered CP, USA 
Reserve Funds rather.than Solo Funds. Accordingly, the 
$4,542.00 received from the "World Marxist Review" is 

ΝΙΝ now being considered ΟΡ, USA.Reserve Funds and 111 be _ 
included in the opening balance of such in this communi- 
cation. In connection with the amount of $223.00, no 
change is being made since this money has already been: 
disbursed by the source, 

Balance of funds in possession of 
CG 5824-S* as of May 31, 1965 “ 

Solo 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, Mid-America National Bank, 
Chicago, Illinois (this money trans~ 
ferred from American National Bank, 
Chicago, 5/31/65) $32,000.00 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit Ny 
box, Michigan Avehue National Ba 

be wieage” lllinois nee 26, 209,89. . 

@bureau α mo, , ἐ Gi~ ΣΟΎ! 17}; 

2-New York (CRM) 
(1 - 100-134637) (SOLO) w 
(1 -- 100-128861) (CP, USA - Reserve Funds) JUL 6 1965 

1~Chicago a 

66 υἱῃαπιρηῦδο, 



0G 134=46 Sub F ΙΝ ΜΝ fo ae 

i 

Additions: ᾿ το πὴ Ν 

Disbirsements _ ee - 

“Solo " 

On. 6/18/68 to cc 5824-8* as: te 

τ yeinbursement for out of- εν 

 ΟΡΟΖ τ τὸ — 200.00 

CP, Usa Reserve Funds | 
"4 

Maintained. in cash in safe deposit 
box, Michigan Avenue: National Bank, St 
Chicago, Eilinois ᾿ $. 4,692.00. 

| | nota ΕΝ $62,901,389 

Solo 

None,. 

- CP, USA.Reserve Funds -- co τος 

Froin Gib, GREEN ‘through HELEN WINTER: 
aS repayment of idan made- 4/65 in 
“USSR from CP, USA funds ΝΝ Ν ¢ 200,0 
From CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, 6/26/65, as a 
partial repayment of loan from CP 
‘funds made previously 

καρ τ LL fete. : ‘$.-. '240:00° 

pocket payments” (personal , " Po ΝΕ 
funds): ‘mide on, bébalf of CP; - 4, oT , 
USA, and “broken. @own as ‘gl lowst. ΒΝ ᾿ ' 

‘On 1/29/65; to LOU. DISKIN, 
Modern Book Store. Chicago, _* - 
for books and: related re 

“ haterial: sent- to. CPSU ahd. ; τον ἦν - 
oo CPCZ. τς ¥ , a a. : 90,00 “ . 

On 2/8/65 ‘to LOU: Diskin, 
Modern: Book Store, Chicago, ᾿ οὐ 
for books and related 
material sent τὸ CPSU and 4 



GG 134-46 Sub F 
= 

τς 2/17/68-to LOU DISKIN, 
’ ModernsBook Store, Chicago, 

4 ᾿ 

i a 

4 

- gent abroad to CPSU and ὍΡΟΣ ττἴἷ Ἐς δ0.00.. 

. for books and related material 
-earried abroad on. 18th Solo: 
Mission $ 100.00 

On 5/17/65 to. “LOU DISKIN, 
Modern Book Store, Chicago, - 

| for books, and related material 

“0n 5/18/85 for books provided ; ἫΝ 
to HARRY CANTOR, Chicago, to 
carry to representatives, ΟΡ ς΄... 
and SUPG 27,00 

On. 5/18/65 for ballpoint pens, 
. refills, and miscellaneous gadgets 
provided HARRY CANTOR to carry: τὸ 

| representatives, CPCZ and. SUPG 700: | 

On 5/18/65 “for parchase of blouse τ ςἍ 

and hose to be carried by HARRY 
“CANTOR to wife of CPCZ Tepresentps- 
tive . . ᾿ 10.00. 

- 

ω Oa, 5/18/65: to GUS PAUL per his - ; . . 
‘request while in Los: dngeles ᾿ 7.50.00 ; 

5/17-19/65 for expenses of GUS 
BALL including méais, hotel, * 

transportation, etc. , at. Los 
' Angeles . os * 5θρ.,00 

- On 5/18/65 for expenses. of round= 
_ trip air fare. for PEGGY DENNIS | “ 
fron San Francisco: to: Los. Angeles, 
meals, and transportation at Los 

| ̓ Angeles - “Ν 50. 00. 

τη, 5/28/65 tol __} . 
‘for éxpenses of Chicago stay τς 
-5/28-31/65 Ν τς 70,00° 

On 8/31/65 e{¢____ | 
for bus fare to New York and San -~ 
Francisco 50.00 | 



σα 184:46 Sub. F 

On 5/31 and 6/6/65 to. CLAUDE Ὁ τ :-.- " : 
LIGHTFOOT for personal expenses , , 
including. mother? ‘s funeral o° ᾧ 150. 00: Be ες 

‘On 6/9-10/65 expenses for meals, won 
gifts and related items provided - - ΝΣ 
to ‘WILLIAM KASHTAN, General Secre--° | Fs, ᾿ 

ΝΣ tary, cp. of Candda. . 20.00 ; - 

‘On: 6/9/65. gifts for CPSU’ representa . 
tive NIKOLAI V. MOSTOVETS, catried- . | ᾿ so 
to: Soviet Union by KASHTAN: 15. 00. ΝΞ ΝΕ 

‘On 6/13/65 cast of spécial shoes ΝΣ ᾿ 
ordered by and mailed. to GUS HALL, | ; ᾿ 
“Yonkers, New York 1,00. - 0 - 

Οὐ 6/17765 trangportation costs » ᾿" ᾿ 
_ for ‘LIGHTFOOT “tO attend National - ΕΝ ᾿ 
Negro. Coniiaission, iheeting, New York 

City. | 50,00 

' On 6/17/65 Polaroid camera. for HALL 's, εκ 
son As. graduation gift | 112, Ὁ. 

"On 6/17/65 partial rédiibuksément 
sof fares for. CG 6653~ ΞΘ: ‘and CG. 5824~S* — : . . ΝΞ 

on, 18th: Solo Mission | A, 000: 00: “ον Po το Τὼ 

"᾿ς ἤσξαι § 2,682.00. Ὁ 

On 6/18765 to LOU DISKIN for 
4 _ books and, Party litérature to | ΝΕ ἐπ : 

’ be ¢arried abroad:.to. répfe- ὃς ΝΞ . 
Ἷ sentatives of the: CRCZ ‘and | τον - ΝΞ 
᾿δῦρα. oe ᾿ "ΗΝ pe 60,00" 

ΝΣ On 6/18/65 to JACK KLING, “GP, 
_ USA xese¥ve fund” depository 

° for use in CP investnent in 
bumper business. by. MAX ' . . Ξ 
WEINSTEIN εὖ ; ; ‘8,108 00: 

On, 6/23/65 to MAX WEINSTEIN 1 for. te 
use in ‘bumper reprocessing busi- - ΞΕ . 
ness - 7  *  5;000,00 



CG 194-46 Sub F 

on. 6/24/85. for hotel, meals, ; 

-and- transportation in Chicago ~ . ΝΗ 7 

' for PEGGY DENNIS. a "oe vg 24,00 

on 6/24/65 for cost of books, . 

pens, refills, and miscellaneous 

items and. gadgets to be carried ~ 

to Soviet Union for CPSU- by. 

PEGGY: DENNIS mo, es 8.00. ° -΄. 

On 6/24/65 to PEGGY DENNIS “28 ee 

reserve fund to be carried ‘by me. oo 

‘her on trip to Soviet Union ΝΝ 400.00 

on 6/25/65. to MAX WEINSTEIN for . 2,000 ,00 

use in connection with ΟΡ inyest— ' . 

ment in bumper TeprocessiAg. 
- 

- -business ~ 

On 6/26/65: to: MAX WEINSTE
IN for - 

following: 

Wages due and not, paid duriee ae 

period. 1/3-6/20/65 $ 759.55 , 
° ΠΝ οι Ὁ  - ' Ν % 

᾿ For “expenses: incurred 
on oe Be το τὸ ἢ 

behalf of ‘GUS HALL, 3/65, Se ΝΣ ΟΝ 

in Chicago and in; NYC Aprit- ΝΣ ᾿ ᾿ 

‘ May, 1965,. including air. 
- 

" fares, hotels, meals, etc, 865.45 | 

τοῦ 6. $1,125.00 

On 6/38-27/68 for cost of meals’, | 

entertainment, and related items 

connected with visit of PATIL and ᾿ 

, CONNIE BART. to- Chicago 
ΝΞ τ 35,00. 

kk $150 per week for period 6/20 

8/1/65 ὍΝ 7 1,200.00 
ΜΝ 

. 

6/28/65 to MAX. WEINSTEIN. for ᾿ . ; - = 

fare and expenses connected With, 

business trip. abroad for Party Ο᾽- ᾿ ; 

on instructions of GUS HALb = 7 1,500,00 

1 

- ou 5" 4 ᾿ 

- : 

2 , -, 



CG 134-46 Sub F - _ " τοῦς 

τ νος Ὁ On. 6/29/88-3 for pens, refills, - - ee 
ee ‘and related gift items to. ‘be " J Se 

ee carried by MAX WEINSTEIN for 2° °- 2 7 os 
“fee , represéntatives of CPCZ, ASHP, “τ. τ ᾿ ταν εἶ 
te - and SUPG ΟΝ οι τς $37.00 

ΝΕ ἋῪἼ τ΄ Φοῖδα τ᾿ $22,249.00 

ἐν τὶ τι GP; USA Resérve. Funds ΝΕ 7 an | | a 
oe ΝΞ ΕΝ “ αι πωλεῖς τς πα Ὁ 2 

7) On 6/18/65 to JACK KLING,- P,,; “USA. ee ae 
: “5. =. ypeserve fund depository, or vse ᾿ se 
og 2 in ‘conneétion. with cP business. 
pe ; investments : .Ν τ 9 4,89200 

᾿ς τὶ τς ΝΕ Total $27,141.00 

co _ Balance -of ‘funds. in’-possession, of» Ce eS 
an ar CG 5824- S*. aS: of June. 30, _1965 | ee ee ΞΕ 

af oe: 1 ey. * ᾿ 
.“-Ὁ-ν ἢ - “πὶ ᾿ i - Lon - - 

ΝΙΝ Solo- ΕΝ _ 2 Ἐ mS ΝΝ εχ! 

Se a δ Ὁ " Μαληταληθα in. cash in. safe deposit - ns 
““- . Dox, . Mid-America ‘Nationa Bank, | aot. 

πον - . Chicago, Iilinois. ~ oe oo. ‘$32 000.00, ; _ τε τος ΜΝ —_ ΕΠ ᾿Ξ fe. UL 
- ΝΞ Matntained im, cash! in’ Safe deposit. πα ον ΠΛΉΝ ἐς ἜΝ 
πόνος | * box, Michigan Avenue. National Bank, ee ΝΞ 
τον " Chicago, Illinois ~ - " eo - 3,960.89 

Cote ΒΕ ΠΡ, USA Reserve, Funds ; : 7 ᾿ ; 

πος ΝΣ Maintained. in cash in safe deposit eT Roe ‘box, - Michigan. Avenve~ Nationa. Bank, | ye πος gt ~ Chicago, Tllinois. bo ro 4000 : 
ne oe os ποίας ; —-$36,000:89 ° -. 

a, 4 ες τον» : 

εν ς -8 = 7 ΝΣ 

κω renee τὸ ΠΝ ως Ν Se ον ἢ 
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Memorandum 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 7/2/65 

[ArRo των S AC, NEW YORK (100-134637A) (41) oo 

oT) 
SUBJECT: \SOLO BAU 

ReNYlet 6/3/65. 

The records of the NYO reflect the following 
transactions regarding SOLO funds during the month of 
June 1965: 

CREDITS 

6/1/65 On Hand $776,533.78 

ἜΣΕ-  Ὶ Ὸ. 
DEBITS 

6/2/65 To LENA SCHERER for 
oe - -- -GPUSA National -office 

Expenses $11,000.00 
6/11/65 To GUS HALL for ΟΡ 

Youth Project 
($25,000) - 
Purchase of Business 

($5,000. ) - 
CP National Office 
Expenses ($10,000) 40,000.00 

6/16/65 To LENA SCHERER for 
CPUSA Reserve Fund 
and CPUSA National 
Office Expenses 30, 000.00 

C2» Bureau (RM) 
1 - Chicago ΣΕ 46-Sub Β) (ΕΜ) 

1 - 
ΝΥ 134-91 (INV) (41) 
NY 100~-138861~Sub B (CPUSA-FUNDS, RESERVE Sry aie 

ds RO (41) /00- 422: 2.50 3 8) Ho 77 

SEAS κατα 3 ΕΞ ‘iy 

(6) ΠΣ δ πὰ EB , RECS ὅ JUL 8 1965 

Mm Mg ee —— ΒΝ ΠΣ πα 
al μι [ ry ame 

(is ἍΠ it gy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
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INTERNAL SECURITY - C ° “ 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi — 
cations transmitted to him by radio. 

On 7/2/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at which time two messages, NR 654 
GR 352 and NR 659 GR 195, were intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached, 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosure , woe 

1 - Mr. Belmont | a ΕἾ 
1. Mr. Conrad 
2-~ Mr. Sullivan (Attention: - Mr: ΕΣ Ae Bizoo, Hr. ἡ: G. Shaw) 
1 - Mr. Downing . 
1 - Mr. Newpher " ' » ὦ 
1 - Mr. Paddock 4 bo- $28 of) — 9 7$¢ 
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NR 654 GR 352 

27646 

41952 

73371 

ἢ 45837 

"97874 
‘31898 

09040 

B12768 

29895 

34172 

66386 

30798 

10974 

84990 
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93544 
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48711 

55164 
i 

$ 48543 
@FaPE® PATENTED 50 Ν᾿ 

24977 

+ 66417 

542964 

. 892957 

87578 

35063- 

77514 

β4252 

35749 

84041 

90475 

98727 

22983 

24844 

92788 

21366 & 

S2941 

22794 

49465 

27049 

66325 

97090 

145235 

36794 

06083 

90238 52559 

50690 15189 

88251; 75862 

33793% 99552 

26635 56018 

10704 27768 

13391 70523 

36953 44249 

79925 83347 

26549 23140 

09751 45362 

65999 68834 

69228 

89379 

72224 

46983 

55813 

14295 

30092 

49859 

89904 

21752 

30911 

79624 

70387 

71393 

810414 

04375 

23767 

11976 

66275 

94908 

82906 

28110 

85119 

63555 

74846 

57782 

28913 

43470 

79316 

25624 

60624 

37268 
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7/02/65 
π 

82616 

98334 

13854 

99449 

04356 

420838 

599635 

35864 

13042 

$1467 

25956 

71229 

69225 

45310 

79499 

$2158 

94368 

539035 

69735 

52681 

92369 

16982 

65784 34676 

23981 02555 

04818 086388 

02109 20163 

66272 002268 

49222 67610 

38643 46404 

39782 60004 

22206 28426 

39905 84060 

61942 51027 

01374 26146 

15435 66688 

67973 26849 

24127 61984 

29716 35484 

49300 67602 

73180 28704 

00020 04592 

43715 02312 

34447 46562 

147334 08039 

7/2/65 

10193 62260 

44813 49852 

78693 27477 

10674 33222 

19530 994741 

19774 01596 

40727 92958 

5794 66673 

56976 37290 

94804 84692 

57285 01578 

66584 14180 

7784956424 

37832 35448 _ 

42589 11556 

60491 09132 

63055 42039 

441437 21200 ᾿ς 

79724 13230 

31056. 98374 

15863 12560 

96497 40830. 

$2670 41619. $2662 07793 45194 44507 09077_18727 67422 28542 __ 

13028 00450 82465 62249 42824 88203 58649 36391 92026 21927 

ENCLOSURE 4 
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85304 38918 

04455 91290 

16636 43455 

00661 03830 

46424: 21244 

32264 37657 

70477 66248 

29509 19007 

72214 64925 

70129 51254 

09632 96562 

92274 

20447 

88927 

46991 

48539 

31722 

75794 

34112 

47575 

57477 

40447 

19943 

28816 

23087 

10530 

60574 

13820 

74104 

60936 

80580 

95168 

24674 

82508 

35688 

19506 

55989 

92983 

53484 

21305 

01932 

06287 

98018 

61685 

Q 

39018 20652 

92543 64349 

51576 80394 

60860 29016 

58953 75952 

43875 44573 

27778 14945 

81384 60703 

72444 19702 

61470 01334 

687719 35106 

58256 

914114 

71978 

52489 

74367 

35650 

01256 

80687 

74168 

53846 

45452 
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NR 659 GR 195. 

93835-13356 

30468 20396 

. 99945 47344 

56268 45548 

51615 40864 

44468: 85907 

65513 54324 

86459 92797 
66186 03718 

78785 58579 

90932 99647 

39605 84050 

48927 81683 
89679" 51960 
a "-" ΜΕ 

ἣν 

93857 99981 29718᾽ 

19827 45219 29964 

00879 29068 61252 
00460 17700 97828 

61496. 44435 27666 

59584 73493 43349 

61932 38554 

03627 09367 

91316 09406 

52933-98722 

33563 54944 

73043 90409 

291485 12414 

98291 64758 

29958 82433. 

35522 66371 

14096 09584 

96500 77957 

47239 84090 
63678 81699 

63809 

B3856 36916 

96672 20322 

51240 04597 

441438 20014 

99898 44144 

62030 60904 

04232 10470 

55090 14296 

66504 46680 

44954 67628 

24964 29651 

63974 07053 

232.44 03934 

51285 42663 

15563 66257 80642 10792 

24478 583145 28716 01456 

15826 76527 75112 30404 

76276. 22882 53559 75655 

20443 35352 44385 99834 

42205 

7/02/65 

85633 53563 | 

95904 09299 

21512 12834 

87268 58429 

04672 12609 

01389 79216 

91449 13243 

37047 56430 

26620 10114 

64290 43759 

46136 68024 

04967 75835 

87129 78574 

73689 

22404 

20418 

79906 

241543 

02225 39949 

17734 99525 

33813 34238 

02157 97493 

79258 96184 

77895 34100. 

41946 85494 

12649 

24994 

47470 

19347 

59479 30685 

58022 81495 
ae 

99977 15590 

04829 82330 48770 69285 - 
39755" 85685 

10876 15924 

44187 04303. 

59321 94286 

‘52912 16334 

45282 49099 
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Transmit the following in 

Vig AERTEL 

ROUTE τ ENN 
Pork 

Date: 7/2/65 

(Type in plain text or code} ~ — 

ATRTEL | 
SO (Priority) ; Ι 

τ] 30: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) sy Ζ Z | 
ἘΞ FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) NES 

supsect Soro 
Ts.0 ὃ- AG 

On 7/2/65, there were received from the Soviets, 
via radio, the following ciphered - coded messages, the plain 
texts of which are as follows: 

i. 

boycott 
Central 
We have 

' replies 
Will be 
replies 
to stay 
with CP 
in detail.’ 

4/16/65 

B 
4 by = τ 

“ΗΜ Γ1} sf 

"To GUS HALL 

"As we alréady informed you your proposal to organize 
of United States goods was sent by us to Communist Parties 
Committee in Rome, Paris, London, Argentina and in Uruguay 
just received their replies except from Argentina. These 
are only preliminary because, as they say, this proposal 
studied further. ROBERT THOMPSON is informed about 
in detail. It is his intention on his way to United States 
in Rome, Paris .and London in order to discuss this questio 
leaders personally. Τὴ United States he will inform yo 

Regarding above, see NY airtels 6/10/65, 4/19/65, 
and 1/8/65. 

BS why, 
UREAU (RM) 

CHICAGO (134-46 Sub 2) (AM RM) 
NY 134-91 ). 
NY 105-1493 Sub Ὁ (NIKOLAS M. TALANOV) (341) 
NY 100134637 (42) 

“3 be ie δῇ,» "τὰ ̓ 

ΘΕ ΤΕΣ oa 
a Sent —__________.M Per 



NY 100--13}}637 

2. "We agree with your proposal on HERB APTHEKER . Our 
᾿ delegate in International Preparatory Corimittee in Helsinki 
‘is instructed to organize invitation to HERBERT APTHEKER for 
conference. Travel expenses will be reimbursed." 

Regarding above, see NY airtel 6/24/65. 

3. "Qo. GPUSA Central Committée 

‘Helsinki CP Central Committee sénds to you following 
invitation. 

"tDear Comrades, 

"tSince in delegations coming to congress that is 
to start working in Helsinki on July 10; there are CP members 
from different CPs, theré is in our opinion excellent possibility: 
to, strengthen cooperation of our CPs. ‘This is why our CP would |. 
like to: propose to convene in Helsinki on July 6-7 joint conference 
of different CPs, delegates, to discuss our CPs work in défense ' 
of peace. We hope to be informed without delay who will take 
part in this conference as your CP delegates. 

"With fraternal greetings 

Wille Pessy — 
On behalf of Helsinki 

' ; CP ‘Central Committee ! 

"_-CPSU Central Committee. fully supports initiative 
of Helsinki comrades and considers that this conferencé is very 
desirable. In our opinion Congress has great significance 
taking into account present international situation.. It may cause 

. active action of international comiunity against.us (U.S.?) 
aggression in Viet-Nam. and other areas, unification of efforts. 

_ of different movements ‘spreading. in many countries. Important 
task ‘of Congress--to promote consolidation. of unity of actions 
of peace. movement and of forces of national liberation movement 
in Asia, Africa and Latin América. Exchange of opinions among 

comradés would help. to discuss frankly state of affairs in peace 
movement, to coordinate positions and to work out main linés. of - 
our delegates! actions at Congress." oo, 

~2. - 
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Memorandum ROUTE IN EN VELOPE # ἘΞΞ 
DATE: July ἡ, 1965 ᾿ sen Ὁ ΤΟΝ nu Sean 

t Tavel 
τ ΝΞ Ττοῖϊοι naan 

Tele. Root = 
Holines acer αν, 

Gandy eee 

confidential informant ΝΥ’ ‘694-S* who has been receiving [gommuni - 
cations transmitted to him by radio. ; oo 

On 7/7/65, transmissions were intercepted by the 
Bureau's radio station at Midland at scheduled times and 
frequencies but no messages were transmitted. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Mr. Conrad 
=.Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

. Downing 
— Mr. Newpher 
- Mr. Paddock Pee he 

! Ἐπ Hi 

η{ || ιοὔ- pak Ff — η94ὁ 

ν΄ «Ὁ. 6 JUL 12 1965 
\ : 

65 JuL 124965 



"_UTE IN anv. be 

SAC, Chicago (134-46 sub F) 7/13/65 

Director, FBI (100-428091) i - Mr. Donohue 
“2 : 1 = Mir. Shaw 

Gow 
INTERNAL SECURITY -« C 

Reurlet 6/30/65 setting forth a monthly accounting 
of all receipts and disbursements of Solo and Communist Party, 
USA,. Reserve Funds in the possession of CG 5824-S*, 

it is noted on pege 4 of reiet that CG 5824=S* on 
6/17/65 took $1,000 from Solo funds ‘as partial reimbursement 
of fares for himself and CG 6693.5 on the 18th Solo Mission. 

In your accounting of funds spent by CG 5824-S* 
during the course of the 18th. Solo Mission, your office must 
make certain that the $1,000 taken from Solo funds by 
CG 5824-S* is. deducted Irom the expenses: incurred by informant 
during. Solo. Mission 18, Any funds advanced ἕο. σα 5824«s* 
which-yere::not utilized by the informant are to be promptly 
returned to°the confidential. fund of your office. 

WGStpah [/e 

Φ 1 Ye 

Aw s 

ΚΟΤΕ: 
On 2/10/65, CG 5824-S* was advanced $3,375 to cover 

first class air travel abroad and return, pus neals, hotels, 
excess baggage and-other incidental expenses in connection with 
the 18th Solo Mission. In addition, informant was furnished the 

' gum of $2,250 to cover six weeks' payments for services. Chicago 
will make an accounting of funds spent by CG 5824-5 ‘on Solo. 
Mission 18, and the fact that CG 5824-S* took $1,000 from Solo. 
funds as reimbursement for fares ‘of himself andCG 6653-5 is being 
brought to the attention of Chicago office. 

Tolsoa . Belaontoac REC- ΤΩ {0 6: fall 49 3 / 
DeLoach wanes EK Freel ὑκαπακαμνίαιια, snore 

᾿ Casper 

6 JUL 13 1965 (σ᾽ 

JUL 12 1965 —- ---α 

COMM-FBI δ 

Holnes — ee 
Gen 

Ν 
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Ἂν 

ΟΜ emorandumBOUTE IN EN y 
‘Mr. ἢ, C. Sullivan DATE:, July 9, 1965 / 

“a AKO 1 = Mr. Belmont ὀΤἨοιΐτ τ - 
eo ‘Mr. Ἐς J. Baumgardner (J 1 - Mr. Sullivan Holmes —a--——— 

andy — - 

δυμμεοίν σις, 

-- 

| 100428091 . 7 “REC 40. ω00- ¥ax OFF 
ΝΞ ΕΣ CONTINUED--OVER abe! 

ppyctosipan ἘΝ ΠΝ 6. 0.2.4 {|985 | 

65.2 el Loew ef 4° em — 

1 ~ Mr. Baumgardner 
1. ~ Mr, Shaw Ι 

INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST Ὁ το Ae Gerth 

. if ᾿ »Ζ x a 
My memorandum of 6/8/65 set. forth in detail receipts and> 

disbursements of funds from: the: Soviet Union and Red. China by the: 
Communist Party; USA, during May, 1965. The following schedule shows | 
‘the present. status ὋΣ these funds together with receipts and disburse~ 
ments during June, 1965. 

SUMMARY : 

Total received from the Soviet Union 9/58 to 6/30/65... .$2,907,463 .00 
Total received from Red China 2/60 to 6/30/65. .6..30500: ___-50 000 00 
Grand Total received 9/58 to 6/30/65 5. aid ese ve esietaeseins ‘2; 957,463 .0D 
Total ‘disbursements to 6/30/65% wo. sees w eee ew seeeeoes 2,080,968. 33 

Balance of’ Fund G/20/65. « «2.9 τ τό σεν ον κνκεκ δεν δ ein 8 876 , 494 «67% 
\ 
+, *$840, 533.78 maintained by NY 694-S* in New York City. ree - - _ _ 

35, ‘960, 89 maintained by CG 5824~5* in Chicago. 

DETAILS: 

Total received. from Soviet ‘Union 9/58. to. 5/31/65. ceceeeeh2y 157, 463. 00 
Total received from ‘Red China 2/60: to 5/31/65... .cccsecee . 0 
Grand Total received 9/58 to 5/31/65... cccccctcccccvvece 2,807, ΤᾺ 00 
Total disbursements to. 5/31/65. csccccccsccvcevecesccesce 1.972..719..33 

me ~ Balance ὍΣ Fund ΔΩ 834,743. 67 

Receipts ‘during June, WOES. seccceseesevessvvccscccsscesed 154, 000, ὟΝ 

798159, 060: received ‘by NY: 694-S* in New York City on 
6/23/65 ‘from Nikolai Talanov, Soviet Mission. to the 

᾿ς United Nations; $4, 000. returned by’ Lena ‘Scherer, 
ΝΕ “Regerve Fund official - of the Communist Party, USA. 

οἰ 

_ DISBURSEMENTS purine JUNE i965: 

e/2/es = Zo; Lena | ‘Scherer ‘for. _expénses of the Party's | 
Laenntan Mase mer eT yy: δ, εὉὍ0 

t 

712-65 pyr - 
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3 : 

Menorandum to Mr. W. Ο, Sullivan 
Re; SOLO 
100-428091 

6/11/65 -- Τὸ 615 Hall, General Secretary , Communist Party, - 
USA, for youth project ($25,000): for ‘Party con- 
trolled business ($5,000); and for expenses of 4 
Party's national office ($10, O00) .eesieeecceesee ed 40,000,00 

6/16/65 - To Lena Scherer for expenses of Party's national - 
office and for Party's Reserve FUNG so ses seseeeeeed 30, 000,; 00. 

6/16/65 =-To Arnold Johnson, Party's: Legislative Director, 
for expenses of Party delegation to Puerto Ricd. «$ 2,000,00 

6/25/65 - To Gus Hall for expenses of American. Institute for- . τ’ 
Marxist Studies, a Party front organization......$ 3,000.00 

6/29/65 ~ To CG 5824~S* as reimbursement for miscellaneous 
expenditure made in behalf of the. Communist’ Party, 
USA (itemized in Chicago letter of 6/30/65). « «ὁ. «Ὁ. 22, 249,00 

6/29/65 = To Helen. Winter, national Party functionary, for 
expenses of Party delegation abroad ($3,000); and. 
for expenses of Party's national office ($1, 600). $ 4,000.00 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS -- JUNE, 1965. ..scccccccscveciscccsccess$h12, 249.00 

BALANCE OF FUND ~ -JUNE 20, L9GS cc cervcccacncccncccccssse eed, 494,87 

ACTION: 

None. This memorandum is submitted for your information, 
An up-to-date accounting of Solo funds will be brought to your 
attention each month. Details. of the accounting of these funds are 
not to be disseminated. 
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TO ‘ Mr. Conra DATE: July 14, 1965), / = 

- 4 
--..----- 

. F, Downing ‘ Holes 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 

“a Trotter 

aos; 
{ Gon dy peepee 

confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi- 

Tele. Room 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

cations transmitted to him by- radio. 

On 7/14/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at which time a message, NR 789 GR 95, 
was intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosure 

πε BELMONT . 
- Mr. Conrad ᾿ " 

Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
Mr. Downing 
Mr. Newpher REC apy 

| 

Mr, Paddock d | . 7 

Alt us :dek~ 
00 9“. 5677 9 $B 

6 Jur 19 1965 

δὴ ν᾽ } : | | | —_! 
ἐκωμωσσιινι ao 

ἢ AO 
ῪΝ 

6S JUL 506 “965 



a a A ES TN ER tr pepe cena τττ ς-- - τ ΕἾ ΗΝ 2 Ἢ a μεαιαναι, σεβεμα. 

my a whe Ε 

“7/14/65 

ΓῚ 

OW: 

| 

rm 

-~* NR 0289 GR 095 07414/65 

94209 05677 68810 48358 17774 48862 67558 00344 15704 63886 

08626 72038-92634 44046 62266 24530 54252 :24155 92462 .88425. 

74032 55799 87881 84335 87704 68155 99976 91354 87901 60164 

43664 47598 01887 55752 46989 57688 50356 41071 78341 31623 

43398 47546 32262 95514 39196 52986 4957) 86036 78934 61898 

36847 27529 29096 77384 314736 97809 97554 89210 04776 91049 

48509 13889 64107 35555 29182 07490 68941 24796 85660 17243 

89482 01556 97767 33893 74152 12439 6522p 23898 34424, 31233 

a 41370 17250 21984 59594 66965 64418 24333 .37977 23600 91586 

ξη4188 2 25003 29950 64999 51877 
re -- -- se —- -«- - το see oe OU - » παρ Ae ll Se Sa 

agy ouknouly Nel aMafrWiNepecIDED|TdPosTHONel. ANBUNTILW1 9664) 

-PLACE|ANojr IMEOFNEXTLAMBW ILCBEDEF INEDBY[TW I NEA TINEXT{ 
ἘΝ JI NNCCORDANCEWI THF ORMERREQUESTF ROnfOVEL ΑΜΒ ΓΝ INE( 

usitsREA7\|T GHEE TH NNESTNLULYP TF TEENNENBERSDFOVEL A 

Heh. aFobnof(spurur xhspururk}(tsReapypohecert 25 oqPER 

“βονθιθβομειοτθρηβονοιτιον θα μπεκνοννιηβονεβπβᾷ 

(00 - wosog-4 1% 3 
ENCLOSURE 
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oO Ble? Ὁ ope 
RnouTe™ _ 

. ; Ι 

Date: {7 12/ 65 - Ὶ ̓ 
. Ι- 

| 

eu! 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code): ᾿ f p 

Vig BERTEL REGISTERED _ a oe 

(Priority) " me 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

7) FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: 
15-Ὁ 

On 7/12/65, NY 694-S* transmitted to the ϑονλϑῦξϑο [Ἐ" hae | Ve 
through the secondary channel, -ISIDORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN, several 
partially coded messages on. microfilm, the plain texts of which, 
are as follows: Caf Ries 4 | 

Ἵ 

"We are assuming that it is definite that the World 
Youth Festival has been cancelled for the period of one year 
according to newspaper and radio reports which we hear in USA. 
As: you know by nows many World Youth Festival -delegates have. 
been sranded both in Europe and in the USA. This is a situation 
which. is most. serious with us these days. We will try -to cope 
with it as best we can. We expected to hear from you today but 
did not. However, we want to raise with you a most urgent 
CPUSA youth problem which is of serious concern to us as a 
result of World Youth Festival cancellation. We refer to your 
original invitation which was: made to a delegation of 15 delegates 

NA fold SARS 
3,6 BUREAU (RM) 
γ΄... CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) (AM RM). 
1 ~ NY 134-91 (Inv) (41) 
1 - ΝΥ 105-14931 Sub C (NIKOLAT M. TALANOV) (341) / 
1 - NY 100-134637 (8) 

ἣ . fOr F2) 

ay ἃ ti at zeal 

S JUL 19 4985 

ey f 

1. "Most Urgent - Expedite. Komsomol - Reshetov 

Approved: 1+ 

65 JUL ΝῊ 
Sent MOP er 

ait in Charge 



-- 

NY 100-134637 

Visit 

_ "to/yoras guests of USSR after having attended the World Youth 
Festival under: your sponsorship. We respectfully. request. that ἡ 
this invitation still be extended since these same youth delegates 
have expressed a desire and willingness to go for a visit to the 
USSR as originally proposed. This is the first time that such 
8. leading group of youth activists who are most active in the 
civil rights movement and in the students’ struggle have express- 
ed a willingness to go to the USSR. Regardless of the cancella- 
tion of the World Youth, Festival, we must take this opportunity 
and offset some of the. negative effect of the World Youth 

-Festival cancellation. Therefore, we propose and ask you to. accept 
the following: 

"The U.S. World Youth Festival Committee ‘pay their 
fares from New York to Paris: and that you undertake the expenses 
from. Paris. to Moscow .and from Moscow back to New York, to which 
this delegation will returh via GDR (East Germany). We must . 
have your radio: answer .on. this: by this, Wednesday, July 14th. Woud 
you contact East German youth for us so that they will accept 
this Same délegation .as guests. of East German Republic for two or 
three days visit on their way home t6 USA: This youth delegation 
Will ‘leave Paris for Moscow on July 28th. 

"Again your dimediate reply by Wednesdays July 14th. 

. "Gus HALT 

2. "Urgent. - CCCPSU. 

"Regardless of World Youth Festival, cancellation, our 
Party youth delegation of 7 will arrive in Moscow on August 
itinerary. and schedule will be furnished you later. 

"Did. Jéan. Schermer receive ἃ Visa from your Helsinki 
Embassy for Moscow? Strongly suggest upon. arrival in Moscow, ‘she. 
Ὀ6 given ‘some rest prior to arrival. of activists delegation. 

"GUS HALL’ | | 

3. "When. Herbert. Aptheker is ready. to. leave Moscow he would 
Like to go to Sofia for a weéK's vacation commencing. September 15 
and then. to Prague for week's vaction commericing September 22. 

- Da 



NY 100-134637 

nde the main purpose of his: travel, is vaeation, he will. be 
willing to: deliver a couple of léctiires in each of thesé 
places. Could you please help him get in touch with. our 
Bulgarian comrades in order that he ‘can arrange his visit to Ὁ 
Sofia. 

4, , Lge f 8 3 ‘HALT 
t los “oe 

4, (  Ueenest ΜΠ business menager™ “or toymies: ESteenpain, 
Finnish. party paper ain: Superior, Wisconsin; and wife, are now 
ih Helsinki at peace conférence. ‘They desixe to go to: Soviet 
‘Union. They do not want anything but should be treatéd: as 
comrades and not ordinary tourists. 

"GUS HALL" 



οα ἬΝ mo 7 
( FD-36 (Rev. 10-29-63) ! 

ΩΝ Ὁ ROUTE IN EV uLOPE 
Ι 
Ι 

Date: 7/14/65 
Ϊ 
i Transmit the following in 

( Type in plain text or code) 
1 

να. ΑἸΆΤΕΙ, REGISTERED 
; (Priority) 

ἊΨ» TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

( PROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

supszcr: (Sono 
Is-C 

On 7/14/65, there was received from the Soviets,via radio, a 
ciphered message, the plain text of which is as follows: 

"As you know, international Youth Festival Committee 
decided to postpone youth festival until 1966. Place and time 
of next youth festival will be defined by committee at next 
conference. In accordance with former request from United 
States Youth Festival Committee, Komsomol is ready to meet 
in U.S.S.R. in July, 15 members of United States Youth Festiv 
delegation, and 'sputnik!' is ready to accept 250 persons as 
tourists on conditions that are known in United States. μι 

Regarding above, see NY airtel, 7/12/65, reflectin 
that the Soviets were mauested to permit a delegation of 15 
delegates, who were to have gone to the Algerd& Youth Festival, 

to go to Moscow as guests of the USSR. 

Referenced airtel further reflects that the CPUSA 
youth delegation to 196 5 eters Conference would arrive in 
Moscow on August 8, 

a) ANSE re hn 0 bb 
U (BM) ee, 

3 - CHICAGO. (134-46 Sub aay τ 
1 - NY 134-971 tay) Hi) 06 - Y2IOT/- HO9 6 
1 - NY 100-134637 

peony τοτπ 

“ACB:mfd (#41) 
(7) 

Approved: Sent MOP er 
65 JUL ag ‘Sigh Aner in Charge 



NY 100-134637 

. NY 694-S* advises that he does not know what the 
significance of the part of the message is which states, 
"Sputnik is ready to accept 250 persons as tourists on conditions 
that are known in United States." He states that it-is his 
opinion however that this is intended to mean that whoever 
would like to go to Moscow at this. time will be permitted to 

' dO so provided they pay their own travel expenses to Moscow 
and provided further that the number of such individuals does 
‘not exceed 250. - - 

Interested offices are being advised by separate 
communication regarding the delegations that will go’ to Moscow. 



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) 

Transmit the following in — 

AIRTEL 
Via 

το : 

FROM : : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) (41) 

SUBJECT: <2 
πὸ 

via radio 

Date: 7716/65 

᾿ (Type in plaintext or code) 

REGISTERED 
(Priority) 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100~-428091.) 

On 7/16/65, there was received from the Soviets - 
a ciphered-partially coded message, the plain text 

of which is as follows: 

διδῷ ee res 

‘Bares Dy. 46-Sub B).(RM) Shes Chicago u αἰεὶ fob Le beaks ς 
NY 131 οἱ (INV) 3} SE ult ig 385 
NY LO5-14931- Sub B (NTKOLAT M. ΠΝ = OK: 

“AGB: sms — εἶ KR 2b 
‘ ᾿ 

Approves ) Rite Sent ____ Μ C.Per = .." ἐ 
65 J yet’ τε Speci 

"Please inform GUS HALL that members of his family 
are invited, as we said it before through 
MORRIS CHILDS and other comrades. in particular, 
as Central Committee guests without any connection 
with any number of CP members that already visited, 
or Will visit USSR that are not included in number 
of 20 comrades invited for rest this year. We 
would like to repeat once more our invitation to 
all members of GUS HALL's family. We will be glad 
to see GUS HALL, his wife and his children in USSR, 
at any time convenient for them. As far as 
so-called quota is concerned, we informed you early this 
year that in 1965 we reserved 20 places for rest 
to our United States friends. We define the 
number of places for rest for each CP in order to. 
pian in advance our work and work of sanitoriums 
and houses of rest. This is established routine 
for many years. Certainly if our friends have 
special need to send number of CP members additionally, 
we may always come to agreement in each case. But 
we like only to be informed in advance on all such 
cases." REC 4g 00 $2. SOG/— 42 $ ¢ W9 | 
Re above, see NY airtel 7/9/65, pages 4, 5 and 

Ageiitn Charge 
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r Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPES= 
> 
ie 

Pete 

_ Tavel 
Trotte? 
Tele, ROOD mmm, 
Holmes 

Gandy ταὶ 

Gale ————__—- 

πὶ My, conraa JIGS _ baTE:, July 16, 1965 τας 

γὴν 

FROM?” . F. Downing 

SUBJECT: SOLO . 

TERNAL SECURITY - C a 

Captioned case involves. the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi~ 
cations transmitted to him by radio. 

On 7/16/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at which time a message, NR 355 GR 252, 
was intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached, 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosure 

t= ΒΕ πολύ 
i ~ Mr. Conrad . 
2. Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G, Shaw) 
1 - Mr. Downing 
1 - Mr. Newpher 
1 - Nr. Paddock 

ΝΣ ᾿ | 

eager be foot ?26°H AVY 
NT | Ww χὰ | REE Σ 

EX."= 107 

S JUL 20 1985 

a 
ere 

- S40 

δῷ JUL 22 1969 



Cy 

C 

Ο 

OC 

OC 

- 72274 

- . 

EY 26953 

wy 
4 

ty 

7 weet 

304075" 
=z : 

J 

9 
NR $55 GR 252 

73443 77071 

84296 86469 

650419 

97040 11969 

90796 04030 

19483 02764 

81594 69996 

$3469 28152 

41884 

92398 

90509 

87944 

38026 

89411, 

96553 

04565 

66298 

42832 

56663 

36482 

"39457 389.70 

139.18" 

95436 

287.04 - 

61963 94940 

24702 59504 

50983 73869 

42604 58352 

48034 65077 

83065 74670 

43072 

08558 

46608 

51835 

08297 20248 

35748 

42059 03790-75758 

29498 53277 

49796 914724. 

04971 64565 

01343 4.4747 

27822 32902 

80069 40406 

95747 78594 

29641 58946 

65543 81455 

60386 49459 

97994 94660 

74783. 57594 | 

28092 36143 

65355: 07190 

22852 46295 

60602 98067 

29945. 41152 

99804 84936 

05218 96420 

67300 67084 

861091 82269 

06010 68978 

90575 35587 

54384 09934. 

03629 29083 

59053 34726 

‘20197 66440 

63762 23920 

48247 82321: 

914359 98046 

$4768 64343. 

‘26783 76488 

38893 02172 

76098 96767 

48332 87366. 

22668 69998 

11696 88459 

Ἶ 

07698 

74 

67470 

66706 - 

42494 

60677 | 

$8462" 

69859 

61763 

58780 . 

47639 

88174 . 

92740 

£4254. 

B1465 

86176 

29312 

50109 

86378 

37862: 

81159 

93663 

58412 

93687. 

47997 

16/65 

03224 

56055. 

72793. 

16589 

49650 

01864 

64908: 

32474 

00506 

54745- 

22350 

617168 

8237.4 

03875 

61797 

03037, 

51102 

40727 

38229 

"74524 

56157 

56640 

26767 

19978 

9 £ 7/16/65 

84461 

‘56087 

25497 

43270 

59931. 

42515 - 

32606 

49898 

52175: 

83310 

06780 ̓ 

73068 | 

959092 

74547 

929622 

65915 
86957 

64689 - 

32670 

54260.; 

49225 

57430 © 

7.38143 29753 | 

21399 

09353 

98459" 

17427 

57220 

33139: 

93094 

86610 

97448. 

52832 

87052) 

94440. 

00489: 

OS443 

64455. 

07334 

81650 

84375: 

55334: 

26636 

29987 

00353 

72396- 

96432: 

26 - ἔῷᾳ FOF f — 
ENCLOSURE 4987 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
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Memorandum OUTE IN EN Vi ELOPE = 
Conrad 

Fell = 
Gale~w 
Rosen 
Sulflven 
Tayel 5 

r τοίτ peer 

ro  ;:Mr. F. J, Baumgardner 

(a -Mr. ἢν G. Shaw WA 

- DATE: July. 9, 1965 

1. Mr, Batimgardne 

Tolson 
eT OIMONE am 

» 

ele fei Shaw Rgleeg = 

soe Gag yer wad ΠΝ 
INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST pb 

Ry 
ΝΣ This memorandum outlines the material - ‘developed di ing 

Solo Mission 18 and will assist ‘dn. locating pertinent ‘data within . 
the Solo file, 

DESCRIPTION OF INFORMATION 

AMERICAN EMBASSY, MOSCOW (riots At) cwvrcccveccsscece 
ARISHMENDI, RODNEY (CP of Uruguay) .seccccesacvess ee 

BIRCH, HEINZ (Ε΄, German official)... ccecceccc cess 
BRAZILIAN COMMUNIST PARTY ees senececevesversevseeies 

ut 

EE interested AN) cocecdeceecede 
I IST’ PARTY. oscccccccveceeceivsesees 

be 7 _CANADIAN: COMMUNIST: PARTY (Training: SCHOOL)... ee ὁ οὐδὸν 
bic CANTER, HARRY'-J. “(CP member τὸ visit ‘RUuSSia):...... 

CARLISLE, (ENU) .- (cP or PALALUAY) oeeesivecsetionse 

- CARRERA, JERONINO (CP of Venezuelayssccccceeceeccss 
CASTRO; "RAUL (Cuban ΟΕ 10:81). cei ceeds ceecccesetes 
CHERNIK, (FNU) - (CP-of Czechoslovakia). ..2i.es+ees 
CHINESE. ‘COMMUNIST ‘PARTY (Meeting with Latin-~ : 

AMELACAN IGPOUP) sciccccedecesedecccsccscovenssoens 

CLEMENTIS,. VLADIMIR. (Rehabilithted Czech official)... 
COMMITTEE. OF YOUTH ORGANIZATIONS (Soviet 
Organization). 6c. ccc e cea cecedesecteccceceeciceces 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA. © 
'..Reimbursed by "World - Marxist Review" re mailing... 

Delégations. to Cuba ἀπά Soviet Union....cevrcccees 
‘. Reimbursed by Soviets - for travel EXPENSES .seecoes 
Interest in’ obtaining ‘stamp. collecting equipment... 

CONGO (Brazzaville) 2. ccwsee e¢¢@ ᾿ »οοίοοθ δον ὁ ne 

‘COUNCIL OF AMERICAN: YOUTH, ORGANIZATION | (Czechs 
το ὧν “ἃ 

ke “10/. 

CONTINGED-~OVER 

hom _ - fe 

100428001 “ ᾿ 

WGS:pah BY a 
(3): [᾿ ὝὟ - 

on Ῥ6 | 85 JUL 

AIRTEL 

5/18/65 
5/12/65 
5/19/65 
5/3/65 
5/3/65. 

5/18/65 
5/7/65 

5/12/65: 
5/13/65. 
“8/24/65 
°5/13/65 
6/21/65 
5/18/65- - + 
5/18/65 
5/10/65 

5/1/65 
5/24/65 

5/28/65 

5/13/65 
5/13/65 
5/13/65 ̓ 

5/12/65. 
5/12/65. 

5/19/65 

SERIAL 

4880 
4844 
4887: 
A771 

' 4815 
4880 
4785 
4842: 

᾿ς 4857 

4886 

Gr ab - a0 Mae ας 

ἜΣ ὡς jue 80 Ἐδὸ 
ΚΝ δὰ 



Memorandum to: Mr. 
Re: SOLO 
100~428091 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

. Ἐς J. Baumgardner | 

Inter=Party Struggle...scecccnecscscsscceccceeses 5/24/65 
‘International Department... crccscotensecsecsevess 5/18/65. 

DARCY, SAM (wants 
DEMICHEV,, PYTOR 

DONNENNI, (FNU) 
EAST EUROPEAN HMI 
EAST GERMANY 

Emergency cros 

5 to go to East Germany).....eeeeee 5/19/65 
(Soviet YOUCD) .eeeeseceicensevecies 4/29/65 

5/1/65 
(Member of Italian Delegation)..... 5/12/65 
LITARY GROUPS IN MOSCOW: cceseseces 5/6/65 

Sover from American Sector...eseee. 5/19/65 ~ 
20th anniversary of liberation from Fascism...... 5/13/65 
Building being erected to hanper MITCLALteccecee. 5/5/65 

EPSTEIN, DR? HARRY (re study in Moscow). cscescscees 3/13/65 
‘FRANCE (Communis 

_ FRANTZOV; EUGENE, 
FREED, NORMAN (C: 

t Party) ccccccasscccccscsccccsocase ‘5/5/65 - 

(Editor, “World Marxist Review")... 5/19/65. 
anadian CP official)...cccccsescees °5/6/65 

GHIOLDI, RUDOLFO (argentinian CP) icsasccccscceceess 5/1/65 

HALL, GUS: 
5/4/65 

Desires: invitation to USSR for LAMLLY.ccccccecece 5/27/65 
Possible visit 

HEYH, "STEFAN (Ea 
to MOXLCO. ci ccsccccanecccneecences 5/13/65 

st. German author). ccccscrescvcecees «0/24/65 
HIGHLIGHTS OF SOLO’. MISSION Ui csavvesvdosvccseresese 4/27/65 © 

ITALY (Communist 
JACKSON, JAMES ‘B, 

- JOHNSON, BEATRIC 
KASHTAN, WILLIAM 

ΕΣ Ψ0ῃ0ῳ0. δ,βδ,8δ᾽ ᾿ 

. ‘(Trip to Europé and Africa).....'. 5/10/65 
ES. (CPUSA representative in Cuba) 5/12/65 
{Canadian ‘CP OLLACLAL) .necesineses 5/6/65 . 

KOPTA, FRANTISEK, (Czech CP OLLACLAL) .cccwccseeseces 5/12/65 
ΠΟ KOUCEY, VLADIMIR (Czech ΟΡ OFfICIAL). Lo. scedcceseees 5/6/65 
LANNON, ALBERT (Desires to go ‘to East Germany)....." 5/19/65 
LATIN~AMERICAN C 
—r τὶ 

᾿  “ 

ONFERENCE: (Havana)..icsesseseseseeet S/1/65. . 
(Prompt PYESS) oc ccenetocecccecaseses 5/19/65 - 

SOHO HOFER ETE OHHH ESE ΧΟ ΧΙ 5/19/65. 

USA OFLICLAL) os coeseesceneigececes 5/10/65. 

᾿ “5/12/65 | 
VeneZUGla)....eeeddedeeed’ 25/7/65 
OOOO Oem Oe ΝΎ 5/6/65; 

~ 5/65).scccceecccscsvececine 5/5/65: 

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF “AMERICAN-SOVIET FRIENDSHIP..2°:%. 5/13/65 
NEW WORLD REVIEW. 

FT tr 

PARAGUAY (P of) 

4904 
4880. 
4886 
4740 

4141 
4844 
4800 

4883 
4857 
4781 
4851 
4783 
4885, 
4803. 
4144 
4816 

4920 
4855 
4904 

_ £746 

4827 
4847 
4808 
4844 

4886. 
4744 
4887 
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NINTH WORLD YOUTH FESTIVAL 
General (PROBEAM. + «scereeererterscsttecsesweciees 5/25/65 
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. 5/28/65. 
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Memorandum: to, ir. F. J; Baimgaraner 
Re: SOLO 
100~428091 _ 

‘PATTERSON, WILLIAM L, (CPUSA official),.c..ccceese. 5/11/65 
PERLO, VICTOR. sescsccvecesccecvicscvcsececceivesie- 5/12/65 

PRINTING EQUIPMENT FOR CPUSA - . 
Efforts tO Obtain. ...rccccecvoccscesecccsceceecs 5/18/65 
Discussions with SovietS..cecesecs cocveccsoseces 57177265 

’ PRINTING EQUIPMENT FOR CANADIAN COMMUNIST PARTY... 5/12/65 

4 

RESHETOV, PYOTR (Head of. Soviet youth)..:...ee5e00 5/28/65 
RIVERIO, JAIME (Cuban offiCia1)...cesccceeccececes 5/6/65 
ROMANSKY, S. K. (Soviet Cultural Relations. Commit- 
ΜΝ ΝΜ ΟΝ 5/25/65 

RUMYANTSEV, ALEXET (Editor, "Pravda')...cccceseees 5/12/65 
SCHLEIFSTEIN, J, (East German official)......6.... 5/1/65 
SEEGAHR, ANNA (East German author)......ececccceces 5/24/65 
SHIELDS, ARTHUR (Moscow. correspohdent of "The 

. ΜΝ Φᾳ{Ψ{.(.0.Σ 5/13/65 

SHULMAN, JACK (Visit to Hungary) ..c.ceccsscveseces 5/6/65 
‘SINO-SOVIET. RELATIONS... cccccccccccccccacscsescee 4/29/65 - 

4/30/65 
‘SOBOLEV, ALEXANDER (Editor, "World: Marxist Review"').5/12/65 
SOUTHEAST ASIA (Analysis by CG: SB24~S#).6 νον ee ooo e4/30/65 
SOVIET UNION 

Personnel of International Department....c.eeee- 5/6/65 
Cultural relations with foreign countries....... 5/25/65 
Power SULUZTIO. coc necceccescccsacaciceccececves 

4/29/65 

5/13/65. 
‘SOVIET LIFE" (Formerly USSR magazine)....:..0+,++ 5/13/65 
SPUTNIK . (Soviet Travel. Bureau) .seccccccecccsvacecs -D/28/65 
‘SUTTON, WELBOURNE (Resides in Czechoslovakia)..... 5/7/65 
‘SYMPOSIUM ROLE OF CPtS. IN HIGHLY DEVELOPED 

COUNTRIES... ..ccccsccccccccceccccceceveccceceese 5/7/65 

“TIMOFEEY , TIMUR (Soviet OFFICIAL): .ccccecscccceens 5/12/65 
TUCHIN, ALEXANDER ("World Marxist Review'')........ 5/6/65 
VAFIADES, JOHN. (EVELYN) (Reside ‘in Prague)........ 5/12/65 
VIETNAM SITUATION: ‘(Analysis by CG. “§824-S*)........ -5/13/65 
VLADIMER (LNU) (Soviet intelligence -official)..... 5/5/65 
VERDUGO, ARNOLD (CP. of MexiCO)'...cscetceccevceeces 4/30/65 
WAGNER, (FNU) (Czech OfFICLAL).. coecereccccccnweess 5/18/65. 
WHEELER, GEORGE (Resides in Prague).......e-+02+-. 5/10/65 
WARNKE, HERBERT (East. German official)....i....2..5 4/30/65. 
“WORLD: FEDERATION .OF . TRADE UNIONS (List of 

CELEBALCS) op nap νος στρ reece neceeeseeecennceeceees 5/19/65. 
WORLD MARXIST: REVIEW 

_.To publish. issue .dévoted _to.. WA ce νιν τιν ἐν ἤν γεν ως 5/18/65 
To” sponsor symposium on State-Monopoly capital... 5/18/65 - - 

ACTION: : ; * Fou ας : ει a 

None. File for record. purposes., 
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Date: 7/13/65 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code} 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL | 
(Priority) | 

ee τ ee ee ee ee eee ee ee oe =———_ Se ES ee eee :-.....ς-ςς. 

ΤῸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) RG 

2 
x FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) . 

τ΄ | tly 
| Goro) | (“ss 7 me 
wer Gest Yi 
ff j Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 

and for New York one copy of an informant's statement cap- 
f tioned, “Instructions From Gus Hall on Matters to be Handled 

Abroad with Representatives of the Communist Party of the 
soviet Union and Other Parties," 

The information set forth in the enclosed informant's 
statement was furnished on 7/10 and 12/65 by CG 5824-S+, who 
has furnished reliable information in the past, to SA RICHARD 
W.. HANSEN, 

REC 44 peo - YRRAG J- 69 ᾧ 9 
| , --- d “ἢ 

go JUL 2a! 1965 | uk | 

pone (Enc. ἡ (RM) B- 
1-New York (100~134637) (Enc, 1) (Info) (RM). 
2-Chicago 

(1 - A)134-46}-.20A8-6 7 

RWH: MDW : 

(6) . 

& δὲ ΡῈ cf Y Agent in Charge 



τ τος τὸ ως ἸΝΒΤΒΌΟΤΙΟΝΒ FROM GUS HALL ON MATTERS τὸ στον 
= “-.  ' s BE. HANDLED ABROAD WITH REPRESENTATIVES. OF OL 
at THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF: THE SOVIET t UNION - Se 
Oe iy te. "AND. OTHER PARTIES. oo, = ek 

_#& 4 _ τε 

i ~ -- - = 

(Of the Sovdet Union fcPsy) or sone other. Parties: abroad: . 

ue Boks. “Business Manager of “Tyomies_ Esteenpain", . 
3% “Sannieh 1GHaiee ἼΣΩΝ paper “published λη΄ “Superior; Wisconsin, ~ 

< and his wife are now in Wolsinki; Finland, attending the World” =e 

Peace Conference and when that is concluded would like to go to 

= 

νος πὶ | ᾿ On ταῖν. 8, 1965, Gus Hail, Géneral Séoretary ‘of the — 
. ‘Cohminist: Party, USA (CP, "USA), raised the following matters ̓ 

wae and requested that. they ‘be taken up with the Communist Party 

the Soviet Union, The Russian: should be advised that -Koski and 
his wife da not want anything - from. thom but that they should be 
treated as nore than ordinary tourists. 

| Cohtcronco at Helsinki,. is going. to the, Soviet Union. for a 
| vacation after the- neeting. concludés, After this he wants to 
' Spend a. week's vacation commencing September . 15, 1965, in Sofia, 
‘Bulgaria, and a week!s. vacation in Prague, Lzechoslovakia, τ 
coumencing September 22, 196δι- The Parties in Bulgaria: and 

, Czechoslovakia, should be advised ‘that Apthekér is willing. to | 
seliver a coupis. of lectures in -both places ‘but: ‘that the: ering 

Ἐ reason Τὸ} - “his ‘travel is ‘for ‘Bevacation. . - | ok = 

ae ‘which the Polish United Workers Party (PUWP) had reportedly ἡ 
. ‘. “agreed to ship to the, ‘United States.. According to Hall,'.they 

τ᾿.  ,dad agreed to shiphent by September but not one word. on this ὁ 
i. natter has bean. received from them. According to Hail,.orie 

of his brother's very good mares had died recéntly and now 
“needs. a replacement for her... Hall wants the Polish Party ¢on-- 
_tacted to see -what can be done on. this. natter. _ 

oe τ τ connection, with the information “yogatding 1 Koski 
i - and Aptheker, the: following messages were drawn up and ‘sub~ _ 

_;, Bitted for- future transmission through Party channels; _ : 7 a 

. Cortral Committee | τς τ δος 
μου ὦ Corinunist- “Party. of the Soviet Union τον es me 

- τ : 
Suk oe po 

Tes “When. Herbert Aptheker ig reddy ‘ta leave Modeow, 3.6. vould ike 
to go. to Sofia for a week!s vacation commencing. September I5th 
and then toa Prague for a week's vacation Gohmencing September 

- “22d. While the main purpose of his travel is vacation,. he ~ 
ΕΞ would be willing to deliver a couple of lectures ἀπ each of . 

. these places, . Could you please help, hin. got- in touch, with our 
Pulganian comrades in-order that he can arrange his visit to So 

wey a ee ENCLOSURE. ΖΔΕ 

‘Hertert Aptheker ,- - who is also now at ‘the World ὌΝ 

‘Hell also raised the matter of the Polish Stallions: are 

| γὴν 



“Central Committec 
Communist. Party of the Soviet Union- 

. "Ernest. Koski, Business Manager of Tyomies Estcenpain, 
_. - Finnish Party papor in Superior, Wisconsin, and wife are 

now in Holsinki at peace conference, They desire to go - 
to the Soviet Union. They do not want anything but should _ τὶ 

be treated as comrades and not ordinary tourists,” 

- In connection with comminication with tho PUWP, . 
efforts will bé made in thé near future to attempt to transmit 
@& message concerning the horses through a representative at 

“the Polish Conculate it Chicago, Illinois. ΝΕ in ow 
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OPTIONAL FORM HO, τῷ τ s010=106 a 
MAY 1962 LOITION 
Οἷα GEM, REG, NO. 27 woo . - Tolson 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belmont 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 23 
TO : Mr. Conrad us DATE: July 21, 1965 

“9 

Magy Lg. Dom ΖΞ 
ROM ἐς . #. Downin 

δι ᾿ 

(4 “ 
᾿ 

Holme = ᾿ 
Gondy 

Guo? suRJECTY SOLO 
ERNAL SECURITY - C 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 

informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted to 

him by radio. 

On 7/21/65, transmissions were intercepted by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies but no messages 

were transmitted. 

ACTION: ol 

“4 ‘For information. G - Ly 

é 

1 - Mr. Conrad 
2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
1 - Mr.’ ‘Downing . 
1 - Mr. Newpher -. "ἢ 7 
1- Mr. Paddock _ ey! 

Pg _ 

eet - _ εν _L[e? - f 26 Of f 

(7) eg tdye. NoT RECORDED 
| rot 

ΕΝ aoe ἘΝ τὸ JUL 2B 1965 
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